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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION

BENZENE-1,3-DIAMIDOETHANETHIOL (BDETH2) AND ITS METAL
COMPOUNDS

There is a global need to find a permanent and readily implemented solution to the
problem of heavy metal pollution in aqueous environments. A dithiol compound,
benzene-1,3-diamidoethanethiol (BDETH2), also known as N,N'-bis(2-mercaptoethyl)
isophthalamide or N,N'-bis(2-mercaptoethyl)-1,3-benzenedicarboxamide, capable of
binding divalent metal ions, has been synthesized and characterized. A broad range of
BDET-metal compounds, spanning the periodic chart, has been prepared and
characterized by IR, MS, EA, Raman, XAFS and TGA. The characteristics of the
BDET-M compounds were determined through secondary reactions. In an effort to
derivatize BDET-M compounds through alkylalumination a new cyclic compound, 1,3bis(4,5-dihydrothiazolo)benzene, has been synthesized by refluxing BDETH2 in the
presence of AlMe3.
Mineral coating studies have been performed and it was found that coating with
BDET prevents metal leaching. XPS studies indicated that covalent bonds exist between
BDET and metals at the mineral surfaces.
BDETH2 is not water soluble and must be used as an ethanolic solution to
precipitate metals from water. In an effort to find similar ligands that are water-soluble
another dithiol compound, N,N'-bis(2-mercaptoethyl)oxalamide (MOA),
and a monothiol compound, N-mercaptoethyl-furoylamide (MFA), have been
synthesized. Each was found to precipitate Cd, Hg and Pb from water, to varying
degrees. Some metal compounds of MOA, MFA and dithiothreitol (DTT), a watersoluble dithiol compound have been prepared and characterized. These compounds
provide insight into the properties of the BDET-M compounds. For example, it was
shown that insolubility in water is a common feature of thiol compounds and is not
unique to BDET-M compounds.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1

Statement of Purpose
The objective of this dissertation research was to synthesize a ligand that will bind

heavy metals in aqueous environments, to fully characterize the resulting precipitates,
and to study the basic chemistry of the metal compounds that formed. It was
hypothesized that a ligand containing a soft thiol group will covalently bond with
divalent metal cations that are soft or borderline Lewis acids. Since the divalent heavy
metal cations are soft in nature it was envisioned that a ligand containing thiol group(s)
might effectively remove them from water. The ligand chosen to test this hypothesis was
benzene-1,3-diamidoethanethiol (BDETH2), also known as N,N'-bis(2-mercaptoethyl)isophthalamide or N,N'-bis(2-mercaptoethyl)-1,3-benzenedicarboxamide.
Several investigations with BDETH2 were carried out prior to this work.1-10
BDETH2 was found to be effective in binding heavy metals such as Hg and Pb under
laboratory conditions. It also proved capable of binding 1) mercury from gold mining
effluent, 2) metals under acid mine drainage conditions, 3) mercury from contaminated
soil, and 4) lead from lead battery recycling plant waste water. The results of these
investigations will be discussed in the last part of this chapter.
The previous work focused on applications rather than the basic chemistry of
BDETH2 and the BDET-metal compounds. It is clear, however, that knowledge of the
composition and characteristics of the BDET-M compounds is critical if the ligand is to
be utilized commercially. Thus, the research involved the synthesis and characterization
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of a broad range of BDET-M compounds spanning the periodic chart. The prevention of
metal leaching by coating coal and sulfur-containing minerals with BDETH2 was
demonstrated. Unsuccessful attempts were made to synthesize a water-soluble analogue
of BDETH2 and derivatize it by introducing a polar group into its aromatic backbone.
Another dithiol compound, N,N'-bis(2-mercaptoethyl) oxalamide (MOA), and a
monothiol compound, N-mercaptoethyl-furoylamide (MFA),
capable of binding divalent metals, were synthesized and characterized. Some metal
compounds of MOA, MFA and dithiothreitol (DTT), a water-soluble dithiol, were
synthesized and characterized. A new cyclic compound, 1,3-bis(4,5dihydrothiazolo)benzene, was prepared from BDETH2 in an effort to derivatize it with
AlMe3. This work provides a complete understanding of the chemistry of the BDET-M
compounds.

1.2

Metal and Metalloid Contaminants in the Environment
Environmentally important metals are generally divided into three different

categories.11 In the first category belong metals like sodium, potassium and calcium.
They are considered macro-nutrients in the biosphere. Iron, copper and zinc belong to
the second category, called micro-nutrients. Some metals such as cadmium, mercury,
lead and arsenic have no known biological function and are generally considered toxic.
These are in the third category and are of particular environmental concern.
Cadmium, lead, mercury and arsenic are soft Lewis acids.12a,12b They have affinity
for soft Lewis bases, such as the sulfhydryl side chain of cysteine, an amino acid. The
toxic effects of heavy metals result, in part, due to their bonding with the cysteine
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residues in proteins.13 However, the actual physiological consequences vary from metal
to metal.
Although the metals themselves cause environmental pollution, speciation may
also create forms with differing toxicity.

Organometallic compounds and simple

inorganic salts often greatly differ in toxicity.

For example, organomercury and

organolead compounds are more toxic than inorganic compounds of lead and mercury.14
The reverse is true for arsenic; organoarsenics are less toxic than inorganic arsenics.
Arsenic(V) has been found to be much less toxic than arsenic(III).15,16 Arsenolipids,
which are almost non-toxic, are stored in the tissues of fish and shellfish.17

The

following sections will discuss the chemistry of some metals and metalloids with
particular focus on their speciation in water and the form of the element that BDETH2 is
expected to bind.

1.2.1 Iron
In water systems (both natural waters and their sediments) iron exists in various
oxidation states: metallic iron (iron metal), ferrous iron {Fe(II)}, and ferric iron
{Fe(III)}. The presence or absence of dissolved oxygen (DO) determines the oxidation
state of iron existing in a particular aquatic system. The redox reactions in which iron
participates are also largely dependent on the presence of dissolved oxygen.18
Bacterial oxidation of particulate organic matter makes the sediments of most
bodies of anoxic (i.e. without oxygen) water systems. Iron exists in the sediments of such
anoxic environments in the reduced form, ferrous iron {Fe(II)}. It is often found as iron
sulfide.
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In oxic (i.e. oxygen-containing) water systems iron exists in the oxidized form,
ferric iron {Fe(III)}. In these systems it exists as Fe(OH)3 and Fe2O3, either particulate or
colloidal.
Aqueous solutions of Fe(II) in the absence of complexing anions contain the bluegreen ion [Fe(H2O)6]2+, which is oxidized in acid solutions as shown in equation 1.19

2 Fe2+ (aq) + ½ O2 + 2 H+(aq)

= 2 Fe3+ (aq) + H2O Eo = 0.46 V (eq. 1)

The hydrolysis of the pale purple ion [Fe(H2O)6]3+ is complicated and condition
dependent. The main equilibrium at lower concentrations is shown in equation 2.19

[Fe(H2O)6]3+

⇄

[Fe(OH)(H2O)5]2+

+

H+

K = 1.84 x 10-3

(eq. 2)

A small amount of Fe(OH)2+ may be formed but the second main species is believed to be
the diamagnetic µ-oxo dimer (equation 3).19

2 [Fe(OH)(H2O)5]2+

=

[(H2O)5FeOFe(H2O)5]4+

+

H2O

(eq. 3)

Fe2+ and Fe3+ have been implicated in the generation of acid mine drainage. This will be
discussed in detail in chapter 7.

1.2.2

Cobalt
In aqueous solutions cobalt exists in both Co(II) and Co(III) forms. In basic media

Co2+ exists as Co(OH)2, which may be pink or blue. It is amphoteric, dissolving in

4

concentrated hydroxide solutions to give a deep blue solution containg [Co(OH)4]2- ions.
Oxidation of [Co(H2O)6]2+ to Co3+ is very unfavorable in aqueous solutions (equation
4).20

[Co(H2O)6]2+

=

[Co(H2O)6]3+ +

e-

E° = - 1.84 V

(eq. 4)

[Co(H2O)6]3+ can be generated by electrolytic or O3 oxidation of cold acidic perchlorate
solutions of Co(II). [Co(H2O)6]3+ lies in equilibrium with [Co(OH)(H2O)5]2+.20

1.2.3

Nickel
Nickel has a tendency to complex with both inorganic and organic ligands in water

systems. The green hexaaquonickel(II) ion, [Ni(H2O)6]2+, is present in aqueous solutions
of Ni(II) when no other complexing agents are present.20 Ni(OH)2 and Ni(OH)3- appear
at highly basic pH. Ni(OH)+ and Ni(HCO3)+ may also be present in the pH range of 8-10.
Aqueous nickel is not readily hydrolyzed to the hydroxide under typical
environmental conditions; significant formation of hydroxide complexes occur only
under basic conditions (pH > 7).
The speciation of nickel is greatly affected by the extent of formation of nickel
complexes with the industrial reagents and natural organic ligands that are present in
polluted aquatic systems.

Humic acid solubilizes nickel from nickel carbonate by

generating organo-metal complexes.21
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1.2.4

Copper
In aqueous solutions copper exists as the aquo ion [Cu(H2O)6]2+.20 In natural

waters copper forms complexes with both inorganic and organic ligands. The complexes
with OH- and CO3-2 are strong, but those with Cl- and SO4-2 are relatively weak. In acidic
environments (pH < 7), Cu(II) is the dominant species. However, in a typical aqueous
environment (pH = 6-8) Cu(II), Cu(OH)2, CuHCO3, CuCO3 and CuOH+ are found.19

1.2.5

Cadmium
Most of the cadmium in sea water is present as chloride complexes such as CdCl+,

CdCl2 and CdCl3-. Hydrolysis of Cd(II) leads to species such as [Cd(OH)(H2O)5]+.
Cadmium is also found in harbor sediments. However, cadmium concentrations in
the anaerobic bottom layer of harbor water are low. Microbial reduction of sulfate
produces sulfide as shown in equation 5. The sulfide precipitates cadmium as insoluble
cadmium sulfide (equation 6) explaining why the sediment is high in Cd while the water
has a low concentration.22

2 {CH2O} + SO42- + H+ → 2 CO2 + HS- + 2 H2O

(eq. 5)

CdCl+(chloro complex in seawater) + HS- → CdS(s) + H+ + Cl- (eq. 6)

6

1.2.6

Mercury
In aqueous solutions mercury exists as the Hg(II) ion. Hydrated Hg(II) exists as

[Hg(H2O)6]2+, with an octahedral geometry around the metal. The unusual
+

Hg-Hg+ unit that is found in insoluble salts such as Hg2Cl2 disproportionates in aqueous

solution as shown in equation 7.14

Hg22+ (aq)

→

Hg2+ (aq)

+

Hg (l)

(eq. 7)

Mercury(II) is a very soft Lewis acid.12 It forms stable complexes with soft Lewis
bases such as the sulfide anion. Mercury is found in nature as the sulfide mineral, called
cinnabar. Precipitates of HgO form when the pH of an aqueous solution of Hg(II) is
increased. HgO is highly soluble in neutral and acidic water. The solution may be
viewed as an aqueous species of mercury(II) hydroxide, Hg(OH)2. The process is shown
in equation 8.4
H2O
HgO(s) →

+H+, -H2O
Hg(OH)2
→

+H+, -H2O
HgOH
→
+

Hg2+

(eq. 8)

Attack on Hg(II) by methylcobalamin (i.e. Vitamin B12) leads to methylation. In
methylcobalamin the central cobalt atom is bonded to a methyl group. Equation 9
represents the attack by the anionic methyl group of methylcobalamin on the electrophilic
Hg(II).23
L5Co-CH3

+ Hg2+

L5Co+

→

L5Co-CH3 = simplified methyl-cobalamin.
7

+

CH3Hg+

(eq. 9)

In general, CH3Hg+ exists as CH3HgCl although in shellfish it is also found as
CH3HgSCH3. Further methylation at higher pHs leads to the formation of (CH3)2Hg.11
The methylmercury ion CH3Hg+ is the primary source of toxic effects of mercury
and mercury compounds in the environment. CH3Hg+ and (CH3)2Hg are both more toxic
than the free element or ion because they are more lipophilic. Organic derivatives of
mercury are more hazardous than the simple inorganic salts because they are lipid soluble
(and hence bioconcentrate) and are able to cross the blood-brain barrier, thereby causing
the complex and irreversible neurological symptoms and disturbances associated with
mercury intoxicants.24
The ion CH3Hg+ is hydrated in aqueous solution. The following pH-dependent
reactions lead to the formation of oxonium ions (equations 10-12):24

CH3Hg(OH2)+ + OHCH3Hg(OH2)+ + CH3HgOH
CH3HgOH

+

=

CH3HgOH

+

H2O

(eq. 10)

=

(CH3Hg)2OH+ +

H2O

(eq. 11)

(CH3Hg)3O+

H2O

(eq. 12)

(CH3Hg)2OH+ =

+

The mercury in the oxonium ions binds sulfur and selenium strongly. This high affinity
for sulfur leads to complexation of mercury by cysteine and methionine units in peptides
partially explaining the toxicity of CH3Hg+.
CH3Hg+ was detected in the waters of Minamata Bay close to the Japanese fishing
village of Minamata. The largest episode of mercury poisoning in the history of mankind
that took place there in 1956.25 The mercury came from an acetaldehyde plant that used
Hg2+ in the production of acetaldehyde from acetylene. Residual mercury found its way
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into the Minamata Bay, was taken up by the fish and shellfish, and then bioconcentrated
in the form of lipophilic methylmercury derivatives. Although on much smaller scales
the presence of CH3Hg+. For example, a study of a series of Adirondack lakes in New
York State found that in most lakes approximately 10% of the total mercury existed as
CH3Hg+.26

1.2.7

Lead
The +2 oxidation state is prevalent in the common compounds of lead. In water

Pb2+ undergoes partial hydrolysis according to equation 13.20

Pb2+

+

H2O

=

Pb(OH)+

+

H+

log K = -7.9

(eq. 13)

However, the speciation of lead(II) in aqueous solution involves several hydroxocomplexes.27 Below pH 5.5, Pb2+(aq) predominates, but as the pH increases, Pb4(OH)44+,
Pb6(OH)84+, and Pb3(OH)42+ sequentially appear culminating in the precipitation of
Pb(OH)2(s).

1.2.8

Arsenic
There are many arsenic forms of environmental significance including arsenious

acids (H3AsO3, H2AsO3-, HAsO32-), arsenic acids (H3AsO4, H2AsO4-, HAsO42-), arsenites,
arsenates, methylarsonic acid {CH3OAs(OH)2}, dimethylarsenic acid {(CH3)2AsO2H},
arsine (AsH3), dimethylarsine {HAs(CH3)2} and trimethylarsine {As(CH3)3}.
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Arsenic(V) chemistry resembles that of phosphorus(V). In aqueous systems, it
exhibits anionic behavior. In aerobic waters, arsenic acid predominates only at extremely
low pH (< 2); within pH 2–11 it is replaced by H2AsO4- and HAsO42-. Arsenious acid
appears at low pH and under mildly reduced conditions, but it is replaced by H2AsO3- at
higher pHs.

1.3

Methods for Removing Heavy Metals
The development of new technologies to remove heavy metals such as cadmium,

lead and mercury from the environment has attracted the attention of researchers for quite
a long time now and remains an extremely active field. Most heavy metals are extremely
toxic because, as ions or in certain compounds, they may be taken into living systems
where they tend to combine with and inhibit the functioning of particular enzymes.
Severe physiological or neurological effects may result from the presence of very small
amounts of a toxic heavy metal (or metalloid) in the body. Both short-term exposure to
high doses of a heavy metal or long-term exposure to lower levels can cause numerous
health problems, including anemia and other blood disorders, damage to the nervous
system and brain, kidney disease, reproductive impairments in men (impotence and
sterility) and women (decreased fertility, abnormal menstrual cycles, and miscarriages),
birth defects, mental retardation, behavioral disorders, and death in fetuses and young
children, irreversible damage to the lungs, and shortness of breath and emphysema.28
The total annual global input of mercury to the environment from all sources
including natural, anthropogenic, and oceanic emissions is estimated to be approximately
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5500 tons.29,30 Thus, mercury pollution will likely remain a serious long-term hazard to
human health and environmental systems.
Various methods have been developed and are being used to remove heavy metals
from the environment. These include phytoremediation, bioremediation, precipitation of
metal ions with lime, sulfide, and other chemical reagents, cementation, solvent
extraction, electrodeposition, treatment with ion exchange resins, carbon adsorption,
membrane filtration, application of microorganisms and biomass, reverse osmosis,
electrolysis, zeolite adsorption, and others.31-35 Some of these methods are used for water
purification as well. The following sections will discuss the methods currently being
used for the removal of heavy metals from the environment.

1.3.1

Phytoremediation
Phytoremediation involves the cultivation of certain species of plants in a

contaminated area where they absorb the environmental pollutants through their roots.
This results in the detoxification and/or sequestration of the contaminant elements. This
process can be conveniently divided into 1) phytoextraction, 2) rhizofiltration, and 3)
phytostabilization.36 In phytoextraction, plants transport and concentrate the toxic metals
from the soils into the roots and shoots. In rhizofiltration the plant roots absorb,
precipitate and concentrate toxic metals from polluted effluents. Phytostabilization
sequesters heavy metals by using plants that can tolerate heavy metals in significant
quantity
It has been demonstrated that some species of Indian Mustard (Brassica juncea)
can accumulate Pb in roots and transport it to the shoots very effectively.37 B. juncea is
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also capable of concentrating Cd, Ni, Zn, and Cu in the shoots. In two later studies it was
shown that the addition of synthetic chelating agents such as EDTA to the soils
significantly increased lead transportation from the roots to the shoots of B. juncea.38
Roots of Indian Mustard (Brassica juncea), Sunflower (Helianthus annuus), etc. were
also shown to be effective in removing toxic metals such as Cu, Cd, Ni, Pb, and Zn from
water systems.39
This process has been successful in cleaning up sites contaminated by a number of
organic contaminants including TNT, PCP, and trichloroethylene and metals such as Cd,
Ni, and Pb,40,41 but it has not been successful with mercury because the metal is toxic to
most plants. There are not many plants that can survive in areas contaminated with
mercury long enough to effect remediation. However, Water hyacinth, a species found in
South America and Southeast Asia has been introduced to the California coast recently.42
This plant can safely absorb mercury and can accumulate up to 4435 ppb mercury in their
roots and 852 ppb mercury in their shoots. It is believed that the mercury initially
accumulates in the roots, where it is bound by carboxylate- containing molecules. It then
partially migrates to the shoots, where it is more tightly bound by sulfur biochelates such
as 2-mercaptobenzothiazole (MBT).43 But a problem arises with the mercury-saturated
plants, which must be treated as hazardous waste when harvested.
However, there are some bacteria that can defend themselves against mercury
through a collection of genes known as the mer operon. These genes code for a series of
enzymes that can demethylate organic mercury to form inorganic mercury, then reduce
the inorganic mercury to elemental mercury, which is released. Through genetic
engineering, biologists have now succeeded in transferring the operon to some species of
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plants, including tobacco and yellow poplar.44,45 Both species were shown to survive in
mercury spiked solutions and to effect significant mercury removal. The mercury
absorbed by the plants was converted to Hg° and released, meaning that the plants did not
become saturated and did not therefore need to be harvested. The primary problem with
this approach is that the mercury “removal” releases the element into the atmosphere to
eventually precipitate somewhere else. And a certain percentage of the precipitated
mercury will presumably be methylated and find its way into the food chain, where it will
be concentrated into higher predators and potentially threaten human life.
1.3.2

Constructed Wetlands
Constructed wetlands have been developed recently for heavy metal removal from

water systems.46 One such system was constructed in the summer of 2000, and consisted
of four pairs of one-acre (0.4 ha) wetland cells. Water flowed from one cell to the next,
then to the discharge point. The wetland cells, vegetated with Scirpus californicus
(commonly known as California Bulrush), had a water retention time of approximately
48 hours. The wetland system effectively reduced total and dissolved Hg(II) in the water
by 86%. It also reduced Pb(II) concentrations by 89% from the influent concentration.
Mercury removal efficiency was found to improve with treatment cell maturation. The
system is of low cost and the maintenance consists of checking vegetation growth and
free flow of water through the system.
Wetlands laboratory simulations also demonstrated cadmium removal.47 Influents
were obtained by mixing a synthetic wastewater with CdCl2 ·H2O at four concentrations,
1, 5, 10, and 20 ppm, for the four experimental runs. The mean effluent cadmium
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concentrations varied between 0.02 and 0.16 ppm. Cadmium removal efficiencies were
98.6–99.4% in free water surface, and 99.3–99.9% in the subsurface flow wetland
systems.47 The subsurface flow wetland showed slightly better performance than the free
water surface wetland in terms of various pollutant removal. However, the two systems
had similar performances in removing cadmium.
Another investigation performed in Jiangsu, China revealed that more than 90% of
Cd, Pb and Zn can be removed by treatment in constructed wetlands vegetated with
different plant species such as Alternanthera philoxeroides (commonly known as
Alligatorweed), Zizania latifolia (commonly known as Manchurian wildrice),
Echinochloa crus-galli (commonly known as Japanese millet), Polygonum hydropiper
(commonly known as Water pepper), and related species.48

1.3.3 Bioremediation
Bioremediation uses microscopic organisms such as bacteria, and fungi to remove
contaminant elements from water. It is very similar to phytoremediation. In nature there
exist some bacteria that can convert inorganic and methyl mercury to elemental mercury
through the mer operon. A system has been developed for the bioremediation of
wastewater streams coming out of chlor-alkali plants.49,50 The waste stream is enriched
with a nutrient solution for the bacteria and diverted through a bioreactor containing a
large colony of the organisms. The flow is regulated such that the water will remain
approximately three hours in the reactor, which is also designed to retain the reduced
mercury. The treated water then passes through an activated carbon filter to remove any
mercury not captured by the bacteria. The elemental mercury can be recovered from the
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reactor. This process is relatively cheap and has been shown to effectively remove
mercury from the water streams. However, it does have some drawbacks. The mercury
concentration in the incoming waste water must be regulated because the mercury will
overwhelm the bacteria’s defenses and kill them if it grows too high (over 9 ppm).49
Also, this technique requires an extensive reactor setup and is therefore not suitable for in
situ remediation.
Bacterial modification is another option. In this case it is not necessary to depend
on the mer operon to detoxify mercury. The bacteria would not necessarily revolatilize
the pollutant and no reactor would be required to capture the elemental mercury released.
This has also been attempted, by genetic engineering of the polyphosphate kinase (ppk)
gene into some bacteria that already contained the mercury transport mer genes but not
the reduction enzyme.51 The ppk gene codes for the organism to create large amounts of
linear orthphosphate polymers. This was engineered to replace the merA enzyme, so that
when mercury levels grew dangerous within the bacteria, polyphosphate was synthesized.
Apparently the phosphate chelated the mercury and prevented it from interfering with
processes within the cell, granting the treated bacteria the ability to hyperaccumulate the
metal without ill effects.
This is interesting because phosphate is not as good a ligand for mercury as
thiolates and sulfides, and it is reasonable to think that bacteria that produced thiol
compounds instead of polyphosphate might be even more effective. This also has been
tried, by engineering into E.Coli the mer mercury transport genes and genes to express
metallothionein, a cysteine rich, low molecular weight protein that is known to chelate
heavy metals through its cysteine groups.52 These were placed in a reactor and mercury
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contaminated water was permitted to flow through. The bacteria removed mercury
nearly quantitatively until saturation was reached. Although this was an excellent filter
system, it did face problems similar to other filters, namely that it could be saturated and
then would have to be replaced. Also, bioaccumulating bacteria are probably not a good
choice for in situ remediation because they will become part of the local food chain and
could actually increase the bioavailability of the mercury.
Marine microalga Tetraselmis suecica can be used in bioremediation processes in
seawater polluted with cadmium.53 It was observed that the cadmium removed was
proportional to the concentration of this metal in the medium and it was dependent on the
time of exposure. T. suecica removed 59.6% of cadmium after only six days when it was
exposed to 6 ppm of culture and this percentage increased as cadmium decreased in the
medium; the initial cell density used was only 25 × 104 cells/mL. It was concluded that
living microalgal cells of T. suecica with an initial cell density of 25 × 104 cells/mL could
act as an effective system for cadmium removal at cadmium concentrations up to 6
ppm.53
In another study twenty-four strains of marine microalgae were tested for
cadmium removal and it was found that the marine green microalga Chlorella sp.
NKG16014 showed the highest removal of cadmium with 48.7% after two weeks when
this microalga with an initial cell density of 5 × 107 cells/mL was exposed to 50 µM
cadmium (5.62 ppm).54
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However, there has been little commercial exploitation of microalgal biosorption
for metal removal or recovery processes.

1.3.4

Activated Carbon Adsorption
Activated carbon adsorption is effective in removing mercury from water systems.

In one study over 99% Hg(II) removal was demonstrated by 11 different brands of
commercial activated carbon at pH 4-5.55 However, activated carbons do not function
efficiently at pH < 4 or > 9. It was also observed that total Hg(II) removal decreases in
the presence of strong chelating agents like ethylenediaminetetraacetate (EDTA) due to
the formation of mercury(II)-EDTA complexes. Later tests have shown that activated
carbon is reasonably effective at purifying vapor streams.56,57 Mercury (II) can also be
successfully removed from water by coconut shell based activated carbon,58 with the
extent of removal of Hg(II) depending on sorbent dose, pH, and initial Hg(II)
concentration. Mercury uptake increased from 72 to 100% with increase in pH from 2 to
10.

1.3.5

Adsorbents from Agricultural and Forest Wastes
Removal of heavy metals from the environment can be accomplished by natural

adsorbents from agricultural and forest waste byproducts. 59,60 These include peanut
wastes,61,62 onion skin,63 maize,64 rice husks,65 bagasse pith,66 cork wastes,67 technical
lignins,68,69 conifer leaves,70 and wood barks.71,72 Removal of metal ions including Hg(II)
from aqueous solution has been successfully demonstrated using Pinus radiate bark and
tannins, chemically modified with an acidified solution of formaldehyde.73 The
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adsorption largely depended on the pH of the solution, and adsorption by modified bark
increased from 72.6% at pH 1 to 75.9% at pH 5. When modified tannins were used,
adsorption increased from 55.9% at pH 1 to 77.4% at pH 5.

1.3.6

Ion-exchange Resins
Ion-exchange resins containing sulfur based groups are capable of removing

mercury from water. The best known among them is commonly known as TMR (for
Total Mercury Removal).74 Supplied by Rohm and Haas, this resin is a styrenedivinylbenzene copolymer containing aryl thiol groups. It is capable of adsorbing nearly
0.7g of mercury per gram of resin. The resin can be regenerated by treatment with
concentrated hydrochloric acid.
Trace heavy metal ions including mercury can be efficiently removed from
drinking and ground water by using weakly basic anion exchangers.75 Use of these ion
exchangers was demonstrated both in the laboratory and at semi-industrial scales.
Recently a method has been developed in which Hg and Cd from drinking water
sources can be removed by selectively extracting them with weakly basic resins.76 The
process is based on selective extraction resulting from Lewis acid-base interactions. The
resin material exhibits high performance at neutral or basic pH. Humic acids present in
water may create a minor problem by forming complex compounds with mercury and
thus hindering diffusion. Some commercial resins functioning as ion exchangers reduce
mercury levels to 34 ppb from waste waters with mercury content ranging from 70 to 90
ppm.77
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1.3.7

Polythiol-functionalized Alumina Membranes
Polythiol-functionalized alumina membranes are attractive support materials

because of their good chemical and thermal resistance.34 Moreover, they possess the
many surface hydroxyl groups necessary for ligand attachment. High capacitiy sorbents
can be made by covalently attaching ligands with multiple binding sites, e.g. polythiols
such as poly-S-benzyl-L-cysteine (PLC) and poly-L-glutamic acid (PLGA).
Optimization of the ratio of ligand chain length/pore radius, and operating conditions
resulted in significant improvement of sorption efficiency. Polythiol-functionalized
membranes are characterized by high sorption capacities, high site accessibility, and fast
sorption rates.34

1.3.8

Nanoporous Adsorbent Materials
A new class of high-performance, SiO2-based nano-porous functionalized sorbent

materials with molecular recognition capability has been designed and developed by
Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL).78 These novel materials were created by
combining synthetic nano-porous substrates with specifically-tailored pore sizes (2-10
nm) and very high surface areas (approximately 1000 m2/g ) with self-assembled
monolayers of well-ordered functional groups. These functionalized nano-porous sorbent
materials have high affinity and specificity for targeted cations or anions, either free or
complexed. They exibit very high adsorption capability and are successful in removing
inorganic pollutants from both surface and ground waters. Extensive tests were
performed on one type of these functionalized nano-porous material called thiol-SAMMS
(thiol self-assembled monolayers on mesoporous SiO2). Designed to remove heavy
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metals including mercury, they exhibited highly favorable adsorption characteristics:
exceptionally high metal loading (approximately 100-600 mg metal/g sorbent), very fast
kinetics (> 99% adsorption in less than 1 minute of contact time), and significant
specificity (Kd values ranging between 103-106 mL/g). Possessing unique ionic and
molecular recognition characteristics, they proved to be far superior than other
commercially available sorbents in removing heavy metals including Hg from polluted
water and water streams. US EPA toxicity leaching characteristic tests showed that once
specifically bonded, the pollutants remain immobilized on the nano-materials.
Preliminary data suggests that use of these novel nanomaterials would significantly cut
down on remediation costs due to their better performance characteristics compared to
the conventional adsorbents such as resins and activated carbon.

1.3.8.1

Multiwalled Carbon Nanotubes (MWCNTs)

The sorption of Pb(II), Cu(II) and Cd(II) onto multiwalled carbon nanotubes
(MWCNTs) has been investigated.79 Maximum sorption capacities of 77.08 mg/g for
Pb(II), 24.49 mg/g for Cu(II) and 10.86 mg/g for Cd(II) were found at room temperature,
pH 5.0 and metal ion equilibrium concentration of 10 mg/L. The metal-ion sorption
capacities of the MWCNTs were 3-4 times larger than those of powder activated carbon
and granular activated carbon that are commonly used as sorbents for water purification.
Nanoparticles having much larger surface areas (on a mass basis) than bulk
particles and being amenable to functionalization with various chemical groups that
increase their affinity towards target compounds are particularly attractive sorbents.
However, the ability to provide large quantities of nanomaterials (by suppliers) is an
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important issue in thecommercialization of nanotechnology for heavy metal remediation.
Another problem to is the lack of information about the environmental fate, transport and
toxicity of nanomaterials.80 Little is known about the hydrolytic, oxidative,
photochemical and biological stability of nanomaterials in natural and engineered
environmental systems.

1.3.9

Crown Thioethers
Several studies have demonstrated the utility of polymer pendant ligands for the

extraction of different metal ions from water systems.81-83 Crown thioethers in particular
were shown to be very effective in remediating Hg(II) in water streams due to the high
affinity of the sulfur crowns for the Hg(II) ion.84 One representative member of this
family is [17]aneS5 attached to polystyrene-divinylbenzene through an amine linkage.85
This polymer showed excellent extraction properties. Mercury removal rates of 97-99%
was achieved after thirty minutes exposure to solutions of as high as 34 ppm mercury.
Even in an extremely concentrated solution of 170 ppm mercury, the mercury removal
rate was 91%. The increased hydrophilicity in acidic water due to the amine linker was
considered to be the basis of the success of these compounds in binding mercury. The
polymer could be regenerated by treatment with dithizone, but it increases the cost of this
technique.
The free crown thioethers 12S4 (1, 4, 7, 10-tetrathiacyclododecane) and 9N3 (1, 4,
7-triazacyclononane) form both mono and bis complexes with Hg(II).86 While binding to
Hg(II) the 12S4 ligand forms a square planar (S4) complex and the 9N3 forms a distorted
trigonal prismatic structure by sulfur and hexakis(amine) coordination
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1.3.10 Polymeric Chelating Fibers
Two new classes of chelating fibers, polymercaptopropylsilsesquioxane (PMPS)
and copper (II) ferrocyanide complexed with poly[1-(2-aminoethyl)-3-aminopropyl]silsesquioxane (Cu-FC-PAEAPS) were reported to be effective in removing trace
amounts of mercury well below parts per billion concentrations under a variety of
conditions.29 These polymeric chelating materials do not need complex synthetic
procedures and expensive containment systems, unlike the powder form of mesoporous
organosilica materials.

1.3.11 Tunable Biopolymers
Removal of Cd from dilute waste streams has been demonstrated by using tunable,
metal-binding biopolymers prepared using elastin-like polypeptides composed of either
one or two hexa-histidine clusters.87 Structurally similar to elastin, a mammalian protein,
the elastin-based biopolymers consist of the repeating pentapeptide (VPGVG) and
undergo a reversible phase transfer from water-soluble form into aggregates as the
temperature changes. The sequestered cadmium is easy to recover from the material.88
However, it was found that the percentage of cadmium removal was modest (between 50
and 55%). It was partly due to the displacement of bound cadmium by zinc ions present
in the soil. The use of histidine clusters offers no selectivity, and provides a narrow pH
working range.
It is known that some metalloregulatory proteins like MerR and ArsR have hgh
binding affinity for mercury and arsenic, respectively.89 This fact was utilized to
engineer tunable biopolymers for the selective removal of mercury.90 MerR was fused to
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an elastin-like polypeptide (ELP) to provide the biopolymer with high selectivity.
Mercury was bound selectively by the biopolymer at an expected ratio of 0.5
mercury/biopolymer with minimal binding of competing metals like Cd, Ni and Zn that
were present at 100-fold excess. Extraction of the sequestered mercury was performed
without difficulty, allowing the biopolymer to be reused. Mercury in contaminated water
could be reduced to concentrations below the required drinking water limits.

1.3.11.1 Nanoscale Biopolymers
The emergence of genetic and protein engineering has made possible the
construction of nanoscale materials that can be controlled precisely at the molecular
level. The advent of recombinant DNA techniques has made it possible to create
‘artificial’ protein polymers with fundamentally new molecular organization. These
nanoscale biopolymers are specially pre-programmed within a synthetic gene template.
They can be controlled at the molecular level with high precision in terms of size,
composition and function. It is now possible to specifically design protein-based
nanobiomaterials possessing both metal-binding and tunable properties that can be used
to selectively remove heavy metals from dilute solutions.91 However, there is no report
in the literature of the use of nanoscale biopolymers in remediating heavy metals from the
environment.
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1.3.12

Extraction from Aqueous Solutions

1.3.12.1 Aqueous Biphasic Systems
One of the most commonly used biphasic systems utilizes water and polyethylene
glycol (PEG).92 Polyethylene glycol forms two phases in the presence of salts. Although
metal ions can be directly extracted into the PEG-rich phase in the absence of a
complexant, better selectivity is achieved by adding a water-soluble complexant. The
advantage of using the biphasic PEG system is that it is inexpensive, non-flammable, and
non-toxic. Although this technique has proven effective in binding different divalent
metal ions including Cu, Ni, and Co, there is no data supporting extraction of Cd, Hg or
Pb ions.

1.3.12.2

Surfactants

Surfactants have been found to remove mercury from water systems.93 Surfactants
are molecules that possess both hydrophobic and hydrophilic end groups. In aqueous
solution they form aggregates called micelles with the hydrophilic groups occupying the
outer region. Surfactants act as extractants by transferring metal ions from an aqueous to
an organic phase. The metal ions become encapsulated in the hydrophobic region of the
micelle during extraction. About 85% of Cu was removed when a mixed surfactant
system consisting of sodium dodecylsulfate (SDS)/Triton X-100 (alternatively called
polyoxyethylene octyl phenyl ether) was used.93 However, there is no data in the
literature supporting removal of Cd, Hg or Pb using this technique.
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1.3.12.2.1 Biosurfactants
Surfactin, an anion biosurfactant produced by one of the most effective
biosurfactants ‘Bacillus subtilis’, has been shown to remove Cu(II) and Zn(II) from soil
and sediments.94 Investigations carried out with soil containing 890 mg/kg of Zn and 420
mg/Kg of Cu and sediments containing 1110 mg/Kg of Cu and 3300 mg/Kg of Zn
showed that 0.25% surfactin/1% NaOH removed 25% of the Cu and 6% of the Zn from
the soil and 15% of the Cu and 6% of the Zn from the sediments.94
The presence of two charges due to glutamic and aspartic amino acids as part of its
peptide structure, its biodegradability, its effectiveness as a surfactant (low surface
tension and critical micelle concentration (cmc) values), and its potential for in situ
production present major advantages for using surfactin, while extensive adsorption onto
the soil and the high concentrations (in the mM range) typically required to successfully
extract soil-bound metals are serious problems of this technology.

1.3.13

Chemical Precipitation

1.3.13.1 Lime Precipitation
One of the earliest and most common technologies used for heavy metal removal
is lime {Ca(OH)2} precipitation. This technology is based upon the precipitation of
dissolved heavy metals by pH increase followed by settling of the precipitates.95 The
process for a typical divalent metal cation is shown in equation 14.

M2+(aq)

+

2OH- (aq)

=
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M(OH)2 (s)

(eq. 14)

Sodium hydroxide (NaOH), or sodium carbonate (Na2CO3) can also be used.
Some metal ions tend to produce basic salt precipitates, such as basic copper(II) sulfate,
CuSO4· 3 Cu(OH)2, which is formed as a solid when hydroxide is added to a solution
containing Cu2+ and SO42- ions.
Sodium carbonate can be used to precipitate hydroxides {Fe(OH)3· x H2O},
carbonates (CdCO3), or basic carbonate salts {2 PbCO3· Pb(OH)2}. The carbonate anion
produces hydroxide anions as a result of hydrolysis in water (equation 15).

CO32-

+

H2O

→

HCO3-

+

-

OH

(eq. 15)

The process of lime precipitation is simple and relatively inexpensive. Complete
removal of metals such as Cu, Zn, Fe, Mn, Ni, and Co is possible.95
Since the minimum solubilities of the various metals do not occur at the same pH
value, hydroxide precipitation of all the heavy metals cannot be considered a dependable
technique.96 Effective precipitation is prevented if complexing agents such as NH3 and
EDTA are present. Many metal hydroxides are amphoteric in nature and tend to dissolve
at high pH values (equation 16).

M(OH)2 (s)

+

OH-(aq)

=

M(OH)3- (aq)

(eq. 16)

Another major disadvantage of this method is the requirement of large doses of
alkaline materials to increase and maintain pH values for extremely acidic water to above
6.5 for optimal metal removal.96 Additionally, liming is often temporary and produces
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secondary wastes, such as metal hydroxide sludges and gypsum, which are highly
regulated and have costly disposal requirements.97 The production of secondary wastes
often proves to be a serious problem in the field treatment of Acid Mine Drainage
(AMD), due to the continual need for dredging of downstream water basins and
collection ponds to ensure that water quality is maintained for local water systems.
1.3.13.2 Sulfide Precipitation
Most metal sulfides are very insoluble. Precipitation of the metal cation with
sulfides can be utilized for the removal of heavy metals from aqueous waste streams.
This may be accomplished by passing hydrogen sulfide into the solution contaning the
metal cation(s) (equation 17).11

H2S(g) + M2+(aq)

→

MS(s) + 2 H+(aq)

(eq. 17)

The chemical sludge containing precipitated sulfides must be collected and treated
as hazardous waste. Precipitation is more efficient at high pH since sulfide is a basic
anion. The pH is often raised by adding lime prior to treatment with H2S.
The biggest problem is that H2S is a toxic gas, so extreme care must be exercised
while using it. Precipitation with different metal sulfides is a better, less problematic
alternative.
As in the case of H2S, this precipitation process converts soluble metal compounds
into relatively insoluble sulfide compounds through the addition of metal sulfide reagents
such as sodium sulfide (Na2S), sodium hydrogensulfide (NaHS), ferrous sulfide (FeS),
and calcium sulfide (CaS). Sulfides (S2-) and hydrogensulfides (HS-) are extremely
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reactive with heavy metal ions over a wide pH range. Removal of Pb, Cu, Cr (+6), Ag,
Cd, Zn, Hg, Ni, Tl, Sb, and V from wastewaters has been successfully demonstrated by
sulfide precipitation (EPA, 1987).

Metal sulfide precipitates often are physically

removed from solution through coagulation, flocculation, clarification or filtration. The
primary reactions involved in sulfide precipitation for a divalent metal cation is shown in
equation 18.96
S2- +
Sulfide

M2+(aq)

→

MS(s)
Metal Sulfide

(eq. 18)

There are several advantages in this process. First, there is a high degree of metal
removal, even at low pH values (pH = 2 - 3). Second, heavy metal removal is possible
even with chelating agents present. Third, sulfide precipitation can be operated over a
very wide pH range, typically from 2 to 12. However, there are some disadvantages
associated with sulfide precipitation. First, utmost care is required to control release of
the highly toxic H2S gas which can form under slighty acidic conditions. Second, sulfide
may remain in the treatment effluent. Third, the process involves higher capital and
operating costs than hydroxide precipitation.
However, in a recent work it was found that the addition of NaOH at a pH of 4-5
as a first precipitation step, followed by filtration and further addition of Na2S to the
filtered liquid at pH 7-8 as a second precipitation step, effectively removed heavy metals
from sewage sludge and at a lower cost. 98
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1.3.13.3 Other Chemical Reagents
Removal of mercury by precipitation with a chemical reagent is an economical
and potentially effective possibility. It has been found that chemical reagents containing
sulfur atoms work best to bind toxic heavy metals. At present several reagents are
commercially available for this purpose: sodium or potassium dimethyldithiocarbamate
(SDTC), sodium thiocarbonate (STC), and the trisodium salt of 2,4,6-trimercaptotriazine
(TMT).

1.3.13.3.1 SDTC
Sodium or potassium dimethyldithiocarbamate (SDTC) has the trade name HMP2000.99 This compound forms insoluble precipitates with heavy metals, and can be easily
removed from water. It is effective in removing mercury from mixed gold/mercury
cyanide waste streams. The addition of SDTC to mercury contaminated water resulted in
an immediate drop in the mercury level. However, within hours the mercury level rose
again if the precipitates were not removed from the water, suggesting that mercury was
being leached into the water. SDTC is also known to decompose into byproducts such as
tetramethylthiuram, also known as thiram, that is a potent biocide. For example, in 1999
approximately 117 tons of fish over a 50-mile stretch from Anderson to Indianapolis,
Indiana were killed as a result of an accidental release of over 1.5 million gallons of
SDTC contaminated wastewater into the city’s wastewater system by the Guide
Corporation (an auto parts manufacturer in Anderson, IN).100 The wastewater was
eventually discharged into the White river. The SDTC is thought to have decomposed
into toxic compounds, including thiram, killing the fish. Figure 1.1 illustrates the metal
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binding property of SDTC as well as the generation of toxic byproducts through its
decomposition.99

MX, H2O
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S
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CH3
C

S

S

N
CH3

Thiram
Figure 1.1. SDTC: metal binding and generation of toxic byproducts.99

1.3.13.3.2

STC

The second most widely used chemical reagent for precipitating divalent heavy
metals is sodium thiocarbonate (STC) with the trade name Thio-Red.99 This compound
has been claimed to precipitate heavy metals although not quite as effectively as SDTC,
and not as a metal-ligand complex. However, there is once again a serious problem with
the long-term stability of the resulting precipitates. It has been found that STC removes
heavy metals through the formation of metal sulfides, not as the expected thiocarbonate
complex and a byproduct of the reaction is carbon disulfide which is a volatile and toxic
liquid (Figure 1.2).99 Therefore, STC cannot be used for in situ remediation of
contaminated sites.
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Figure 1.2. Metal binding by STC.99

1.3.13.3.3

TMT

Another chemical reagent that is commonly used for precipitating divalent and
univalent heavy metals including mercury from water is the trisodium salt of 2,4,6trimercaptotriazine (TMT). This ligand is even less effective for heavy metal
precipitation than HMP-2000 or Thio-Red.99 Furthermore, the resulting precipitates
appear to go through multiple changes in form, releasing heavy metals in the process.101
Figure 1.3 shows TMT-metal bond formation.
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pH ~ 7.5

M3(TMT)2 ; M = Co, Cu, Cd
M(HTMT) ; M = Co, Cu
M(H2TMT)2 ; M = Co, Cu

Figure 1.3. Metal binding by TMT.101

Although the exact mechanism by which these heavy metal TMT complexes
decompose is not well understood, it is clear that the precipitates are not stable enough to
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be left in the environment, making this compound of little use for in-situ remediation.
Indeed, TMT can be used as a sacrificial source of sulfide in producing nanoparticulate
metal thiolates (Scheme 1).102
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Scheme 1.1. Formation of nanoparticulate metal thiolates from TMT.102

1.3.13.4 Thiol-based Precipitating Agents
Since none of the commercially available and commonly used heavy metal
precipitating agents are capable of precipitating heavy metals to low enough levels to
meet EPA guidelines, produce stable precipitates and non-toxic byproducts, there is a
clear need to develop new ligands that can effectively bind heavy metals without posing
serious threat to the environment resulting from secondary reactions. A ligand with two
sulfur atoms was thought to be a possible solution to the problem since many metal
regulating proteins including merP bind metals through multiple sulfur atoms. It gets
further support from the enthalpy of the different metal-sulfur bonds. Cd-S (208.4
kJ/mol), Hg-S (217.1 kJ/mol), Pb-S (346 kJ/mol), and As-S (379.5 kJ) bonds are
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moderate to very strong as reflected in their bond enthalpies. The ligand-metal bonds are
likely to be stable since the enthalpies of the formed metal-sulfur bonds are quite high.

1.3.13.4.1 Pyridine-2,6-diamidoethanethiol (PyDETH2)
The first system that was developed and synthesized to bind heavy metals
irreversibly is known as pyridine-2,6-diamidoethanethiol (PyDETH2) (Figure 1.4).103
This ligand is capable of reducing heavy metal concentrations well below EPA discharge
limits, produces precipitates that are insoluble under aqueous conditions, and stable over
a wide range of pH, and do not produce secondary byproducts. For example, copper can
be reduced by > 99.99% from a 50.00 ppm copper solution at pH 4.5 by using PyDETH2
and cadmium can be reduced by 99.88% from a 50.00 ppm cadmium solution at pH
6.0.103 Table 1.1 shows the results of copper and cadmium binding by PyDETH2.
PyDETH2 utilizes its sulfur and nitrogen atoms to stabilize the metal complexes that form
when it binds heavy metals (Figure 1.5).103 The reaction between the ligand and a
divalent metal ion is shown in eq. 19.
C11H15N3O2S2 + M2+ + 2 H2O → C11H13N3O2S2M ↓ + 2 H3O+ (eq. 19)
M = Cu, Cd, Pb, Hg, Ni, Zn, etc.
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Figure 1.4. Computer drawing of PyDET.103
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Figure 1.5. Proposed structure of PyDET metal compounds.103
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Table 1.1. Results of Cd(II) and Cu(II) binding by PyDET.103
Metal

Solution pH
Initial
Concentration
(ppm)

Time (h)

Cd
Cd
Cd
Cd

50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00

4.0
4.0
6.0
6.0

1
4
1
4

Cu
Cu
Cu
Cu

50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00

4.5
4.5
6.0
6.0

1
4
1
4

1.3.13.4.2

Maximum
Final
concentration metal
removed
(ppm)
(%)
2.29
95.42
0.94
98.12
0.15
99.70
0.06
99.88
0.92
<0.0093
1.34
<0.0093

98.16
>99.98
97.32
>99.98

Benzene-1,3-diamidoethanethiol (BDETH2)

Immediately after the successful development and synthesis of PyDETH2 another
compound benzene-1,3-diamidoethanethiol (BDETH2) was developed.1 The design of
BDETH2 follows Pearson’s Hard-Soft Acid-Base (HSAB) interaction principle which
states that hard acids will preferentially bond with hard bases and soft acids will
preferentially bond with soft bases.12a,12b According to this theory, small size, high
oxidation state, low polarizability, high electronegativity, low-energy Highest Occupied
Molecular Orbitals (HOMO) or high-energy Lowest Unoccupied Molecular Orbitals
(LUMO) are the characteristics of hard acids and hard bases. On the other hand, soft
acids and soft bases are distinguished by large size, low or zero oxidation state, high
polarizability, low electronegativity, high-energy HOMO (bases) or low-energy LUMO
(acids). This theory helps to understand the predominant factors which drive chemical
reactions. The products of metathesis reactions can be predicted using this theory.
Results of this work clearly demonstrated that BDETH2 is capable of binding divalent
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heavy metals completely and irreversibly and without generating any secondary toxic
waste. It was envisioned that this ligand would preferably interact and bond with soft
metals, such as Hg(II) and Pb(II). The ligand was designed specifically to give a linear
S-Hg-S geometry as seen in MerP proteins. Results from several investigations
demonstrated that BDETH2 is effective in removing metals under laboratory conditions
and in actual applications.

1.3.13.4.2.1 Synthesis and characterization
Benzene-1,3-diamidoethanethiol (BDETH2) was synthesized by combining
isophthaloyl chloride with 2-mercaptoethylamine hydrochloride (also known as
2-aminoethanethiol hydrochloride, or cysteamine hydrochloride) (Scheme 1.2). White
crystals were obtained upon crystallization from THF at -20 °C, M.p. 129-131 °C, yield
80.2 %.
In the infrared spectrum (KBr pellet) the bands at 3242, 2557, and 1640 cm-1 were
attributed to N-H stretching (νNH), S-H stretching (νSH), and C=O stretching (νC=O)
respectively. Absence of bands between 500 and 400 cm-1 due to S-S stretching and
between 1070 and 1030 cm-1 due to S=O stretching indicates that no oxidation of the S-H
functionality is occurring. In the 1H NMR the amide protons were shown as a broad
singlet at 6.58 ppm, while the sulfhydryl (or thiol) protons exhibited a triplet at 1.44 ppm.
In the of

13

C NMR the signals at 169.1, 45.1, and 24.7 corrsponded to the carbonyl

carbon, methylene carbon adjacent to the amide nitrogen, and the methylene carbon next
to the sulfhydryl (or thiol) group, respectively.
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Scheme 1.2. Synthesis of Benzene-1,3-diamidoethanethiol (BDETH2)

The structure of BDETH2 was confirmed by single crystal X-ray crystallographic
analysis (Figure 1.6). It crystallizes in the orthorhombic space group f222. The molecule
is flat, the amido and the sulfhydryl (or thiol) groups being coplanar with the aromatic
ring. The crystallographic data for BDETH2 are presented in Table 1.2.
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Figure 1.6. Crystal structure of BDETH2

Table 1.2. Crystallographic data for BDETH2
___________________________________
formula
C12H16N2O2S2
fw
284.39
crystal system
orthorhombic
space group
f222
a (Å)
15.5530(4)
b (Å)
17. 3790(6)
c (Å)
9.9810(8)
α (deg)
90.00
β (deg)
90.00
γ (deg)
90.00
2697.8(2)
V (Å3)
Z
8
T (K)
90(2)
Radiation
MoKα (λ = 0.71073 Å)
___________________________________

There is intermolecular hydrogen bonding between the amide NH protons and
oxygen of the amide C=O groups in BDETH2 (Figure 1.8). Hydrogen bonding between
amide NH and C=O groups has been observed in proteins and protein-ligand
complexes.104,105
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Figure 1.7. Intermolecular hydrogen bonding in BDETH2

The pKa of a typical thiol group lies between 10 and 11. The sulfur atom of a thiol
is quite nucleophilic, rather more so than the oxygen atom of an alcohol. Thiols have
been found to be reactive towards neutral complexes like [Pt(bipy)NO2Cl] (bipy = 2,2'bipyridine) and cationic substrates like [Pt(terpy)Cl]+ (terpy = 2,2'-6,2''-terpyridine)
indicating their nucleophilicity.106 Since it is well-known that extensive NH···S hydrogen
bond networks are present in zinc fingers,107 it is possible that such interactions are also
present in BDETH2.
1.3.13.4.2.2 Reaction between BDETH2 and a Divalent Metal Cation
The effectiveness of BDETH2 in binding divalent heavy metals was examined by
preparing a series of aqueous solutions of Hg(II) and Pb(II) at pH 4.0 and 6.0 and adding
stoichiometric amounts (1:1 mole ratio) of solid BDETH2.1 Table 1.3 shows the results
of Hg(II) and Pb(II) binding by BDETH2.1 It is evident from table 1.3 that BDETH2 is
capable of binding Hg(II) and Pb(II) very effectively. 99.9% of lead was removed from a
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50.00 ppm aqueous solution within 6 hours at a pH of 4.0, whereas 99.97% of mercury
removal occurred within 20 hours at pHs of 4.0 and 6.0 from a 50.00 ppm mercury
solution.1 It was also found that reductions to the EPA toxicity limit for lead (5 ppm)
were accomplished within 1 hour for lead solutions at pHs 4.0 and 6.0 whereas the EPA
limit for mercury (0.2 ppm) was reached for the solutions at pHs 4.0 and 6.0 within 6
hours. Subsequent leaching studies established that dissolved mercury has a strong
tendency to displace Cd, Cu, Mn, Pb, and Zn from the BDET-metal compounds.2
The reaction that occurs between BDETH2 and a divalent metal cation can be
shown by equation 20.

C12H16N2O2S2 + M2+ + 2 H2O → C12H14N2O2S2M ↓ + 2 H3O+

(eq. 20)

The mercury environment is linear with the mercury atom bonded to the two sulfur
atoms of the ligand (discussed further in chapter 2). This environment is seen, for
instance, in the compound formed between the ammonium salt of cysteamine (a
component of BDETH2) and mercury, [Hg(SCH2CH2NH3)2](Cl)2 (Figure 1.8).108 The
Hg-S(1) and Hg-S(2) bond distances in this compound are 2.3330(9) and 2.3380(9) Å
respectively, and S(1)-Hg-S(2) bond angle is 168.5393 (3) °. In contrast, the Hg-S bond
distance found in BDET-Hg is 2.42 Å.

Table 1.3. ICP and CVAA results of BDETH2 with Hg(II) and Pb(II).1

Metal

Original M(II)
conc. (ppm)

Solution pH

Time (h)
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Final M(II)
conc. (ppm)

% Metal
removed

Hg

50.00

4.00

1

1.96

96.08

Hg

50.00

4.00

6

1.65

96.70

Hg

50.00

4.00

20

0.93

98.14

Hg

50.00

6.00

1

0.50

99.00

Hg

50.00

6.00

6

0.13

99.74

Hg

50.00

6.00

20

0.09

99.81

Pb

50.00

4.00

1

0.10

99.80

Pb

50.00

4.00

6

0.05

99.90

Pb

50.00

4.00

20

0.05

99.90

Pb

50.00

6.00

1

0.31

99.38

Pb

50.00

6.00

6

0.22

99.56

Pb

50.00

6.00

20

0.13

99.74

Figure 1.8. ORTEP view of [Hg(SCH2CH2NH3)2]2+.108

1.3.13.4.2.3 Gold Ore Column Studies
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After it was successfully established that BDETH2 completely precipitates soft
heavy metals from aqueous solution under a wide variety of conditions, samples collected
from an active gold-mining site in South America were treated with the sodium salt of
this ligand. Addition of 0.01 vol % (v/v) 0.5 M BDET to the leaching solution during the
final pass through the column (glass, 41 x 5 cm) reduced the mercury concentration from
0.998 to 0.470 ppm. When the BDET volume was increased to 0.30% (v/v) of the
leaching solution the concentration of mercury was reduced to 0.001 ppm (Table 1.4).3
It is possible that the high concentrations of other metal-cyano complexes present
in the solution required the addition of extra quantities of BDET in order to precipitate
mercury completely within the leaching columns. In another study on mercury removal
from heap leach solutions following the column leaching procedure it was necessary to
increase the BDET dosage from the 1:1 stoichiometric ratio (BDET to Hg) to higher
values in order to compensate for high copper concentrations.3 Even at a BDET volume
of 0.30% (v/v) of the leaching solution the gold and silver concentrations coming out of
the gold-cyanide process remained virtually unchanged.4 This can be attributed to the
fact that gold and silver under these conditions exist as [Au(CN)2]- and [Ag(CN)2]- anions
while Hg exists as neutral, water-soluble Hg(CN)2 (9.3 g/100 mL of water)..
1.3.13.4.2.4 Acid mine drainage
In order to explore the utility of BDET for binding metals under acid mine
drainage (AMD) conditions, an abandoned coal mine in Pikeville, Kentucky, USA was
selected for study. Treatment of the mine effluent reduced Fe concentrations to
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< 0.009 ppm from an initial concentration of 2.70 ppm and that of Mn from 0.913 ppm to
< 0.001 ppm.5 In a leaching study of BDET-Fe aqueous iron concentrations remained
consistent for the BDET treated AMD samples for 30 days (Table 1.5).5
Table 1.4. Results of gold ore leaching studies.3

Metal
Cd
Cd
Cd
Cu
Cu
Cu
Au
Au
Au
Pb
Pb
Pb
Ag
Ag
Ag
Hg
Hg
Hg

Initial
conc.(ppm)
0.274
0.274
0.274
135
135
135
94.1
94.1
94.1
0.122
0.122
0.122
39.8
39.8
39.8
34.5
34.5
34.5

Metal:BDET2ratio
1:1
1 : 10
1 : 100
1:1
1 : 10
1 : 100
1:1
1 : 10
1 : 100
1:1
1 : 10
1 : 100
1:1
1 : 10
1 : 100
1:1
1 : 10
1 : 100

Time (week)
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Final metal
conc.(ppm)
0.273
<0.005
<0.005
135
134
134
93.4
90.3
89.6
0.122
<0.02
<0.02
40.5
37.6
37.4
4.05
0.005
<5x10-5

Table 1.5. Results of BDET-Fe leaching.5

Time (d)

pH

1
1
1
7
7
7
30
30
30

0.0
4.0
6.5
0.0
4.0
6.5
0.0
4.0
6.5

BDET-Fe (mg)
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000

Bound Fe (mg)
165.3
165.3
165.3
165.3
165.3
165.3
165.3
165.3
165.3
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Leached Fe
(mg)
9.75
5.11
2.96
16.7
8.36
3.79
16.7
8.36
3.79

1.3.13.4.2.5 Immobilization of mercury in soil
Mercury contaminated soil samples were collected from the Appalachia Region of
Eastern Kentucky, USA and tested with the sodium salt of BDETH2. 99.6% of the
mercury in the soil samples could be immobilized from an average initial concentration
of around 10 mg of mercury per gram of soil (mg Hg/g soil) and that the mercury-ligand
compound showed no detectable leaching from pH 0.0-10.0 after 30 days. It was also
found that the EPA digestion technique (for the detection of mercury from solid or
semisolid waste) was unable to entirely free the mercury from the BDET-Hg compound.5

1.3.13.4.2.6 Lead battery recycling effluent
The potassium salt of BDETH2 was applied to field samples collected from an
operating lead battery recycling facility (LBRS) which generates waste water containing
lead with concentrations ranging from 2 to 300 ppm at an average pH of 1.5. More than
99.4% of lead could be removed within 15 minutes starting with an average initial
concentration of 3.61 ppm using a stoichiometric 1:1 molar dose of BDET2- ligand to
metal contaminants present in the LBRS waste solutions.7 Moreover, the BDET-Pb
precipitates remained stable to leaching studies during 30-day leaching periods.

1.4

Conclusions
It is evident that all the methods and technologies that exist for the remediation of

heavy metals from the environment have some adantages and disadvantages. The choice
of an appropriate technology will depend on the types, locations, and nature of the water
to be remediated. No single technology will be relevant to each circumstance. While
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large scale use of some of these techniques are limited by high operating costs, others
need optimum processing conditions like pH. Chemical precipitation has proven to be
relatively easy and cost-effective. However, many precipitants like trimercaptotriazine
(TMT), potassium/sodium thiocarbonate (STC), and sodium dimethyldithiocarbamate
(SDTC) have been found to leach heavy metals back into the environment after a short
period of time and often decompose to produce toxic substances.99 Liming requires large
doses of alkaline materials to increase and maintain pH values from typically 4.0 to
above 6.5 for optimal metal removal.

Additionally, liming is often temporary and

produces secondary wastes, such as metal hydroxide sludges and gypsum, which are
highly regulated and have costly disposal requirements. With sulfide precipitation utmost
care is required to control release of the highly toxic H2S gas. Also, there exists a
problem of residual sulfide in treatment effluent. More importantly, the process involves
higher capital and operating costs. The dithiol ligand, benzene-1,3-diamidoethanethiol
(BDETH2), has proven to be an ideal reagent for removing divalent metals from water. It
has been found to to effectively bind heavy metals such as Hg and Pb under laboratory
conditions. More importantly, the ligand has proven effective in solving some important
environmental problems such as removing mercury from gold mine effluent, and metals
under acid mine drainage conditions, immobilizing mercury in contaminated soil and
precipitating lead from lead battery effluent.

Copyright © Kamruz Md Zaman 2008
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CHAPTER 2

Metal Compounds of BDETH2
2.1

Overview
BDETH2 removes soft heavy metals from water under a variety of conditions.

However, this early work was driven by applications in metal removal from acid mine
drainage, mercury from soil, water, and gold mining effluent, and lead battery recycling
effluent. The chemical identity of the metal compounds that were formed in these
applications was not determined. This chapter will describe the synthesis and full
characterization of the compounds that form between BDETH2 and the metals Cd, Hg,
and Pb. Additionally, the chapter will contain an exploration of the compounds that form
between BDETH2 and Group 1 and 2 elements and various common transition metals.
The goal will be to provide a complete understanding of how BDETH2 interacts with the
broadest possible range of cations.
The discussion of the metal complexes of BDETH2 has been broken down into
three different categories: 1) alkali and alkaline earth metal compounds, 2-5,
2) transition metal compounds, 6-9, and 3) main group metal compounds, 10-14.
The syntheses of most divalent metal complexes of BDETH2 were accomplished
by one general method using aqueous metal salt solutions (equation 21). Divalent metal
salts were used in the syntheses in accordance with our hypothesis which says that a
ligand containing a soft thiol group will react with divalent metal cations that are soft or
borderline Lewis acids. In the case of monovalent metals the reactions that were run in
aqueous solutions are shown by equation 22.
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BDETH2

BDETH2

+
M2+ (aq)
→
BDETM ↓
M = Cd, Hg, Pb, Sn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu

+

2 M+ (aq)

→

BDETM2 ↓

(eq. 21)

(eq. 22)

M = Na, K

For the preparation of the lithium and magnesium compounds the reactions were
conducted under nitrogen since the reagents are air and moisture sensitive. The products
were also handled under nitrogen since they were likely to be moisture-sensitive.
In a typical reaction an aqueous salt solution of a metal was added to an ethanolic
solution of BDETH2. Although, in general, precipitates formed immediately, for
BDETNa2, BDETK2, BDETCo, and BDETNi the reaction mixtures had to be stirred
overnight and for BDETAsOH the reaction mixture was stirred for 7 days.
The following sections will describe the methods used for the preparation of metal
thiolates and their structures, and the syntheses and characterization of BDET-metal
compounds.

The discussions will present the similarities and differences between

different metal thiolates and the BDET metal compounds.

2.2

Alkali and Alkaline Earth Metal Thiolates
The bonding in alkali and alkaline earth thiolates is thought to be covalent with a

high ionic component based on studies conducted with MSH, MSH+, and M(SH)2
(M = Li, Na, K, Be, Mg, and Ca).109 The alkali metal-sulfur bond is ionic with almost no
charge transfer. Considerable charge transfer toward the metal are displayed in Mg-S and
Be-S bonds and there is evidence for the presence of covalent character in the bond
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between Be and S. Connections of elements of lower electronegativity to the metal
center decrease the degree of ionicity.
Apart from covalency considerations the structural chemistry of the metal thiolate
compounds are influenced by ligand size and charge density of the metal. Sterically
demanding ligands and/or strongly coordinating or multidentate bases generally yield
monomeric species. Reduction in ligand size and the use of weaker bases result in the
formation of higher aggregates.

2.2.1 Alkali Metal Thiolates
Reactions between thiols and different reagents such as n-BuLi and metal hydrides
have been used for the preparation of metal thiolates. Lithium thiolates have been most
conveniently prepared by combining the thiol compounds with n-BuLi (equation 23).110
The reactions have been reported to proceed smoothly with the liberation of butane.
n-BuLi

+ HSR → LiSR
R = alkyl, aryl, silyl

+

n-BuH

(eq. 23)

In the case of sodium and potassium, the reaction of thiols with the corresponding
hydrides has been found to be the most convenient route. The presence of a suitable
Lewis donor facilitates the reaction.110

Equation 24 illustrates the formation of alkali

metal thiolates from alkali hydrides.
MH
+
HSR → MSR
M = Na, K; R = alkyl, aryl, silyl
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+

H2

(eq. 24)

Monomeric and dimeric formulations are the most common structural features
observed for lithium thiolates. Monomeric thiolates are formed when bulky ligands are
used in the presence of excess donor as demonstrated by Li(THF)3SMes* (Mes* = 2,4,6-t
-Bu3C6H2).111

Four-coordinate metal centers with one metal-ligand interaction are

characteristics of these compounds. Higher aggregates form when ligand bulk is reduced
as in the dimer [Li(THF)2SCPh3]2.112 In the literature there has also been a report of a
dilithium salt, LiS(-R-)SLi {where R = (CH2)2, (CH2)3, CH = CH, etc.}.113 The heavier
members of the alkali metal family like Na and K also display the same characteristics as
observed for the lithium thiolates. A compound containing two S-Na bonds along with
two ONa bonds has been reported in the literature (Figure 2.1).114

S

S

SNa

NaS

CO2Na
Figure 2.1. A compound containing two S-Na bonds.114

CO2Na

2.2.2 Alkali Metal Compounds of BDETH2
2.2.2.1 Synthesis and characterization
Compound 2 (BDETLi2) was prepared by combining BDETH2 with two
equivalents of n-butyllithium under nitrogen. The compound formed immediately after
addition of n-BuLi solution to the THF solution of BDETH2. Compounds 3 (BDETNa2)
and 4 (BDETK2) were prepared in the air by adding aqueous solutions of NaOH and
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KOH (two equivalents) to stirred ethanolic solutions of BDETH2.

For 3 and 4,

precipitates formed after the reaction mixtures were stirred overnight. While compound
2 was slightly yellowish, 3 and 4 were both white although the filtrates were light yellow.

Yields for all of the reactions were quantitative. Compounds 3 and 4 were found to be
very stable in air, light, and water. While compound 2 melted at 154-158 °C, compound
3 and compound 4 decomposed at temperatures of 205 °C and 210 °C, respectively.

They were found to be insoluble in common laboratory solvents/solvent systems such as
water,

methanol,

ethanol,

water/methanol,

water/ethanol,

dimethylsulfoxide,

dimethylsulfoxide/water, dimethylformamide, acetone, ethyl acetate, tetrahydrofuran,
diethyl ether, acetonitrile, acetonitrile/water, 10% acetic acid, toluene, chloroform,
dichloromethane, hexane, petroleum ether, nitromethane, and nitrobenzene. However,
compound 2 was slightly soluble in dimethylsufoxide.
Attempts to prepare the Na salt of BDETH2 using NaOMe or t-BuONa, and the K
salt using t-BuOK produced results (by melting point and IR) similar to that obtained
using NaOH and KOH indicating that the thiol protons are labile and easily replaced by
Na and K under a variety of conditions.
Infrared spectroscopy data showed that the peak at 2557 cm-1 due to S-H
stretching (νSH) was absent from the spectra of the metal compounds indicating that the
protons of the thiol groups in BDETH2 were displaced by the metals and the metals
formed bonds with the S atoms. There were no bands corresponding to S-S stretching
(between 500 and 400 cm-1) and S=O stretching (between 1070 and 1030 cm-1) indicating
that no oxidation of the products occurred. Raman spectra were obtained for compounds
2 - 4 and the peaks at 316, 292 and 278 cm-1 were assigned to Li-S, Na-S and K-S
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stretches, respectively. These assignments were made considering that most vibrations
attributable to the bonds within the ligand are over 400 cm-1. Metal-sulfur vibration
frequencies fall below 400 cm-1 and metal-sulfur vibration frequencies assume smaller
numbers with increase in atomic mass of the element.

In general, assignments of

stretches to metal-sulfur bonds are very difficult because of overlapping bands that may
arise from other sources including ligand stretches.
In the 1H NMR spectrum for compound 2, the signal at 8.92 ppm may be
attributed to the amide proton. The aromatic protons were displayed at 8.39, 7.96 and
7.60 ppm. The methylene protons were observed at 3.61 and 2.92 ppm. In the 13C NMR
spectrum, the carbonyl carbon signal was observed at 166.1 ppm. The aromatic carbon
peaks were found at 134.6, 129.9, 128.4 and 126.2 ppm. The methylene protons were
displayed at 37.0 ppm.
In the EI mass spectrum for compound 2 the peak at m/z 208 may be attributed to
an intramolecular rearrangement with the loss of a fragment from the molecule. This
happens when the carbonyl carbon of one side arm of the compound is attacked by the
sulfide residing at the end of the other side arm. The peak at m/z 282 may be due to the
loss of two Li atoms from the two side arms of the molecule. Similarly, in the mass
spectra for compounds 3 the peaks at m/z 305 may be assigned to [M+- Na]. The base
peak at m/z 208 may be attributed to an intramolecular rearrangement with loss of a
fragment from the molecule as in the case of 2. In the mass spectrum for 4 the peak at
m/z 321 may be assigned to [M+ - K].

The peak at m/z 208 may be due to an

intramolecular rearrangement with concomitant loss of a fragment from the molecule as
in the case of 2 and 3.
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Single crystal X-ray analysis could not be performed since no appropriate solvent
was found to grow crystals suitable for study. Attempts to grow crystals of compound 2
by liquid diffusion remained unsuccessful.
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was performed in both air and nitrogen at
heating rates of 10 °C/min. There were no distinct plateaus in the thermograms
indicating that the compounds decompose without producing any stable intermediate to
be used for structure determination. This is not surprising since the thermogram of
BDETH2 itself does not provide any information about its composition or structure. The
ligand is stable up to 238 °C at which point it begins to lose weight in a regular fashion.
The weight loss of 91.04% (between 238 and 388 °C) does not correspond to any
structural feature of the compound.
The thermogram for 2, under both N2 and air, indicates that the compound is stable
up to 273 °C after which it begins to lose weight. The weight losses of 63.3% between
273 and 418 °C, and 24.35% between 418 and 920 °C do not correspond to any structural
feature of the compound. The thermogram for 3 shows that the compound is fairly stable
up to 238 °C after which it begins to lose weight. The weight losses of 38.41% between
238 and 342 °C, and 19.21% between 342 and 494 °C are not of any diagnostic value.
The thermogram for 4 indicates that the compound is stable up to 253 °C after which it
begins to lose weight. The weight losses of 59.8% between 253 and 380 °C, 9.8%
between 380 and 496 °C, and 27.0% between 496 and 604 °C do not correspond to any
structural feature of the compound.
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Elemental analyses indicated that the formulations are correct for BDETLi2,
BDETNa2 and BDETK2. For example, the calculated and experimental values for 2
(anal. calcd. for C12H14N2S2O2Li2) agree quite well. While the calcd. values are C, 48.7;
H, 4.76; N, 9.46, the experimental values are C, 48.2; H, 5.39; N, 9.17, respectively. The
elemental analysis data found experimentally for the other compounds, BDETNa2 and
BDETK2 also agree well with the calculated values. These values are given in the
Experimental Section.

2.2.3 Alkaline Earth Metal Thiolates
Alkane elimination has been widely used for preparing magnesium thiolates
containing a wide variety of ligands and donors (equation 25).110
(Bu)2Mg + 2 RSH → Mg(SR)2
R = alkyl, aryl, silyl

+ 2 BuH

(eq. 25)

Low solubility and a tendency towards polymerization are common features in
magnesium thiolate compounds with small ligands due to the high ionic component of
the metal-ligand bond. Therefore, use of sterically demanding ligands and strong donors
are very common in magnesium thiolate chemistry.
The first reported monomeric magnesium thiolate compound, Mg(S-2,6Mes2C6H3)2 (Mes = 2, 4, 6-Me3C6H2) was prepared using the very bulky terphenyl
ligand, 2,6-Mes2C6H3.115 Later, the formation of the four-coordinate, monomeric species
Mg(Et2O)2(SMes*)2116 and Mg(THF)2{N(SiMe3)2}(S-2,4,6-tBu3C6H2)117 were reported.
The dimeric [Mg(STriph)2]2 (Triph = 2,4,6-Ph3C6H2) was synthesized by utilizing the
steric bulk of Triph and arene-magnesium interactions.116
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2.2.4 Alkaline Earth Metal Compound of BDETH2
2.2.4.1 Synthesis and characterization
BDETMg, compound 5, was prepared by reacting BDETH2 with one equivalent of
Bu2Mg in THF under nitrogen. Cloudiness appeared immediately after addition of the
Bu2Mg solution to the THF solution of BDETH2. However, the reaction mixture was
stirred overnight to ensure completion of the reaction. Compound 5 was faint yellow and
formed in quantitative yield with a melting point of 202 °C (dec). Compound 5 was
found to be stable in air, light, and water. It was found to be insoluble in common
laboratory solvents/solvent systems like water, methanol, ethanol, water/methanol,
water/ethanol, dimethylsulfoxide, dimethylsulfoxide/water, dimethylformamide, acetone,
ethyl acetate, tetrahydrofuran, diethyl ether, acetonitrile, acetonitrile/water, 10% acetic
acid, toluene, chloroform, dichloromethane, hexane, petroleum ether, nitromethane,
nitrobenzene, etc.
Infrared spectroscopy data showed that the peak at 2557 cm-1 due to S-H
stretching (νSH) was absent from the spectrum of the metal compound indicating that the
protons of the thiol groups in BDETH2 were displaced by the metal and the metal formed
bonds with the S atoms.
No solution NMR experiment could be performed with these compounds because
of lack of solubility in NMR solvents. Likewise, single crystal X-ray analysis could not
be performed since no appropriate solvent was found to grow crystals suitable for study
In the mass spectrum for compound 5 the peak at m/z 306 may be assigned to M+.
The peak at m/z 282 may be attributed to [M+ - Mg]. The base peak at m/z 208 may be
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attributed to an intramolecular rearrangement with loss of a fragment from the molecule
as in the case of the alkali metal metal compounds of BDETH2.
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was performed under a flow of air at a heating
rate of 10 °C/min. The thermogram for 5 shows that the compound is fairly stable up to
243 °C before it begins to lose weight. The weight losses of 38.7% between 243 and 393
°C, and 15.9 % between 393 and 595 °C are not of any diagnostic value. The absence of
distinct plateaus in the thermogram indicates that the compound decomposes without
producing any stable intermediate to be used for structural feature determination.
The elemental analysis agreed with the formulation BDETMg. The calculated and
experimental values for 5 (anal. calcd. for C12H14N2S2O2Mg) agree quite well. While the
calcd. values are C, 47.0; H, 4.60; N, 9.13, the experimental ones are C, 46.9; H, 4.37; N,
8.79 respectively.

2.2.5

Conclusions
Based on the results of the current investigation bi-metallic salt structures, very

similar to LiS-(R)-SLi (where R = (CH2)2, (CH2)3, or CH = CH)113 and
{(CO2Na)C6H3(SNa)S}2.,114 are suggested for the alkali metal compounds, However, in
the literature there is evidence for a two-coordinate lithium thiolate compound,
[{LiSC6H3-2,6-Mes2}2(Et2O)2]118 and a host of compounds with tetrahedral geometry
around the metal center (see the discussion above). A four-coordinate and tetrahedral
structure of BDETH2 around the central metal atom is proposed for BDET-Mg. Two
sulfur and two nitrogen atoms coming from the two side arms of BDETH2 complete the
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coordination around the central metal atom. Figure 2.2 illustrates the possible structures
of the bi-metallic alkali metal compounds and tetrahedral alkali earth BDET compound.

O
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C
H

N
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SM
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MS
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M = Li, Na, K
(a)

(b)

Figure 2.2. Proposed structures of BDET-M Compounds: a) alkali metal compounds, b)
Mg compound

2.3

Transition Metal Thiolates
Several synthetic routes including i) salt metathesis, ii) protolysis of M-O, M-N, or

M-C bonds, and iii) electrochemical syntheses have been followed for the preparation of
transition metal thiolates.119 Salt metathesis is the most common procedure (equation
26).
MXn

+ nRSH + nB → M(SR)n

+ n[HB]X

X = halide, BF4-, ClO4-; R = alkyl, aryl; B = base
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(eq. 26)

Iron thiolates, both homoleptic and heteroleptic, comprise mono-, bi-, and tetranuclear species. The coordination number in these compounds is generally four although
higher coordination numbers have been reported. However, in the mixed sulfide-thiolate
complexes the coordination number is always four.120 In natural systems like iron-sulfur
proteins iron is present with a four-coordinate geometry.
The coordination chemistry of cobalt with mono- and bifunctional thiolate ligands,
both in the presence or absence of sulfide, is dominanted by the tendency to form
tetrahedral MS4 units similar to that of iron.120 But unlike iron, cobalt does not exist in
oxidation states higher than +2 in thiolate and sulfide-thiolate compounds.
In general divalent nickel is present in nickel thiolate and mixed sulfide-thiolate
complexes. The divalent d8 nickel in these compounds is characterized by square-planar
MS4 units, in contrast to iron and cobalt complexes. These compounds have a tendency
to form condensed species, in both protic and aprotic solvents.120,121
Cu (II) compounds in nature tend to be four-coordniate as in plastocyanin, a
distorted tetrahedral structure with Cu (II) bound to two sulfurs from methionine and
cysteinate and two nitrogen histidines.122 With simple saturated or aromatic thiolates
copper forms characteristic tetranuclear complexes of the type [Cu4(SR)6]2- ( R = alkyl, or
aryl) with a cagelike tetrahedro-Cu4-octahedro-(µ-S) structure as in [Cu4(SC6H5)6]2-.123

2.3.1 Transition Metal Compounds of BDETH2
2.3.1.1 Synthesis and characterization
BDETFe (6), BDETCo (7), BDETNi (8) and BDETCu (9) were prepared by
combining aqueous solutions of the metal salts at pH 6.5 with stirred solutions of
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BDETH2 in ethanol or THF. In the case of compounds 6 and 9 precipitates formed
immediately after the addition of the aqueous or ethanolic solution of the metal salts to
the stirred alcoholic solutions of BDETH2 whereas the reaction mixtures were stirred
overnight to obtain precipitates of compounds 7 and 8.

Compound 6 was slightly

yellowish, compound 7 was pinkish-purple, compound 8 was brown, and compound 9
was turquoise blue. Yields of the products ranged from 69% for compound 6 to 100%
for compound 9. The compounds were found to be very stable in air, light, and water.
All of the compounds decomposed at temperatures ranging from 162 °C for compound 6
to 210 °C for compound 8. The compounds were found to be insoluble in the same
laboratory solvents/solvent systems used for 2 – 5.
Infrared spectroscopy data show that the peak at 2557 cm-1 due to S-H stretching
(νSH) is absent from the spectra of the metal complexes indicating that the protons of the
thiol groups in BDETH2 were displaced by the metals and the metals formed bonds with
the S atoms. In the spectra there were no peaks for either S-S stretching (between 500
and 400 cm-1) or S=O stretching (between 1070 and 1030 cm-1) indicating that no
oxidation of the compounds occurred.
Raman bands at 178, 106, 173 cm-1 for compounds 6, 8 and 9 can not be correlated
to any coordination pattern as evidenced in the literature. The assignments of the peaks
were made on the basis that metal-sulfur stretches are found below 400 cm-1 and peaks
due to the ligand fall over 400 cm-1. No discernible peak was observed for 7.
No solution NMR experiment could be performed with these compounds due to
lack of solubility in NMR solvents. Similarly, single crystal X-ray analysis could not be
performed since no appropriate solvent was found to grow crystals suitable for the study.
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In the EI mass spectrum for compound 6 the base peak at m/z 208 is due to
intramolecular rearrangement with the loss of a fragment as seen in the alkali and alkaline
earth metal compounds of BDETH2. In the mass spectrum for compound 7 the peak at
m/z 282 may be assigned to [M+ - Co] and the base peak at m/z 208 may be due to
intramolecular rearrangement with the loss of a fragment as in 6. In the mass spectrum
for compound 8 the peak at m/z 282 may be assigned to [M+ - Ni] and the peaks at m/z
58, 60, and 62 may be attributed to the stable isotope peaks of Ni. In the mass spectrum
of compound 9 the peaks at m/z 63 and 65 may be attributed to the stable isotope peaks
of Cu.
The thermograms for the compounds did not show any distinct plateaus indicating
that the compounds decomposed without producing any stable intermediates.

For

example, the thermogram for 6 indicates that the compound is stable up to 259 °C after
which it begins to lose weight. The weight losses of 85.7% between 259 and 389 °C, and
3.38% between 389 and 531 °C do not relate to any stable intermediate. The thermogram
for 7 shows that the compound is fairly stable up to 283 °C after which it begins to lose
weight. The weight losses of 70.95 % (between 283 and 372 °C) and and 7.61%
(between 372 and 493 °C) do not correspond to any structural feature of the compound.
The thermogram for 8 shows that the compound is stable up to 99 °C after which it
begins to lose weight. The weight losses of 3.21% (between 99 and 261 °C), 40.59%
(between 261 and 407 °C) and 29.60% (between 407 and 415 °C) do not correspond to
any structural feature of the compound. The thermogram for 9 shows that the compound
is stable up to 108 °C after which it begins to lose weight. The weight losses of 6.13%
(between 108 and 287 °C), 54.05% (between 287 and 454 °C), 9.12% (between 454 and
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512 °C) and 6.77% (between 512 and 766 °C) do not correspond to any structural feature
of the compound.
The experimental and the calculated values of elemental analysis data agree quite
well indicating that the formulations BDETFe, BDETCo, BDETNi and BDETCu are
correct.

For example, for 7 (anal. calcld. for C12H14N2S2O2Co) the calculated and

experimental values were as follows: Calcd. C, 42.2; H, 4.1; N, 8.2; S, 19.1 and Found
C, 41.6; H, 4.0; N, 8.3; S, 18.8. The elemental analysis data found experimentally for the
other compounds, namely, BDET-Fe, BDET-Ni and BDET-Cu also agree with the
calculated values. These values are given in the Experimental Section 2.6.2.

2.3.2 Conclusions
IR, Raman, MS and EA, and evidence presented in the literature support fourcoordinate distorted tetrahedral geometries for Fe, Co and Cu and square planar geometry
for Ni in the transition metal compounds of BDETH2. It was mentioned earlier that metal
thiolate compounds of iron, cobalt and copper as reported in the literature are mostly
four-coordinate and tetrahedral. Nickel thiolate compounds are largely square planar. In
the BDET-metal compounds two sulfur and two nitrogen atoms coming from the two
side arms of BDETH2 complete the coordination around the central metal atom. It is
most probable that the compounds are polymeric.
structures of the compounds.
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Figure 2.3 represents possible
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M = Fe, Co, Ni, Cu
Figure 2.3. Proposed structure of transition metal compounds of BDETH2.

2.4

Main Group Metal Thiolates
The main group thiolates display a large variety of coordination numbers and

geometries around the metal centers caused by the lack of ligand field stabilization
energy. A tendency to form polynuclear aggregates of tetrahedral building blocks is
characteristic of their reactive behavior.120 Reactivity of complexes of some of these
elements, Hg and Pb in particular, may be influenced by ‘relativistic effects’ which are
due to the high speeds of electrons when they move near a heavy nucleus.124 A
consequence of the relativistic effects is reduction in the separation of 6s - 5d orbital
energies resulting from the stabilization of s orbitals and destabilization of the d orbitals.
The preparative methods for the synthesis of main group thiolates and sulfide
thiolates of main group metals are similar to those used for the transition metals. They
typically involve the reaction between thiolate anions (or corresponding thiolate-sulfide
mixtures) and the dihalides in solvents such as methanol.

Arsenic(III) thiolate

compounds have been synthesized by reacting arsenic(III) halides (mainly chlorides) with
thiols.
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2.4.1 Cadmium Complexes
The synthesis and structural characterization of a stable mononuclear tetrahedral
cadmium thiolate [Cd(SPh)4]2- with a CdS4 core was reported in 1978.125 The CdS4 units
are distorted tetrahedra. The deviations from Td symmetry are evident in the small
S1-Cd-S2 {98.7(2) °} and S3-Cd-S4 {(108.5(2) °} bond angles. The average Cd-S bond
length is 2.56 Å.
More recently, the synthesis and characterization of [Cd(SCH2CH2NH2)2] (Figure
2.4) has been reported.126 The compound was prepared by combining
HCl · NH2CH2CH2SH with CdCO3 in the presence of NaOH. The compound consists of
discrete [Cd(SCH2CH2NH2)2] molecules with intermolecular NH ···S hydrogen bonds
(Figure 2.5).126 In the structure cadmium is pentacoordinate, bonded to three sulfur and
two nitrogen atoms yielding a distorted square pyramidal geometry. Two cadmium
atoms, related by a center of inversion, constitute a dimeric structure. The Cd-S bond
distances, varying between 2.492 to 2.735 Å, are comparable to related sulfur-bridged
compounds (2.537-2.713 Å).

Figure 2.4. Molecular structure of [Cd(SCH2CH2NH2)2].126
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Figure 2.5. View of the unit cell of [Cd(SCH2CH2NH2)2] showing hydrogen bonding

interaction.126

2.4.2

Mercury Complexes
One of the first reported mononuclear Hg(II) thiolate complex is [Hg(S-2,4,6-

iPr3C6H2)2] (Figure 2.6).127 It was obtained by reacting two equivalents of LiS-2,4,6iPr3C6H2 with HgCl2. The structure consists of a linear two-coordinate Hg(II).

[Hg{S(CH2CH2NH3}2](Cl)2 (Figure 1.8), another mononuclear Hg(II) compound
with a linear geometry for Hg, was prepared by combining HCl · NH2CH2CH2SH with
HgCl2 in water.108
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Figure 2.6. Crystal structure of [Hg(S-2,4,6-iPr3C6H2)2].123

2.4.3

Tin Complexes
Tin forms thiolates in the di- and tetravalent states with tetra, penta-, hexa-, and

octacoordination.128

The synthesis and characterization of Sn(CEE)2 (HCEE = L–

cysteine ethyl ester) (Figure 2.7), a tetra-coordinate Sn(II) thiolate, has been reported in
the literature.129 It was prepared by combining L-cysteine ethyl ester hydrochloride with
tin dichloride dihydrate in deionized water in the presence of potassium carbonate. The
four ligand coordination sites and the ‘open’ equatorial site occupied by the Sn(II) lone
pair give a distorted four-coordinate pyramidal geometry to the overall structure. The
Sn(II) ion coordinates to the two ligands through the amine nitrogen and the thiolate
sulfur atom. No interaction between the ester group of the CEE ligand and the metal ion
is observed.
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Figure 2.7. Crystal structure of Sn(CEE)2 (HCEE = L – cysteine ethyl ester).129

A centrosymmetric dinuclear Sn(IV) thiolate compound,
[MeSn{N(CH2CH2CH2S)3}]2, was synthesized by combining the tetradentate ligand
N(CH2CH2CH2SH)3 with MeSnCl3.130 The structure (Figure 2.8) contains two
tetrahedrally coordinated Sn(IV) atoms and two bridging thiolato groups. One interesting
feature of the structure is that two of the ligand arms coordinate to one tin atom, while the
third ligand arm is coordinated, in a bridging fashion, to a second tin atom. Neither the
central nitrogen atom nor the pyridine solvent molecules are coordinated. Thus an almost
perfect SnCS3 tetrahedron is formed.
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Figure 2.8. Crystal structure of [MeSn{N(CH2CH2CH2S)3}]2.130

2.4.4 Lead Complexes
In its thiolate complexes lead has been found to exist only as Pb(II),128 presumably
due to the inert pair effect observed in heavier group 14 elements. The inert pair effect is
a consequence of relativistic effects displayed by heavy atoms like mercury, lead, etc.124
The coordination geometry around Pb(II) may be tetra-, penta-, and hexa-coordinate.128
A tetra-coordinate lead(II) thiolate compound, Pb(SCH2CH2NH2)2 (Figure 2.9),
was synthesized by the reaction of PbO with [HSCH2CH2NH3]Cl and NaOH.131 A
pseudo trigonal bipyramidal configuration with a stereochemically active lone pair is a
result of the Pb atom forming two covalent Pb-S and two intramolecular dative Pb···N
bonds.

There are no intermolecular Pb···Pb contacts in the molecule, and also no

molecular symmetry elements are present. However, intermolecular N-H···S hydrogen
bonds are present {Figure 2.9(b)}.
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Figure 2.9. a) Crystal structure of Pb(SCH2CH2NH2)2.131 b) Packing diagram showing
N-H···S hydrogen bridges.131

Recently, the synthesis and characterization of [Pb2Cl(SCH2CH2NH2)3], a
compound with both four- and five-coordinate Pb, has been reported.126 The compound
was prepared by combining HCl · NH2CH2CH2SH with Pb(CH3COO)2 · 3 H2O in the
presence of aqueous NaOH. The Pb atoms in the structure (Figure 2.10)126 possess
stereochemically active lone pairs giving the four-coordinate Pb a distorted square
pyramidal geometry and the five-coordinate Pb an octahedral geometry. A planar fourmembered Pb2S2 ring is formed by the five-coordinate Pb atoms. A hydrogen bond is
formed by the Cl bonded to the central Pb with the NH2 group of the tetracoordinate Pb.
The sulfur of the tetracoordinate Pb of a second unit is involved in hydrogen bonding
with the NH of the cysteamine attached to the core.
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Figure 2.10. Molecular structure of [Pb2Cl(SCH2CH2NH2)3].126

2.4.5 Arsenic Compounds
Only trivalent arsenic thiolate compounds have been reported in the
literature.132,133 This is expected because As(III) is a soft acid and binds preferentially
with soft bases such as thiols. On the other hand, As(V) is a hard acid and usually does
not bond with soft bases like thiols. In these compounds Arsenic(III) is found primarily
with trigonal-pyramidal coordination geometry.132 Some cases of tetrahedral geometry
have also been reported in As(III) compounds containing non-sulfur groups.133 This
makes As(III) thiolates unique since this structural type is rarely seen in other thiolates, in
particular those for transition metals. However, only a few As-S compounds have been
structurally characterized. The list includes (Me2As)2S2,134 (C6H5)2As2S3 (Figure
2.11),135 5-Cl-1-O-4,6-S-5-arsaocane136 and (PhAsS)4.137
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(a)

(b)
Figure 2.11. (a) An Ortep drawing of As2S3(C6H5)2, (b) unit cell projection of
As2S3(C6H5)2 on the xz axis.135

(C6H5)2As2S3, diphenyldiarsenic trisulfide, was prepared by treating a solution of
phenylarsenic acid successively with aqueous ammonia, hydrogen sulfide gas, and
concentrated hydrochloric acid.138 Slow evaporation of a chloroform-octane mixture
yielded needle-like crystals. A five-membered, nonplanar arsenic-sulfur ring with the
sequence –As-S-As-S-S- constitutes the structure of the molecule. Each arsenic atom is
bonded to one phenyl ring. The As-S(2)' and As-S(1) bond distances are 2.252 (5) and
2.253 (4) Å, respectively, and the S(2)-S(2)' bond length is 2.036 (6) Å. The S(1)-AsS(2)', S(2)'-As-C(1) and S(1)-As-C(1) bond angles are 98.4 (1), 99.7 (5), and 101.3 (4)°,
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respectively. The As-S-As and As-S-S bond angles are 107.47 (7)° and 101.1 (1)°
respectively.
In a later work N. A. Rey et al. proposed the molecular structures of As(III)glutathione complexes as having trigonal pyramidal geometry around arsenic.139
The synthesis and characterization of two isomeric, self-assembled arsenic-thiolate
macrocycles, As2L2Cl2 (H2L = α, α'-dimercapto-p-xylene) was reported by Vickaryous et
al.140 Crystals of As2L2Cl2 were obtained by adding AsCl3 to a solution of H2L in CHCl3
followed by slow diffusion of pentane into the solution.140 The geometry around As in
these complexes was found to be trigonal pyramidal. The As-S bond lengths ranged from
2.2180 (8) to 2.2252 (8) Å and the S-As-S bond angles were 87.09 (3) and 90.32 (9)°.
This unique structural feature has also been demonstrated in halo-dithiarsenic and
arsenic trithiolate compounds.141,142 The crystal structure of 2-iodo-1,3,2-dithiarsolane
(Figure 2.12)141 containing two molecules in its asymmetric unit illustrates one such
structure.

Figure 2.12. Crystal structure of 2-iodo-1,3,2-dithiarsolane.141
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2.4.6 Main Group Compounds of BDETH2
2.4.6.1 Synthesis and characterization
2.4.6.1.1 Synthesis
In a typical reaction an aqueous salt solution of a metal was added to an ethanolic
solution of BDETH2. In all cases, except for BDET-AsOH, precipitates formed
immediately after combination of the two solutions; in the case of BDET-AsOH the
reaction mixtures had to be stirred for 7 days for the completion of the reaction. When
sodium arsenite and sodium arsenate were combined with BDETH2 solutions in 1:1 or
1:2 stoichiometric ratios, the desired product was not obtained. But, when a six fold
excess of BDETH2 was used both arsenite and arsenate gave almost identical products.
Compounds 10 (BDET-Cd), 11 (BDET-Hg), 12 (BDET-Sn) and 14 (BDET-AsOH) were
white, while compound 13 (BDET-Pb) was yellow. Yields of the products ranged from
65% for compound 10 to 100% for compound 13 and 14. The compounds were found to
be very stable in air, light, and water. None possessed reversible melting points; they
decomposed at temperatures ranging from 156 °C to 210 °C.

2.4.6.1.2

Characterization

BDETH2 was designed to provide a linear S-M-S geometry in binding and
precipitating mercury, while providing two strong covalent bonds, along with additional
coordination by the nitrogens, to give at least a four-coordinate bonding environment for
Cd, Sn and Pb and, a trigonal pyramidal geometry around As with bonds to the sulfur
atoms of BDETH2 and a hydroxyl group. The following discussion will present the
complete characterization data for the BDET compounds of Cd, Sn, Hg, Pb and As.
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Infrared spectroscopy data obtained for all five compounds show that the peak at
2557 cm-1 due to S-H stretching (νSH) is absent from the spectra indicating that the
protons of the thiol groups in BDETH2 were displaced by the metals and the metals
formed bonds with the S atoms. There were no peaks corresponding to S-S stretching
(between 500 and 400 cm-1) and S=O stretching (between 1070 and 1030 cm-1) indicating
that no oxidation of the compounds occurred.
Raman spectroscopy exibited metal-sulfur stretches for all of the compounds. For
example, the band at 205 cm-1 in compound 10 was attributed to Cd-S. This is similar to
values found in the literature for νCd-S in tetrahedral cadmium compounds like
Cd(TAA)2 (TAA= monothioacetylacetonate)143 and [Cd(Et2dtc)2]2 ( Et2dtc =
diethyldithiocarbamate).144 The band at 293 cm-1 for compound 11 can be attributed to a
linear Hg-S bond and is similar to others reported in the literature.145 For example, for
the Hg-S bands in Hg(SMe)2 the values 297,146 295,147 and 298148 cm-1 have been
reported. The band at 352 cm-1 for 12 may be assigned to Sn-S stretching for a
tetrahedral BDET-Sn compound although there is no evidence in the literature to support
this. This assignment was made on the assumption that metal-sulfur stretches are found
below 400 cm-1 and that no band was observed below 400 cm-1 in the spectrum for the
ligand alone. The band at 164 cm-1 for 13 was assigned to νPb-S. This value is similar to
values for νPb-S reported in the literature for tetrahedral lead compounds like
(C6H5)3PbSC6H5.149 Similarly, the band at 379 cm-1 for 14 may be attributed to a As-S
stretching of a trigonal pyramidal BDET-AsOH compound. However, there is no
evidence in the literature to support this.
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The compounds, except compound 13, were found to be insoluble in over twentytwo common laboratory solvents/solvent systems such as water, methanol, ethanol,
water/methanol, water/ethanol, etc. Compound 13 was very slightly soluble in DMSO.
Therefore, no solution NMR experiments could be performed with these compounds.
Attempts to run 1H NMR in DMSO with compound 13 yielded a spectrum with broad
peaks that were very hard to interpret. No interpretable peaks were obtained in the case
of 13C NMR.
In the EI mass spectroscopic data for BDET-Cd (10) the peak at m/z 282
corresponds to [M+ - Cd] while the peaks at 112, 111, and 110 correspond to the isotope
peaks of Cd. In the spectrum for BDET-Hg (11) peaks at m/z 204 - 198 correspond to
the isotopic peaks of Hg. The peak at 282 corresponds to [M+ - Hg]. In the spectrum for
BDET-Sn (12) the peaks at m/z 401 and 282 correspond to M+ and [M+ - Sn]
respectively, while the peaks at 120, 116 and 115 correpond to the isotope peaks of Sn.
Similarly, in the spectrum for BDET-Pb (13) the peaks at m/z 208, 207, and 206
correspond to the isotope peaks of Pb. The peak at 282 corresponds to [M+ - Pb]. In the
mass spectrum of BDET-AsOH (14) the peaks at m/z 373 and 282 were attributed to [M+
- H] and [M+ - AsOH] respectively.

The base peak at m/z 208 results from

intramolecular cyclization with the loss of a fragment from the molecule.
Efforts were made to run solid-state NMR since it has been reported in the
literature that 199Hg MAS solid state NMR could be utilized to determine the
coordination geometry of Hg-containing compounds from the shielding anisotropic
shifts.145 The anisotropic shift for tetrahedral Hg is small (< 1200 ppm), for trigonal is
intermediate (1200 – 1400 ppm), and for linear is large (> 4000 ppm). The 199Hg MAS
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solid state NMR for BDET-Hg resulted in a spectrum with no detectable 199Hg signal.
Linear Hg compounds tend to feature high anisotropic shifts that are large and broad,
often to the point of being undetectable. In the literature there is evidence that Hg signals
are not observed for Hg-thiolates containing linear Hg-S bonds.145,150,87 In one study it
was reported that no Hg signals were obtained in the solid-state 199Hg NMR of Hg(Ph)2,
CH3HgO2CCH3, or PhHgO2CCH3.150 This was attributed to excessive sideband patterns
(>> 125 KHz) which result from the large shift anisotropy expected for linear
compounds. Similarly, 199Hg NMR signals for [Hg(18S6)](PF6)2 (18S6 =
1,4,7,10,13,16(hexathiacyclooctadecane) were not observed due to the identical length
(2.689(2) Å) of all six Hg-S bonds.87 The lack of a 199Hg NMR signal provided indirect
evidence that compound 11 contained a linear S-Hg-S bonding unit. By comparison, the
solution structure of the MerP protein, where Hg is bound by two cysteine groups,151 the
geometry of the S-Hg-S bond was found to be 177° with a solution 199Hg NMR shift of
-816 ppm.152,153 It is important to note that BDETH2 provides the same binding
environment and geometry for Hg as the MerP protein. However, no signals were also
detected for 10 and 13 in the 113Cd and 207Pb MAS solid state NMR. This can be
attributed to the lack of any proton near the metal center resulting in very long relaxation
times, and not to the presence of a linear S-M-S (M = Cd, Pb) bond since these
compounds are expected to be ligated in a Td geometry by the BDET ligand. No solid
state NMR experiment was performed with the Sn and As compounds.
The coordination geometries of many model compounds have also been
examined.145,154 The most common primary coordination number for Hg(II) is 2. These
compounds have covalent bond lengths that vary between 2.316 and 2.361 Å and bond
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angles that vary between 180.0° and 167.4°.134 Recently, it was demonstrated that a
linear compound, [Hg{S(CH2)2NH3}2](Cl)2, is formed when HgCl2 reacts with
cysteamine hydrochloride.108 Cysteamine forms the side chains of BDETH2. The
observed Hg – S bond lengths are 2.333(9) and 2.338(9) Å. And the S-Hg-S bond angle
is 168.53(3)°. Distortions from linearity are generally caused by longer secondary
bonding interactions found in the solid state.
Thermogravimetric analyses (TGA) were conducted to gain further information on
the stability and composition of the compounds. The thermogram for 10 shows that the
compound is fairly stable up to 77 °C after which it begins to lose mass. The observed
weight loss of 3.19 % between 77 and 272 °C indicates that the compound may be
hydrated, with slightly over half a molecule of H2O present. However, the absence of
broad bands at 3415 (νOH) and 1642 cm-1 (δH2O) in the IR spectrum and results of
elemental analysis does not support this. The other weight losses for BDET-Cd indicate
that the compound decomposes without producing any stable intermediates.

The

thermogram for 11 shows that the compound is very stable up to 239 °C. No distinct
plateau was observed in the thermogram indicating that the product decomposed without
producing any stable intermediates. The observed weight losses of 13.76% (between 239
and 303 °C), and 62.32% (between 303 °C and 383 °C) did not correspond to any
structural feature of the compound. The weight losses simply indicate that the compound
decomposes without producing any intermediates. The thermogram for 12 shows that the
compound is stable up to 82 °C after which it begins to lose weight. No distinct plateau
was observed indicating that the compound decomposed without producing any stable
intermediates. However, the residual weights of 45.34% and 24.95% at 648 and 678 °C
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respectively may be attributed to SnS2 and Sn indicating the presence of the atoms of Sn
and S in the molecule. The thermogram for 13 shows that the compound is fairly stable
up to 280 °C after which it begins to lose mass. The thermogram for compound 14
shows that it is stable up to 271 °C after which it begins to lose weight. The weight loss
of 75.43% between 271 and 473 °C may be attributed to the loss of BDET from the
molecule. The weight loss of 20.47% between 473 and 530 °C may be due to the loss of
As from the molecule.
The weight losses observed indicate that the compounds decompose without
producing any stable intermediates. This could be an indication that the compounds are
polymeric rather than molecular (Figure 2.13a)8, an observation in keeping with the
insolubility of the compounds.
This is further supported in the literature where BDETH2 is used in passivating
gold surfaces in self-assembled monolayers. In these studies the mode of bonding is
either ‘open’ (Figure 2.13b) or with the two sulfurs bonded to two metals (Figure 2.13c).8
For the present compounds, then, a bridging, polymeric structure where each sulfur is
bonded to a separate metal is most likely.
The elemental analyses clearly indicate that the compound formulations BDETCd,
BDETHg, BDETSn, BDETPb and BDETAsOH for 10, 11, 12, 13 and 14 are correct.
For 10 (anal. calcd. for C12H14N2S2O2Cd) the experimental values agreed very well with
that of the calculated ones. While the calculated values for C, H and N were 36.5%, 3.58
%, and 7.10%, respectively, the corresponding experimental values were 35.9 %, 4.29%,
and 6.94%. The elemental analysis data found experimentally for the other compounds,
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BDET-Hg, BDET-Sn, BDET-Pb and BDET-AsOH, also agree well with the calculated
values. These values are given in the Experimental Section 3.4.3.
Single crystal X-ray analyses could not be performed due to the insolubility of the
compounds in all the solvent combinations tested.
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Figure 2.13. (a) mercury binding to sulfurs, polymeric; (b) gold binding, open mode; (c)
gold binding through two sulfur atoms.8

2.4.6.2 XAFS Study
X-ray absorption fine structure (XAFS) spectroscopy was performed at the K-edge
of sulfur and the LIII-edge of Hg on BDETH2 and BDET-Hg in order to examine the Hg
bonding environment in compound 11. HgS (cinnabar) was used as a reference material
and elemental sulfur and elemental mercury were used as energy calibration standards.
Figure 2.14 shows the sulfur K-edge XANES (X-ray absorption near-edge structure)
spectra for BDETH2, BDET-Hg, and HgS (cinnabar). The onset of absorption shifts to
higher energy is in the order of HgS (2470.9 eV) < BDET-Hg (2472.3 eV) < BDETH2
(2472.7 eV). It is well known155-157 that the position of the first peak (white line) in the
K-edge XANES spectra of sulfur compounds is a measure of the sulfur oxidation state.
The peak position observed for BDETH2 relative to that of elemental sulfur, which occurs
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at 2,472.0 eV, is similar to those observed155-157 for aliphatic monosulfides containing CS-H functional groups (thiols, mercaptans) and significantly removed from the peak
position for the sulfide anion in HgS. BDET-Hg, which involves sulfur bonded between
carbon and Hg(II), is appropriately intermediate in peak position between those for HgS
and BDETH2.
4.5
4

Norm. Absorption

3.5
3

HgS
2.5
2

BDET-Hg

1.5
1

BDETH2
0.5
0
2460

2470

2480
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2500

Energy, eV

Figure 2.14. Sulfur XANES spectra for HgS, BDET-Hg and BDETH2.

Figure 2.15(a) shows the mercury LIII-edge XANES spectra for both HgS
(cinnabar) and BDET-Hg. The spectra are similar, although HgS has more pronounced
fine structure as a consequence of the smaller and more regular unit cell and threedimensionally ordered crystal structure.
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Figure 2.15. (a) Hg LIII-edge XANES spectra for HgS and for the BDET-Hg; (b) first
derivative Hg LIII-edge XANES spectrum.

Figure 2.15(b) shows the first derivative XANES spectrum that accentuates the
two inflection points on the rising edge in the XANES spectrum. A parameter known as
the inflection point difference, or IPD, is defined as the separation in eV of the two
prominent peaks that occur in the derivative XANES spectrum. This separation reflects
the nature of the anion to which the Hg is bound.158,159 Both HgS (cinnabar) and BDETHg have similar values for IPD: 7.7 ± 0.3 eV for HgS and 7.5 ± 0.3 eV for BDET-Hg
reflecting the fact that Hg(II) is principally bound to sulfur atoms in both materials.
Figure 2.16 compares the EXAFS (extended X-ray absorption fine structure)
region of the Hg XAFS spectra for HgS and BDET-Hg. Figure 2.16(a) shows the
isolated EXAFS oscillations converted to a reciprocal space representation (k-space, in
Å -1) and weighted by k3. As can be seen, these oscillations occur at regular intervals in
k-space and the amplitude of the oscillations is significantly greater for HgS. The
spacing of the oscillations is similar for both materials, although the two curves are offset
from each other.
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Figure 2.16. (a) EXAFS oscillations isolated from the XAFS spectrum and displayed as
k3(chi) vs. k; (b) Radial structure function obtained by applying a Fourier transform to the
k3chi spectra shown in panel a. The single main peak represents the first Hg-S
coordination shell, uncorrected for the phase shift.

The radial structure function (RSF) spectra shown in Figure 2.16(b) were obtained
by applying a Fourier transform to the spectra in Figure 2.16(a). One main peak is
observed in the RSF of both materials; it represents the first coordination shell between
Hg and sulfur. The peak occurs at about the same position in both spectra, but its
amplitude is almost twice as high in HgS than in BDET-Hg. By applying FEFF 6.0
fitting procedures160 to the EXAFS region data, it is possible to estimate the bond
distance, R in Å, between Hg and S and the coordination number, CN, for the Hg. This
was achieved by using HgS (cinnabar) as a model compound for the EXAFS data for
BDET-Hg. Cinnabar has a distorted NaCl-type structure (space group, P 3221) and each
Hg2+ cation is surrounded by two S2- anions at a distance of 2.37 Å and the S-Hg-S bond
angle is 172°.161 The FEFF fitting can be achieved using the RSF (R) or the k3chi
spectrum (k) or the back-transform of the major peak in the RSF, which separates the
contribution of the Hg-S shell from the overall k3chi spectrum, (q). FEFF least-squares
fitting of cinnabar is summarized in Table 2.1.
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Table 2.1. FEFF parameters derived for cinnabar (hexagonal HgS)
S02
Crystallogr.17

CN1

e0

R, Å

σ2

Rfact

2.37

2

R (1.3-2.6 Å)

0.41

2

8.4

2.386

0.003

0.008

k (3 - 13 Å-1)

0.41

2

8.2

2.385

0.003

0.044

q (Hg-S)

0.40

2

8.1

2.385

0.003

0.006

error (q)

±0.005

±1.2

±0.005

±0.0006

1

a value for CN of 2 was assumed for the fitting to derive values for S02.

These values were then used to model the EXAFS region data for BDET-Hg. The
resulting least-squares values are shown in Table 2.2. The comparison of data and fit
returned by this procedure is shown in Figure 2.17, for cinnabar and BDET-Hg. Also
indicated in figure 2.17 is the close correspondence of the k-space EXAFS spectrum for
Hg in BDET-Hg and the k-space EXAFS spectrum derived from back-transform of the
Hg-S shell in the RSF.

Table 2.2. FEFF parameters derived for BDET-Hg based on cinnabar parameters
S02

CN

e0

R, Å

σ2

Rfact

R (1.3-2.6 Å)

0.41

2.15

5.4

2.42

0.008

0.024

k (3 - 13 Å-1)

0.41

2.16

5.9

2.42

0.008

0.032

q (Hg-S)

0.40

2.08

5.9

2.42

0.008

0.020

±0.25

±1.6

±0.01

±0.001

error (q)
1

a value for S02 of 0.41 was assumed for the fitting to derive values for CN.
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Figure 2.17. Comparison of FEFF model function and data for (a) the Hg-S shell in RSF
back-transformed to k-space for cinnabar, HgS; (b) the Hg-S shell in RSF backtransformed to k-space for BDET-Hg; and (c) the total k-space EXAFS oscillations for
BDET-Hg

The agreement among the different fitting bases, R, k, and q, is reasonable and
within anticipated experimental errors. Interestingly, despite the apparent factor of
almost 2 in amplitude of the Hg-S peaks in the RSF (Figure 2.16), the FEFF fitting
indicates that the coordination number of Hg in both HgS and BDET-Hg are the same.
The bond distance for the Hg-S bonds in BDET-Hg is about 0.04 Å longer and the
Debye-Waller factor, σ2 is significantly higher; both of which will result in less amplitude
in the RSF peak. The distance estimated for the Hg-S bonds in BDET-Hg is 2.42 Å,
which falls in the range of values (2.34 – 2.53 Å) reported in the literature.161-163
The derived Hg-S bond distance is relatively long for two-coordinate Hg(II) in
mercury-sulfur complexes and such elongation may indicate additional secondary
interactions with other ligands.9 More complex FEFF modeling was attempted to assess,
in particular, the possibility that oxygen or carbon was in the first coordination sphere.
However, such fitting did not improve the fits significantly nor did it provide any
meaningful results. Hence, it can be concluded that, although such interactions may
indeed be present to account for the longer Hg-S bond, they are not reflected in the
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EXAFS data presumably because of their non-systematic nature. Such a result is more
consistent with the BDET-Hg mercury complex being polymeric rather than crystalline.
XAFS experiments were attempted for the other BDET-M (M = Cd, Sn, Pb and
As) compounds, but final results could not be obtained because no suitable reference
compounds like pure CdS, SnS2, PbS and As2S3 were available.

2.4.6.3

Leaching Study

A leaching study was conducted to ascertain the stability of three BDET-M
(M = Cd, Hg and Pb) compounds in harsh acidic conditions. These results clearly
demonstrated that the BDET-M compounds are very stable and do not decompose under
acidic conditions.

This may be attributed to the hydrophobic nature of the ligand

environment which would prevent access to the metal atoms by water soluble species
such as H3O+. Table 2.3 summarizes the results of this study.
Table 2.3. Results of leaching studies for BDET-Cd, BDET-Hg and BDET-Pb
_______________________________________________________
Metal
pH
Concentration (ppm)
1d
7d
14 d
28 d
_______________________________________________________

Cd
Cd

1
3

<0.008a
<0.008a

Hg
Hg

1
3

<0.0005b
<0.0005b

Pb
Pb

1
3

<0.020a
<0.020a

<0.008a
<0.008a
<0.0005b
<0.0005b
<0.020a
<0.020a

<0.008a
<0.008a

<0.008a
<0.008a

<0.0005b <0.0005b
<0.0005b <0.0005b
<0.020a
<0.020a

<0.020a
<0.020a

_________________________________________________________
a-ICP-OES detection limit; b-CVAF detection limit
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2.4.6.4 Conclusions
Polymeric structures are proposed for the compounds. The results of the current
study also support the presence of a linear coordination environment for BDET-Hg (11).
It is likely that the BDET-Cd (10), BDET-Sn (12) and BDET-Pb (13) are four-coordinate
and distorted tetrahedral and BDET-AsOH (14) is three-coordinate and trigonal
pyramidal. In compound 11, Hg is bonded to two sulfur atoms coming from the two side
arms of BDETH2. Two sulfur and two nitrogen atoms coming from the two side arms of
BDETH2 complete the coordination around the central metal atom for compounds 10, 12
and 13. In compound 14, As is bound to two sulfur atoms from the two side arms of
BDETH2; -OH completes the coordination around As. Figure 2.18 illustrates the possible
structures for 10, 11, 12, 13 and 14. However, it should be mentioned here that although
Pb(IV) compounds have a tendency to be four-coordinate and tetrahedral, Pb(II)
compounds exist as both discrete and polynuclear complexes exhibiting a broad range of
coordination numbers, from 2 to 12.164 It has also been reported that the most common
coordination numbers are two [16% of all Pb(II) compounds reported in the CSD], four
[24% of all Pb(II) compounds], and six [15% of all Pb(II) compounds]. Also, although
majority of tin(II) thiolate compounds are tetrahedral, in the literature there is report of a
two-coordinate bent tin(II) thiolate, Sn(SAr)2 (Ar = C6H2But3-2,4,6).165
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Figure 2.18. Proposed structures of main group compounds of BDETH2: (a) BDET-Hg,
(b) BDET-M (M=Cd, Sn, Pb), (c) BDET-AsOH.

2.5

Attempted Metallation of BDET-Metal Compounds
Amido protons are moderately acidic (pka ~ 8). It was thought the amido protons

in the BDET-Metal are acidic as well and those protons could be abstracted by reacting
the BDET-metal compounds with reagents like n-butyllithium (n-BuLi), ethylmagnesium
bromide (C2H5MgBr) and dibutylmagnesium (Bu2Mg) and thereby generating new
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compounds soluble in polar solvents. This would facilitate growth of single crystals
suitable for X-ray crystallographic study which, in turn, will give direct evidence for the
structures of the BDET-Metal compounds.
Three BDET-M compounds, BDET-Hg, BDET-Cd, and
BDET-Pb were treated with n-BuLi, C2H5MgBr and Bu2Mg under a variety of reaction
conditions, but the reactions failed to yield the desired products despite the presence of
acidic -NH protons in the BDET-M compounds and the fact that n-BuLi (pKa > 35),
C2H5MgBr and Bu2Mg are good nucleophiles. It is assumed that the pKa of the amido
protons in the BDET-Me compounds are much higher than 8.

The presence of

intermolecular hydrogen bonds between the -NH and the C=O groups may be a
contributing factor as well. The attempted syntheses are shown in equations 27-29.

BDET-Hg

+ n-BuLi

BDET-M +
M = Cd, Hg

BDET-M +
M = Cd, Hg, Pb

→
Hexane/THF
Reflux, 48 hrs, N2

C2H5MgBr

→
Hexane/THF
Reflux, 48 hrs, N2

Bu2Mg

→
Hexane/THF
Reflux, 48 hrs, N2
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N.R.

N.R.

N.R.

(eq. 27)

(eq. 28)

(eq. 29)

2.6
2.6.1

Experimental
General considerations
All chemicals were purchased from commercial sources and used without further

purification. Solvents were of reagent grade. The following reagent grade materials
were used for the synthesis of the BDET-Metal compounds: 1) isophthaloyl chloride
(98% purity), 2) 2-mercaptoethylamine hydrochloride (98% purity), 3) triethylamine
(99% purity), 4) n-BuLi (2.5 M in heptane), 5) NaOH (98%, pellets), 6) KOH (90%,
flakes), 7) Bu2Mg (1.0 M in heptane), 8) Fe(CH3COO)2 · 2H2O (99%), 9) Co(SO4) · H2O
(99%), 10) Ni(CH3COO)2 · 4H2O (99%), 11) Cu(CH3COO)2 · H2O (98%), 12) CdCl2 ·
H2O (99%), 13) HgCl2 (99.5%), 14) SnCl2 · 2H2O (99%), 15) Pb(CH3COO)2 · 3H2O
(99%), 16) NaAsO2 (99%), 17) C2H5MgBr (1.0 M in THF), 18) Bu2Mg (1.0 M in
heptane); all were purchased from Aldrich.
Elemental analyses were carried out at the Center for Applied Energy Research
(CAER) at the University of Kentucky. Infrared spectra were recorded as KBr disks,
using a Nicolet 320 FTIR spectrophotometer. Raman spectra were recorded at the Center
for Applied Energy Research, University of Kentucky using a Nicolet FT-Raman 906
spectrometer ESP instrument. 1H NMR spectra were run on a Varian INOVA 400 MHz
instrument and 13C NMR spectra were run on a Varian Gemini 200 MHz instrument. A
Finnigan Incos 50 Quadrupole instrument was used for recording EI mass spectra. X-ray
diffraction data were collected at 90 K on a Bruker-Nonius X8 Proteum diffractometer
unit using Cu-Kα radiation and Nonius Kappa CCD diffractometer unit using Mo-Kα
radiation, respectively from regular shaped crystals mounted in Paratone-N oil on glass
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fibers. Thermogravimetric analyses were carried out on a TA instruments TGA 2950
thermogravimetric analyzer.

2.6.2

Syntheses
C12H16N2O2S2 (1). To a stirred solution of HSCH2CH2NH2 · HCl (50.40 g ,

0.4442 mol) in 700 mL of CHCl3 was added 40 mL (29.04 g, 0.2875 mol) of Et3N and
stirred for 15 minutes.

To the resulting reaction mixture was added a solution of

isophthaloyl chloride (30.20 g, 0.1488 mol) in 300 mL of CHCl3 and stirred for 15
minutes. Then another portion (40 mL) of Et3N was added to the reaction mixture and
stirred for 3 hrs. The reaction mixture was extracted with DI water (800 mL + 500 mL +
500 mL), the organic layer dried over anhydrous MgSO4, and solvent removed under
vacuum to yield 33.9 g (80.2%) of the product. Mp. 129-131 °C. IR (KBr) 3242 s
(νNH), 3070 m{νC-H(Ar)}, 2936 m{νC-H(methylene)}, 2557 w (νSH), 1640 ss (νCO),
1542 ss (δNH), 1431 m (νC=C), 1319 m {in plane bending C-H(Ar}}, 1085 m (νC-S),
802m {out of plane bending C-H(Ar)}, 697 m {out of plane bending C-H(Ar)} cm-1.

1

H

NMR (CDCl3, 400 MHz) δ 1.44 (t, SH, 2H), 2.90 (m, CH2SH, 4H), 3.71 (m, -NHCH2,
4H), 6.58 (s, -CONH, 2H), 7.56 (t, ArH, 1H), 7.98 (d, ArH, 2H), 8.21 (s, ArH, 1H).

13

C

NMR (CDCl3, 200 MHz) δ 169.1 (CO), 136.1, 131.2, 129.8, 127.2 (ArC), 45.1 (NHCH2),
24.7 (CH2S). Anal. Calcd. for C12H16N2O2S2: C, 50.7; H, 5.7; N, 9.9; S, 22.6. Found: C,
50.6; H, 5.9; N, 9.9; S, 22.7.
BDETLi2 (2). To a solution of BDETH2 (1.42 g, 4.99 mmol) in 50 mL of THF
was added n-BuLi in heptane (4.0 mL of 2.5 M solution, 10 mmol) under nitrogen. A
yellowish precipitate formed immediately which was filtered by using a cannula. The
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solid was vacuum-dried for 3 days to yield 1.48 g (100 %) of the product. Mp. 154-158
°C. Anal. Calcd. for C12H14N2S2O2Li2: C, 48.7; H, 4.76; N, 9.46. Found C, 48.2; H,
5.39; N, 9.17. IR (KBr) 3313 s (νNH), 3019 m {νC-H(Ar)}, 2964 m {νC-H(methylene)},
2823 m {νC-H(methylene)}, 1638 ss (νCO), 1542 ss (δNH), 1263 m {in plane bending
C-H(Ar)}, 801 m {out of plane bending C-H(Ar)}, 723 m {out of plane bending CH(Ar)} cm-1. 1H NMR (DMSO, 400 MHz) δ 2.92 (m, CH2SH, 4H), 3.61 (m, -NHCH2,
4H), 7.60 (t, ArH, 1H), 7.96 (d, ArH, 2H), 8.39 (s, ArH, 1H), 8.92 (s, -CONH, 2H).
13

C NMR (DMSO, 200 MHz) δ 166.1 (CO), 134.6, 129.9, 128.4, 126.2 (ArC), 37.0

(CH2). Raman (cm-1): 316 (Li-S). MS m/z 208 (intramolecular rearrangement with loss
of a fragment). The compound was found to be slightly soluble in dimethylsulfoxide, and
dimethylformamide. However, it was found to be insoluble in other common laboratory
solvents/solvent systems including water, methanol, methanol/water, ethanol,
water/methanol, water/ethanol, acetone, dimethylsulfoxide/water, ethyl acetate,
tetrahydrofuran, diethyl ether, acetonitrile, acetonitrile/water, chloroform,
dichloromethane, hexanes, toluene, 10% acetic acid, etc.
BDETNa2 (3). A solution of NaOH (0.34 g, 8.5 mmol) in 10 mL DI water was
added to a stirred solution of BDETH2 (1.20 g, 4.22 mmol) in 45 mL of 95% ethanol and
stirred overnight. A white solid precipitate formed which was filtered under vacuum and
dried in the air to yield 1.78 g (100%) of the product. Mp. 205 °C (dec). Anal. Calcd. for
C12H14N2S2O2Na2 :C, 43.9; H, 4.30; N, 8.57. Found C, 44.1; H, 3.92; N, 8.66. IR (KBr)
3300 s (νNH), 3074 m {νC-H(Ar)}, 2928 m {νC-H(methylene)}, 1638 ss (νCO), 1540 ss
(δNH), 1384 m (νC=C), 1290 m {in plane bending C-H(Ar)}, 687 m {out of plane
bending C-H(Ar)} cm-1. Raman (cm-1): 292 (Na-S). MS m/z 305 [M+ - Na], 208
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(intramolecular rearrangement with loss of a fragment). The compound was found
insoluble in the same solvents as compound 2 plus dimethylsulfoxide, and
dimethylformamide.
BDETK2 (4). A solution of KOH (0.34 g, 6.1 mmol) in 10 mL DI water was
added to a stirred solution of BDETH2 (0.86 g, 3.0 mmol) in 30 mL of 95% ethanol and
stirred overnight. White solid precipitate formed, which was filtered under vacuum and
dried in the air to yield 1.08 g (100%) of the product. Mp. 210 °C (dec). Anal. Calcd. for
C12H14N2S2O2K2 :C, 40.0; H, 3.9; N, 7.8. Found C, 40.4; H, 4.2; N, 8.1. IR (KBr) 3298 s
(νNH), 3067 m {νC-H(arom)}, 2925 m {νC-H(methylene)}, 1638 ss (νCO), 1536 ss
(δNH), 1430 m (νC=C), 1290 m {in plane bending C-H(Ar)}, 688 m {out of plane
bnding C-H(Ar)} cm-1.

Raman (cm-1): 278 (K-S). MS m/z 321 [M+ - K], 208

(intramolecular rearrangement with loss of a fragment).

The compound was found

insoluble in the same solvents as compound 3.
BDETMg (5): To a stirred solution of BDETH2 (0.56 g, 2.0 mmol) in 50 mL of
THF was added, dropwise, 1.0 mL (1.0 mmol) Bu2Mg (1.0 M in heptane) and stirred for
24 hours. Solvent was removed under vacuum and dried in air to yield 0.61 g (100%) of
the product. Mp. 202 °C (dec). Anal Calcd. for C12H14N2S2O2Mg: C, 47.0; H, 4.60; N,
9.13; S, 20.9. Found C, 46.9; H, 4.37; N, 8.79; S, 20.6. IR (KBr) 3421m (νNH), 2926 s
{νC-H(methylene), 1639 ss (νCO), 1534 ss (δNH), 1477 m (νC=C), 1273 m {in plane
bending C-H(Ar)}, 698 m {out of plane bending C-H(Ar)} cm-1. MS m/z 306 [M+] and
282 [M+ - Mg]. The compound was found to be insoluble in the same solvents as
compound 3.
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BDETFe (6). A solution of Fe(CH3COO)2 · 2 H2O (0.180 g, 1.00 mmol) in DI
water (10 mL) was added to a stirred solution of BDETH2 (0.284 g, 1.00 mmol) in 10 mL
of THF and stirred. A slightly yellow precipitate formed immediately which was filtered
under vacuum and dried in the air to yield 0.235 g (69% ) of the product. Mp. 162 °C
(dec). Anal. Calcd. for C12H14N2S2O2Fe : C, 42.6; H, 4.2; N, 8.3. Found C, 41.9; H, 4.5;
N, 8.7. IR (KBr) 3295 s (νNH), 3067 m {νC-H(Ar)}, 2927 m {νC-H(methylene)}, 1639
ss (νCO), 1538 ss (δNH), 1478 m (νC=C), 1291 m (in plane bending C-H(Ar)}, 692 m
{out of plane bending C-H(Ar}cm-1.

Raman (cm-1): 178 (Fe-S).

MS m/z 208

(intramolecular rearrangement with the loss of a fragment) The compound was insoluble
in the same solvents as compound 3.
BDETCo (7). To a stirred solution of BDETH2 (0.72 g, 2.5 mmol) in 50 mL of
95% ethanol was added CoSO4 · H2O (0.39 g, 2.5 mmol) solid and stirred overnight. The
pinkish-purple precipitate that formed was filtered under vacuum and dried in the air to
yield 0.85 g (99%) of the product. Mp. 209 °C (dec). Anal Calcd. for C12H14N2S2O2Co:
C, 42.2; H, 4.1; N, 8.2; S, 19.1. Found C, 41.6; H, 4.0; N, 8.3; S, 18.8. IR (KBr) 3328 s
(νNH), 3062 m {νC-H(Ar)}, 2928 m {νC-H(methylene)}, 1643 ss (νCO), 1536 ss (δNH),
1384 m (νC=C), 1277 m {in plane bending C-H(Ar)}, 695 m {out of plane bending
C-H(Ar)}cm-1. MS m/z 282 [M+ - Co] and 208 (intramolecular rearrangement with the
loss of a fragment). The compound was insoluble in the same solvents as compound 3.
BDETNi (8). To a stirred solution of BDETH2 (0.72 g, 2.5 mmol) in 50 mL of
95% ethanol was added 0.62 g (2.5 mol) Ni(CH3COO)2 · 4 H2O solid and stirred
overnight to give a brown precipitate. The precipitate was filtered under vacuum and
dried in the air to yield 0.86 g (100 %) of the product. Mp. 210 °C (dec). Anal. Calcd.
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for C12H14N2S2O2Ni: C, 42.2; H, 4.1; N, 8.2; S, 18.8. Found C, 41.7; H, 4.7; N, 8.0; S,
18.3. IR (KBr) 3298 s (νNH), 3067 m {νC-H(Ar)}, 2925 m {νC-H(methylene)}, 1638 ss
(νCO), 1536 ss (δNH), 1430 m (νC=C), 1290 m {in plane bending C-H(Ar)}, 688 m {out
of plane bending C-H(Ar)}cm-1. Raman (cm-1): 106 (Ni-S). MS m/z 282 [M+ - Ni]; 58,
60, and 62 isotopic peaks of Ni. The compound was found insoluble in the same solvents
as compound 3.
BDETCu (9). A solution of Cu(CH3COO)2 · H2O (0.50 g, 2.5 mol) in DI water
(10 mL) was added to a stirred solution of BDETH2 (0.72 g, 2.5 mol) in 25 mL of 95%
ethanol. A turquoise blue precipitate formed immediately which was filtered under
vacuum and dried in the air to yield 0.57 g (66%) of the product. Mp. 184 °C (dec).
Anal Calcd. for C12H14N2S2O2Cu: C, 41.7; H, 4.1; N, 8.1. Found C, 41.3; H, 3.9; N, 7.8.
IR (KBr) 3304 s (νNH), 3068 m {νC-H(Ar)}, 2937 m (νC-H(methylene)}, 1641 ss
(νCO), 1534 ss (δNH), 1478 m (νC=C), 1274 m {in plane bending C-H(Ar)}, 695 m {out
of plane bending C-H(Ar)} cm-1. Raman (cm-1): 173 (Cu-S). MS m/z 63 and 65 isotopic
peaks of Cu. The compound was found insoluble in the same solvents as compound 3.
BDETCd (10). A solution of CdCl2 · H2O (0.92 g, 5.0 mmol) in DI water (10 mL)
was added to a stirred solution of BDETH2 (1.42 g, 5.00 mmol) in 50 mL of 95% ethanol.
A white precipitate formed immediately which was filtered under vacuum and dried in
the air to yield 1.28 g (65%) of the product.

Mp.196 °C (dec).

Anal Calcd. for

C12H14N2S2O2Cd: C, 36.5; H, 3.58; N, 7.10. Found C, 35.9; H, 4.29; N, 6.94. IR (KBr)
3414 s (νNH), 2926 m {νC-H(methylene), 1632 ss (νCO), 1541 ss (δNH), 1479 s
(νC=C), 1274 m {in plane bending C-H(Ar)}, 729 m {out of plane bending C-H(Ar)}
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cm-1. Raman (cm-1) 174 (Cd-S). MS m/z 282 [M+ - Cd]; 112, 111, and 110 isotopic
peaks of Cd. The compound was found insoluble in the same solvents as compound 3.
BDETHg (11). A solution of HgCl2 (1.36 g, 5.00 mmol) in DI water (30 mL) was
added to a stirred solution of BDETH2 (1.42 g, 5.00 mmol) in 50 mL of 95% ethanol. A
white precipitate formed immediately which was filtered under vacuum and dried in the
air to yield 2.51 g (100%) of the product.

Mp. 156 °C (dec).

Anal Calcd. for

C12H14N2S2O2Hg: C, 29.8; H, 2.92; N, 5.80. Found C, 29.2; H, 2.44; N, 5.41. IR (KBr)
3300 s (νNH), 3062 m {νC-H(Ar)}, 2923 m {νC-H(methylene)}, 1642 ss (νCO), 1533 ss
(δNH), 1478 m {νC=C), 1275 m {(in plane bending C-H(Ar)}, 728m {out of plane
bending C-H(Ar)} cm-1. Raman (cm-1): 293 cm-1 (Hg-S). MS m/z 282 [M+ - Hg];
204-198 isotopic peaks of Hg. The compound was found to be insoluble in the same
solvents as compound 3.
BDETSn (12). A solution of SnCl2 · 2 H2O (1.12 g, 5.00 mmol) in 95% ethanol
(25 mL) was added to a stirred solution of BDETH2 (1.42 g, 5.00 mmol) in 50 mL of
95% ethanol. Voluminous white precipitate formed immediately which was filtered
under vacuum and dried in the air to yield 1.63 g (81.4%) of the product. Mp. 210 °C
(dec). Anal Calcd. for C12H14N2S2O2Sn: C, 35.9; H, 3.52; N, 6.98. Found C, 35.2; H,
3.23; N, 6.71. IR (KBr) 3328 s (νNH), 3062 m {νC-H(Ar)}, 2928 m {νC-H(methylene)},
1643 ss (νCO), 1536 ss (δNH), 1277{in plane bending C-H(Ar)}, 695 m {out of plane
bending C-H(Ar)} cm-1. Raman (cm-1): 352 (Sn-S). MS m/z 401 [M+], 282 [M+ - Sn];
120, 116 and 115 isotope peaks of Sn. The compound was found insoluble in the same
solvents as compound 3.
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BDETPb (13). A solution of Pb(CH3COO)2 · 3 H2O (0.95 g, 2.5 mmol) in DI
water (10 mL) was added to a stirred solution of BDETH2 (0.71 g, 2.5 mmol) in 25 mL of
95% ethanol. A yellow precipitate formed immediately which was filtered under vacuum
and dried in the air to yield 1.14 g (93.3%) of the product. Mp. 178 °C (dec). Anal
Calcd. for C12H14N2S2O2Pb: C, 29.4; H, 2.88; N, 5.72. Found C, 28.9; H, 2.76; N, 5.67.
IR (KBr) 3318 s (νNH), 3079 m {νCH(Ar)}, 2887 m {νCH(methylene)}, 1633 ss (νCO),
1535 ss (δNH), 1478 m (νC=C), 1277 m {in plane bending C-H(Ar)}, 693 m {out of
plane bending C-H(Ar)} cm-1. Raman (cm-1): 164 (Pb-S). MS m/z 282 [M+ - Pb]; 208,
207, 206 isotopic peaks of Pb. The compound was found to be insoluble in the same
solvents as compound 3.
BDETAsOH (14): A solution of NaAsO2 (0.131 g, 1.00 mmol) in DI water (10
mL) was added to a stirred solution of BDETH2 (1.71 g, 6.00 mmol) in 75 mL of 95%
ethanol and stirred. Cloudiness appeared immediately. The reaction mixture was stirred
for 7 days after which the precipitate that formed was filtered under vacuum, washed
successively with DI water and ethanol, and dried in the air to yield 0.378 g (100%) of
the product. Mp. 198 °C (dec). Anal. Calcd. for C12H15N2S2O3As : C, 38.5; H, 4.04; N,
7.48. Found C, 38.1; H, 4.32; N, 7.37. IR (KBr) 3417 s (νOH), 3298 s (νNH), 3067 m
{νC-H(Ar)}, 2962 m {νC-H(methylene), 1638 ss (νCO), 1535 ss (δNH), 1477 m (νC=C),
1263 m (in plane bending C-H(Ar)}, 692 m {out of plane bending C-H(Ar)}cm-1. Raman
(cm-1): 379 (As-S). MS m/z 373 [M+ - H], 282 [M+ - AsOH], and 208 (base peak,
product of intramolecular cyclization with loss of a fragment). The compound was found
insoluble in the same solvents as compound 3, except for dimethylsulfoxide.
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BDET-Hg and n-BuLi. To BDET-Hg (0.242 g, 0.500 mmol) was added 25 mL of
dry THF and 25 mL of hexanes and stirred under nitrogen for 30 minutes. To the
resulting suspension was syringed 0.40 mL (1.0 mmol) of n-BuLi (2.5 M in hexane) and
stirred under nitrogen for 3 days. The solid left in the reaction flask (0.237 g, 98%) was
filtered under vacuum and dried in the air to yield a white solid which was found to be
identical to BDET-Hg by IR and melting point. The supernatant kept in the freezer did
not yield any solid even after 18 months. Reflux of the reaction mixture over 48 hrs did
not produce different results.
Reactions between BDET-M (M = Cd, Hg) and C2H5MgBr

BDET-Cd and C2H5MgBr. To BDET-Cd (0.197 g, 0.500 mmol) was added 20
mL of dry THF and 20 mL of dry hexane and stirred under nitrogen for 30 minutes. To
the resulting suspension was syringed 1.0 mL (1.0 mmol) of C2H5MgBr (1.0 M in THF)
and stirred under nitrogen for 48 hrs. The solid left in the reaction flask (0.193 g, 97%)
was filtered under vacuum and dried in the air to yield a white solid which was found to
be identical to BDET-Cd by IR and melting point. The supernatant kept in the freezer
did not yield any solid even after 18 months. Reflux of the reaction mixture over 48 hrs
did not produce different results.
BDET-Hg and C2H5MgBr. To BDET-Hg (0.483 g, 1.00 mmol) was added 25 mL
of dry THF and 25 mL of dry hexane and stirred under nitrogen for 30 minutes. To the
resulting suspension was syringed 2.0 mL (2.0 mmol) of C2H5MgBr (1.0 M in THF) and
stirred under nitrogen for 3 days. The solid left in the reaction flask (0.472 g, 98%) was
filtered under vacuum and dried in the air to yield a white solid, which was found to be
identical to BDET-Hg by IR and melting point. The supernatant kept in the freezer did
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not yield any solid even after 18 months. Reflux of the reaction mixture over 48 hrs did
not produce different results.
Reactions between BDET-M ( M = Cd, Hg, Pb) and Bu2Mg

BDET-Cd and Bu2Mg. To BDET-Cd (0.198 g, 0.500 mmol) was added 25 mL of
dry THF and 25 mL of dry hexane and stirred under nitrogen for 2 hrs. To the resulting
suspension was syringed 1.0 mL (1.0 mmol) of Bu2Mg (1.0 M in heptane) and stirred
under nitrogen for 48 hrs. The solid left in the reaction flask (0.193 g, 97%) was filtered
under vacuum and dried in the air to yield a white solid which was found to be identical
to BDET-Cd by IR and melting point. The supernatant kept in the freezer did not yield
any solid even after 18 months. Reflux of the reaction mixture over 48 hrs did not
produce different results.
BDET-Hg and Bu2Mg. To BDET-Hg (0.242 g, 0.500 mmol) was added 25 mL of
dry THF and 25 mL of hexanes and stirred under nitrogen for 2 hrs. To the resulting
suspension was syringed 1.0 mL (1.0 mmol) of Bu2Mg (1.0 M in heptane) and stirred
under nitrogen for 48 hrs. The solid left in the reaction flask (0.232 g, 96%) was filtered
under vacuum and dried in the air to yield a white solid which was found to be identical
to BDET-Hg by IR and melting point. The supernatant kept in the freezer did not yield
any solid even after 18 months. Reflux of the reaction mixture over 48 hrs did not
produce different results.
BDET-Pb and Bu2Mg. To BDET-Pb (0.245 g, 0.500 mmol) was added 25 mL of
dry THF and 25 mL of hexanes and stirred under nitrogen for 2 hrs. To the resulting
suspension was syringed 1.0 mL (1.0 mmol) of Bu2Mg (1.0 M in heptane) and stirred
under nitrogen for 48 hrs. The solid left in the reaction flask (0.239 g, 97%) was filtered
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under gravity and dried in the air to yield a yellow solid which was found to be identical
to BDET-Pb by IR and melting point. The supernatant kept in the freezer did not yield
any solid even after 18 months. Reflux of the reaction mixture over 48 hrs did not
produce different results.

2.6.3 Leaching Studies
Two 100 mL aqueous solutions (100 ppm) of each of the metal salts of mercury,
lead, and cadmium were prepared using deionized water. To these were added equivalent
amounts (1:1) of BDETH2 solution in 95% ethanol. The reaction mixtures were stirred
for 1 hr, the resulting precipitates were filtered under gravity, and dried overnight in the
air. The precipitates were transferred into Erlenmeyer flasks followed by addition of 100
mL of deionized water. The flasks were divided into two categories. pH of one category
of flasks (labeled A) was adjusted to 1 and the other category (labeled B) to 3 by adding
concentrated HCl. The pH were measured by pHTestrTM (Sigma-Aldrich). 10 mL
aliquots from each of the two different categories of flasks were syringed into tubes for
metal concentration measurements. Contents of all the flasks were stirred (using
magnetic stir bars). 10 mL aliquots were syringed into tubes after 7, 14 and 28 days and
saved for metal concentration measurements.
Metal concentrations of the Cd, and Pb solutions were measured at the
Environmental Research and Training Laboratory (ERTL), University of Kentucky using
a Varian Vista-Pro CCD Simultaneous Inductively Coupled Argon Plasma Optical
Emission Spectrometer (ICP-OES). In this technique, the liquid sample is sprayed into
an argon plasma where the dissolved metals are excited to emit their characteristic
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ultraviolet and visible radiation. The radiation is dispersed by a grating monochromator
and detected with photomultiplier tubes. Radiation wavelength is used to identify the
element and radiation intensity is used to determine its concentration. ICP-OES
measures elements in the concentration range of 1 ppb (part-per-billion) to 1000 ppm
(parts-per-million) or more.
Mercury levels of the samples were determined using cold vapor atomic
absorption spectrophotometry (CVAAS) on a CETAC Technologies M-6000A Mercury
Analyzer, using EPA methods.166 Digestion of the samples was performed following
EPA methods (7470) for mercury detection in liquid waste. This involves using an aqua
regia solution under heat, followed by the addition of potassium permanganate and
potassium persulfate under heat. Finally, the excess potassium permanganate is reduced
using a sodium chloride-hydroxylamine sulfate solution.
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CHAPTER 3

Attempted Alkylalumination
3.1

Overview
One of the problems faced in this work was that no crystal suitable for X-ray

crystallographic study could be grown from BDET-metal compounds.

An X-ray

crystallographic study would have unambiguously established the structures of the metal
compounds prepared.

So, the BDET-M compounds were treated with a variety of

reagents like n-BuLi, C2H5MgBr and Bu2Mg etc. under different conditions in order to
prepare compounds soluble in common laboratory solvents, but none of the reactions
yielded any product which could be solubilized; the products were unreacted BDET-M
compounds. Therefore, it was decided to attempt an alkylalumination of BDET-M across
the C=O bond using AlMe3 and create potentially soluble compounds. The hypothetical
product of alkylalumination of BDET-M is shown in figure 3.1.

H3C

C

C

N

CH3

N
M
S

S

Figure 3.1. Hypothetical product of reaction between BDET-M and AlMe3
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Alkylalumination of an imine (N=C) has been reported in the literature.167 The
unusual alkylalumination of an imine bond in a heptadentate Schiff-base ligand made
from salicylaldehyde and bis(2-aminoethyl)ethylenediamine resulted when 3 equiv. of
AlMe3 was added. The reaction is shown below (Figure 3.2).167

Figure 3.2. Alkylalumination of a Schiff-base ligand.167

Trimethylaluminum has been shown to add to carbonyl compounds, such as in
benzophenone.168 Equation 30 illustrates the reaction between trimethylaluminum and
benzophenone in diethyl ether. It was, thus, possible that trimethylaluminum will add to
the carbonyl carbons of BDETH2.

(C6H5)2C=O + Al(CH3)3 → (C6H5)2C(CH3)OAl(CH3)2

(eq. 30)

However, attempts to alkylaluminate BDET-M compounds under different
reaction conditions failed. So, it was decided to combine BDETH2.with Al(CH3)3. It was
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hypothesized the reaction would yield either a) a product of alkylalumination or b) form a
chelate. The hypothetical products of the reaction are shown below in figure 3.3.

O
H

alkylalumination

O
C

C

N

N

C

O

AlMe2

Me

H
chelate formation

N

N
Al

HS

SH
+
xs AlMe3

S
RT

Me

S

NR

Figure 3.3. Hypothetical products of the reaction between BDETH2 and Al(CH3)3

3.2

Synthesis and characterization

3.2.1 Synthesis
1,3--bis(4,5-dihydrothiazolo)benzene (15) resulted when BDETH2 was treated
with excess AlMe3 under reflux for 48 hrs in toluene (scheme 3.1). The compound was
brownish with a melting point of 211- 214 °C, and yield of 97%. No reaction occurred
when BDETH2 was combined with excess AlMe3 at room temperature. Compound 15
was characterized by IR, 1H NMR, EA, mass spectroscopy, and X-ray crystallography.
This compound was prepared first by Jerrod Delcamp while conducting research in CHE
450G.169
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BDETH2
+
Al(CH3)3

N

toluene
N2, reflux

S
S

N

97%
1,3-bis(4,5-dihydrothiazolo)benzene
Scheme 3.1. Reaction between BDETH2 and Al(CH3)3.

Although the synthesis of 1,3-bis(4,5-dihydrothiazolo)benzene is being reported
herefor the first time, this type of cyclization is not unprecedented. In the literature there
is evidence of intramolecular amino-thiol cyclization, i.e. intramolecular ring formation
in compounds containing –NH and -SH functionalities (Figure 3.4).170 Since BDETH2
possesses both –NH and -SH functionalities at appropriate distances for the formation of
five-membered rings, it was decided to treat BDETH2 with AlMe3 under various reaction
conditions. No reaction took place when BDETH2 was treated with AlMe3 at room
temperature, but five-membered rings were formed when BDETH2 was treated with
AlMe3 in toluene under reflux. It is likely that reflux activated the substrate, BDETH2.
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Figure 3.4. Amino-thiol cyclization.170

It has also been reported that reaction of L-cysteine ethyl ester hydrochloride with
carbon disulfide in the presence of triethylamine in CH2Cl2 at room temperature yielded a
five-membered ring.171 Similarly, esterification of L-(R)-cysteine followed by reaction
with

phosphoryl

chloride

and

2

moles

of

triethylamine,

yielded

cyclic

phosphoramidothiolic chloride,172 a five membered ring.

3.2.2 Characterization
The IR bands corresponding to the amide I (carbonyl) and amide II (N-H
bending), and S-H stretching at 1640, 1542, and 2557 cm-1, respectively that are present
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in the spectrum for BDETH2 were absent in the spectrum for the new compound
indicating that all of BDETH2 was used up in the reaction. The bands at 1432 and 666
cm-1 correspond to C-N and C-S stretching.
1

H NMR (99% CS2 and 1% CDCl3; 400 MHz) signals at δ 8.23 ppm (s, 1H), 7.92

ppm (d, J=7.4 Hz, 2H), and 7.44 ppm (t, J=7.6 Hz, 1H) correspond to the aromatic
protons, whereas signals at δ 4.48 ppm (t, J=8.4Hz, 4H), and 3.44 ppm (t, J=8.4 Hz, 4H)
correspond to the methylene protons in the five-membered rings.
The EI mass spectrum had the following significant peaks (m/z): 248 [M+], 220
[M+ - CH2CH2], 188 [M+ - NSCH2] confirming the molecular mass of the product.
Elemental analysis data showed that the calculated and experimental values for C,
H, and N completely matched each other.
Single crystals of 15 suitable for study by X-ray crystallography were obtained
from CS2.

Crystal structure of the compound is shown below (Figure 3.5).

The

compound consists of a central benzene ring connected to two five membered rings in a
symmetrical fashion.

It crystallizes in the monoclinic space group C 2/c.

crystallographic data are presented in table 3.1.
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The

Figure 3.5. Crystal structure of 1,3-bis(4,5-dihydrothiazolo)benzene

Table 3.1. Crystallographic table for compound 15.
_______________________________________________
formula
C12H12N2S2
formula weight
248.36
crystal group
monoclinic
space group
C 2/c
a (Å)
23.5183(6)
b (Å)
6.8439(2)
c (Å)
14.5880(5)
α (degree)
90.00
β (degree)
107.1923(11)
γ (degree)
90.00
V (Å3)
2243.12(12)
Z
8
T (K)
90.0(2)
Radiation
Mo Kα (λ = 0.71073 Å)
_______________________________________________
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3.3

Experimental

3.3.1

General considerations.
All chemicals were purchased from commercial sources and used without further

purification. Solvents were of reagent grade. Elemental analyses were carried out at the
Center for Applied Energy Research (CAER) at the University of Kentucky. Infrared
spectra were recorded as KBr disks, using a Nicolet 320 FTIR spectrophotometer.

1

H

NMR spectra were run on a Varian INOVA 400 MHz instrument and 13C NMR spectra
were run on a Varian Gemini 200 MHz instrument. A Finnigan Incos 50 Quadrupole
instrument was used for recording EI mass spectra. Single-crystal X-ray diffraction
measurements were made using a Nonius KappaCCD machine with a sealed-tube
molybdenum X-ray source.

3.3.2

Synthesis
C12H12N2S2 (15): To a stirred suspension of BDETH2 (0.43 g, 1.5 mmol) in 10

mL of dry toluene was added, dropwise and under glove box conditions, 0.11 g (1.5
mmol) of Al(CH3)3 in dry toluene. The Schlenk flask was then removed from the glove
box and refluxed for 2 days under standard Schlenk line conditions.

Toluene was

evaporated off to yield 0.36 g (97%) of the product (white powder). Mp. 211-214 °C.
Anal. Calcd. for C12H12N2S2: C, 37.8; H, 7.6; N, 5.7. Found: C, 37.8; H, 7.6; N, 5.7. IR
(KBr) 3028 m {νC-H(Ar)}, 2942 m {νC-H(methylene)}, 2846 m {νC-H(methylene)},
1574 m (νC=C), 1432 m (νC-N), 916 m {out of plane bending CH(aliph)}, 796 m {out of
plane bending C-H(Ar)} , 687 m {out of plane bending C-H(Ar)}, 666 w (νC-S) cm-1. 1H
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NMR (CS2 [99%], CDCl3 [1%], 400 MHz) δ 8.23 (s, ArH, 1H), 7.92 (d, ArH, 2H), 7.44
(t, ArH, 1H), 4.48 (t, -NCH2, 4H), 3.44 (t, -SCH2, 4H). MS m/z = 248 [M+],
220 [M+ - CH2CH2], 188 [M+ - NSCH2].

3.4

Conclusions
Efforts to alkylaluminate BDET-M compounds by combining them with Al(CH3)3

under different reaction conditions failed due to the poor basicity of the C=O groups.
However, a new compound, 1,3-bis(4,5-dihydrothiazolo)benzene formed when BDETH2
was combined with AlMe3 in toluene under reflux. The new compound was
characterized by IR, NMR, MS, EA, and single crystal X-ray diffraction. This reaction
demonstrated that presence of -NH and -SH functionalities at appropriate distances and
appropriate reaction conditions results in a cyclic product. The reaction is triggered by
the attack of the thiol sulfur on the carbonyl carbon, follwed by removal of a water
molecule to form a C=N bond. The mechanism, in its simplified form, can be shown as
in Figure 3.6.
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CHAPTER 4
N,N'-Bis(2-mercaptoethyl)oxalamide (MOA)

4.1

Overview
BDETH2 is very effective in binding divalent heavy metals.

However, its

application remains a problem because of its insolubility in water and other solvents. So,
attempts were made to prepare a hydroxyl analogue, and amino- and halo-derivatives of
BDETH2 which might lead to more soluble compounds. But those attempts were not
successful. It was thought that other dithiol compounds, especially those with shorter
carbon chains, may have better solubility characteristics. Efforts made in this direction
resulted in the synthesis of a dithiol compound, N,N'-bis(2-mercaptoethyl)oxalamide
(MOA). Although this compound was first reported by Brenner et al.,173 a new synthetic
procedure was devised in this study. Although it has been reported that MOA is capable
of binding Tc species,173 there is no evidence in the literature of its effectiveness in
binding main group heavy metals. In this study a series of reactions was run to see the
effectiveness of MOA in binding the heavy metals Cd, Hg and Pb. The compounds of
MOA were characterized by different techniques including IR, Raman, EA, mass
spectroscopy and TGA.

4.2

Synthesis and characterization

4.2.1

Synthesis
N,N'-Bis(2-mercaptoethyl)oxalamide, compound 16, was synthesized by reacting

oxalyl chloride with cysteamine hydrochloride (Scheme 4.1). Off-white powders were
obtained; M.p. 108-110 °C, yield 65%.
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Scheme 4.1. Synthesis of N,N'-bis(2-mercaptoethyl)oxalamide

The syntheses of the metal complexes of MOA were accomplished by one general
method (equation 31).

C6H12N2O2S2H2

+

M2+ (aq)

→

M = Cd, Hg, Pb
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C6H12N2O2S2M ↓

(eq. 31)

In a typical reaction an aqueous salt solution of a metal was added to an ethanolic
solution of MOA. Precipitates formed immediately. Compounds 17 (MOA-Cd) and 18
(MOA-Hg) were white, while compound 19 (MOA-Pb) was yellow.
Yields of the products ranged from 67% for compound 17 to 100% for compound 19.
The compounds were found to be very stable in air, light, and water. None possessed
well defined melting points and decomposed at temperatures ranging from 218 °C to 226
°C. They were found to be insoluble in common laboratory solvents, showing again, a
similarity to BDETH2.

4.2.2 Characterization
MOA was fully characterized spectroscopically. In the infrared spectrum (KBr
pellet) the bands at 3297, 2554, and 1689 cm-1 were attributed to N-H stretching (νNH),
S-H stretching (νSH), and C=O stretching (νC=O), respectively. In the 1H NMR the
amide protons were shown as a broad singlet at 7.72 ppm, while the sulfhydryl protons
exhibited a triplet at 1.52 ppm. In the

13

C NMR the signals at 162.1, 43.4, and 24.5

corrsponded to the carbonyl carbon, methylene carbon adjacent to the amide nitrogen,
and the methylene carbon next to the sulfhydryl group respectively. Mass spectroscopy
signals at m/z 207, 104 and 61 may be attributed to the [M+ - H],
[M+- CONHCH2CH2SH], and –CH2CH2SH peaks, respectively. The base peak at m/z
131 may be attributed to a product of intramolecular cyclization (with loss of a fragment)
initiated by the attack of a nucleophlic S atom on the carbon of an amido group. The
structure of the product is shown below (Figure 4.1).
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Figure 4.1. Product of intramolecular cyclization of MOA

In contrast to the AlMe3-induced cyclization of BDETH2 where the attack was on
the nearest carbonyl carbon of the amide group, here the attack was by a nucleophilic
thiol on the farthest carbonyl carbon of the amide group.
Infrared spectroscopy data obtained for compounds 17, 18 and 19 show that the
peak at 2554 cm-1 due to S-H stretching (νSH) is absent from their spectra indicating that
the protons of the thiol groups in MOA were displaced by the metals and the metals
formed bonds with the S atoms.
Raman spectroscopy exibited metal-sulfur stretches for all of the compounds. For
example, the band at 242 cm-1 in compound 17 was attributed to Cd-S. This is similar to
values found in the literature for νCd-S in tetrahedral cadmium compounds like
Cd(TAA)2 (TAA= monothioacetylacetonate)142 and [Cd(Et2dtc)2]2 ( Et2dtc =
diethyldithiocarbamate).143 However, this value is higher than that obtained for
BDET-Cd. This may be due to the lower mass of MOA-Cd compared to BDET-Cd. The
band at 308 cm-1 for compound 18 can be attributed to a linear Hg-S bond. Such values
are very similar to values for linear Hg-S bonds reported in the literature.144 For
example, for the Hg-S bands in Hg(SMe)2 are 297,145 295,146 and 298147 cm-1. Again, this
value is higher than the value found for BDET-Hg which may be attributed to the lighter
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mass of MOA-Hg compared to its BDET analogue. The band at 256 cm-1 for compound
19 was assigned to νPb-S. These values are similar to values for νPb-S reported in the

literature for tetrahedral lead compounds like (C6H5)3PbSC6H5.148 As in the case of Cd
and Hg compounds, this value is higher than that of its BDET analogue.
No solution NMR experiments could be performed with these compounds due to
their lack of solubility in NMR solvents. Similarly, single crystal X-ray analysis could
not be performed since no appropriate solvent was found to grow crystals suitable for
study.
In the EI mass spectroscopic data for MOA-Cd the peak at m/z 206 corresponds to
[M+ - Cd] while the peaks at 112, 111, and 110 correspond to the isotope peaks of Cd. In
the spectrum for MOA-Hg peaks at m/z 202 - 198 correspond to the isotopic peaks of Hg.
The peak at 206 corresponds to [M+ - Hg]. Similarly, in the spectrum for MOA-Pb peaks
at m/z 208, 207, and 206 correspond to the isotope peaks of Pb. The peak at 206
corresponds to [M+ - Pb].
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was conducted under atmospheric conditions
at a heating rate of 10 °C per minute. The thermogram for 17 shows that the compound
is fairly stable up to 97 °C after which it begins to lose weight. The observed weight loss
of 3.2% (between 97 and 241 °C) indicates that half of a molecule of water of hydration
may be present in the compound. However, the absence of broad bands at 3415 (νOH)
and 1642 cm-1 (δHOH) in the IR spectrum and results of elemental analysis do not
support this assumption.

The other weight losses for MOA-Cd indicate that the

compound decomposes without producing any stable intermediates. The thermogram for
18 shows that the compound is very stable up to 163 °C. No distinct plateau was
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observed in the thermogram indicating that the product decomposed without producing
any stable intermediate. The observed weight losses of 26.03% (between 163 and 273
°C), 16.82% (between 273 °C and 313 °C), 20.74% (between 313 and 370 °C),
and 28.92% (between 370 and 556 °C) did not correspond to any structural feature of the
compound; they simply indicate that the compound decomposes without producing any
intermediates. The thermogram for 19 shows that the compound is fairly stable up to
168 °C after which it begins to lose weight. The weight losses observed indicate that the
compound decomposes without producing any stable intermediate.
Elemental analyses clearly indicated that the formulations MOA-M (M = Cd, Hg,
Pb) are correct. For 17 (anal. calcd for C6H10N2S2O2Cd) the experimental values agreed
very well with that of the calculated ones. While the calculated values for C, H, and N
were 22.6%, 3.16%, and 8.79%, the corresponding experimental values were 22.7%,
3.54%, 7.98% respectively.

The elemental analysis data found experimentally for

compounds 18 and 19 also agree well with the calculated values (see Experimental
Section).

4.3
4.3.1

Experimental
General considerations
All chemicals were purchased from commercial sources and used without further

purification. Solvents were of reagent grade. The following reagent grade materials
were used for the synthesis of MOA and its metal compounds: 1) oxalyl chloride (99%
purity), 2) 2-mercaptoethylamine hydrochloride (98% purity), 3) triethylamine (99%
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purity), 4) Cd(CH3COO)2 · 2H2O (99%), 5) HgCl2 (99.5%), 6) Pb(CH3COO)2 · 3H2O
(99%); all were purchased from Aldrich.
Elemental analyses were carried out at the Center for Applied Energy Research
(CAER), University of Kentucky. Infrared spectra were recorded, as KBr disks, using a
Nicolet 320 FTIR spectrophotometer.
400 MHz instrument and

1

H NMR spectra were run on a Varian INOVA

13

C NMR spectra were run on a Varian Gemini 200 MHz

instrument. A Finnigan Incos 50 Quadrupole instrument was used for recording EI mass
spectra.

4.3.2

Syntheses
{HSCH2CH2NHC(O)}2 (16). To a stirred solution of HSCH2CH2NH2 · HCl

(4.99 g, 44.0 mmol) in 150 mL of CHCl3 was added 4.50 mL of Et3N (3.27 g, 32.0
mmol) and stirred for 10 minutes. To the resulting reaction mixture was added a solution
of C2Cl2O2 (1.72 mL; 2.54 g, 20.0 mmol) in 5 mL of CHCl3 and stirred for 10 minutes.
Then another portion (4.50 mL) of Et3N was added to the reaction mixture and stirred for
4 hrs. The reaction mixture was extracted with DI water (200 mL + 100 mL + 100 mL),
the organic layer dried over anhydrous MgSO4, and solvent removed under vacuum to
yield 2.69 g (65%) of the product. Mp. 108-110 °C. IR (KBr) 3297 w (νNH), 2933 m
{νC-H(methylene)}, 2554 m (νSH), 1689 ss (νCO), 1533 ss (δNH), 1076 m (νC-S) cm-1.
1

H NMR (CDCl3, 400 MHz) δ 1.52 (t, SH, 2H), 2.78 (m, CH2SH, 4H), 3.60

(m, -NHCH2, 4H), 7.72 (s, -CONH, 2H).

13

C NMR (CDCl3, 200 MHz) δ 162.1 (CO),

43.4 (NHCH2), 24.5 (CH2S). Anal. Calcd. for C6H12N2O2S2: C, 34.6; H, 5.81; N, 13.5.
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Found: C, 35.2; H, 5.90; N, 13.5. MS m/z 207 [M+ - H], 131 (base peak, result of
intramolecular cyclization with loss of a fragment), 104 [M+ - CONHCH2CH2SH],
61 [-CH2CH2SH].
MOA-Cd (17). A solution of Cd(CH3COO)2 · 2 H2O (0.27 g, 1.0 mmol) in DI
water (10 mL) was added to a stirred solution of MOA (0.21 g, 1.0 mmol) in 60 mL of
95% ethanol. A white precipitate formed immediately which was filtered under vacuum
and dried in the air to yield 0.22 g (67%) of the product. Mp. 226 °C (dec). Anal Calcd.
for C6H10N2S2O2Cd: C, 22.6; H, 3.16; N, 8.79. Found C, 22.7; H, 3.54; N, 8.97. IR
(KBr) 3303 m (νNH), 2928 s {νC-H(methylene), 1655 ss (νCO), 1509 ss (δNH), and
1020 m (νC-N) cm-1. Raman (cm-1) 242 (Cd-S). MS m/z 206 [M+ - Cd]. The compound
was found insoluble in water, methanol, ethanol, water/methanol, water/ethanol,
dimethylsufoxide, dimethylsulfoxide/water, dimethylformamide, acetone, ethyl acetate,
tetrahydrofuran,

diethyl

ether,

acetonitrile,

acetonitrile/water,

chloroform,

dichloromethane, hexanes, toluene, nitrobenzene, nitromethane, carbon disulfide, 10%
acetic acid, etc.
MOA-Hg (18). A solution of HgCl2 (0.27 g, 1.0 mmol) in DI water (20 mL) was
added to a stirred solution of MOA (0.21 g, 1.0 mmol) in 60 mL of 95% ethanol. A
white precipitate formed immediately which was filtered under vacuum and dried in the
air to yield 0.33 g (81%) of the product.

Mp. 218 °C (dec).

Anal Calcd. for

C6H10N2S2O2Hg: C, 17.7; H, 2.48; N, 6.89. Found C, 17.2; H, 2.25; N, 6.41. IR (KBr)
3279 s (νNH), 2933 m {νC-H(methylene)}, 1651 ss (νCO), 1521 ss (δNH), and 1021 m
(νC-N) cm-1. Raman (cm-1): 308 cm-1 (Hg-S). MS m/z 206 [M+ - Hg]; 198, 199, 200,
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202 isotopic peaks of Hg. The compound was found insoluble in the same solvents as
compound 17.
MOA-Pb (19). A solution of Pb(CH3COO)2 · 3 H2O (0.38 g, 1.0 mmol) in DI
water (10 mL) was added to a stirred solution of MOA (0.21 g, 1.0 mol) in 60 mL of 95%
ethanol. A yellow precipitate formed immediately which was filtered under vacuum and
dried in the air to yield 0.41 g (100%) of the product. Mp. 223 °C (dec). Anal Calcd. for
C6H10N2S2O2Pb: C, 17.4; H, 2.44; N, 6.78. Found C, 17.7; H, 2.42; N, 6.62. IR (KBr)
3271 s (νNH), 2963 m {νCH(methylene)}, 1649 ss (νCO), 1523 ss (δNH), and 1026 m
(νC-N) cm-1. Raman (cm-1): 256 (Pb-S). MS m/z 206 [M+ - Pb]; 206, 207, 208 (isotopic
peaks of Pb). The compound was found insoluble in the same solvents as compound 17.

4.4

Conclusions
A dithiol compound, MOA, has been synthesized and characterized by different

techniques including IR, NMR, EA, and mass spectroscopy. Although the compound
was not soluble in water, it was moderately soluble in dimethylsulfoxide,
dimethylformamide, and tetrahydrofuran and slightly soluble in methanol and ethanol
(less than BDETH2). In this regard the compound was similar to BDETH2. However, the
synthesis of this compound has been proven to be clean and less troublesome than that of
BDETH2. The formation of sticky masses in the separatory funnel during the extraction
makes the synthesis of BDETH2 lengthy and troublesome.
A series of metal compounds of MOA has been prepared and characterized by IR,
Raman, EA, and Mass spectroscopy. However, single crystal X-ray crystallographic
study could not be performed because of their insolubility in common laboratory
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solvents. Based on results of current investigations and the evidence presented in the
literature it is likely that the compounds are polymeric. It is possible that MOA-Hg (18)
has a linear geometry around Hg. The geometry around Cd and Pb in MOA-Cd (17) and
MOA-Pb (19) may be four-coordinate and tetraherdral.

Figure 4.2 illustrates the

proposed structures for compounds 17, 18 and 19.
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Figure 4.2. Structures of MOA-Metal Compounds: (a) MOA-Hg,
(b) MOA-M (M = Cd, Pb)

It is possible that reactions of MOA-M compounds with n-BuLi, C2H5MgBr,
Bu2Mg and NaHSO3 may yield products, by attacking the carbonyl group present in
them, soluble in common laboratory solvents. This will facilitate growth of crystals
suitable for single crystal X-ray analysis.
Copyright © Kamruz Md Zaman 2008
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CHAPTER 5

Metal Compounds of Dithiothreitol (DTT)
5.1

Overview
Since the metal compounds of BDETH2 and MOA were insoluble in common

laboratory solvents, crystals suitable for single crystal X-ray crystallography could not be
grown. The coordination environment around the metal centers in those compounds
remain largely undetermined although it is possible that they are polymeric.
It is known that threo-1,4-dimercaptobutane-2,3-diol or dithiothreitol (DTT),
commonly known as Cleland’s reagent,174 is a dithiol compound readily soluble in water.
The molecular structure of its reduced form is shown below (Figure 5.1).

OH
SH
HS
OH
Figure 5.1. Dithiothreitol.(DTT)

The most common use of DTT is as a reducing or "deprotecting" agent for
thiolated DNA. Due to air oxidation, DTT is a relatively unstable compound whose
useful life can be extended by refrigeration and handling in an inert atmosphere. In the
literature it has been reported that it is capable of binding with heavy metals such as Cd
and Pb.175 But there is no report of any characterization or structure elucidation of the
compounds that DTT makes when it binds these metals.

The present study was

undertaken to prepare some main group metal compounds of DTT and characterize them
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with particular focus on their solubility behavior and crystal structures. It turned out that
the DTT-Metal compounds are also insoluble in common laboratory solvents. Efforts to
grow crystals suitable for single crystal X-ray crystallography remained unsuccessful.
Attempts to prepare alkali metal salts of DTT yielded a disulfide. Structure of the
disulfide was established by single crystal X-ray crystallography. The present chapter
will describe the preparation and characterization of the DTT-Metal compounds.

5.2

Synthesis and characterization

5.2.1

Synthesis
The syntheses of the main group metal complexes of DTT were accomplished by

one general method (equation 32). This is very similar to the method described in the
literature where DTTCd and DTTPb were prepared by adding 10 mL of a 1.0 M solution
of the metal ion to 10 mL of a water solution of DTT.175

C4H8O2S2H2

+ M2+ (aq)

→

C4H8O2S2M ↓

(eq. 32)

M = Cd, Hg, Pb
In a typical reaction an aqueous salt solution of a metal was added to an aqueous
solution of DTT. Precipitates formed immediately. Compounds 20 (DTT-Cd) and 21
(DTT-Hg) were white, while compound 22 (DTT-Pb) was yellow. Yields of the products
ranged from 88% for compound 22 to 100% for compound 21. The compounds were
found to be very stable in air, light, and water. DTTCd, DTTHg and DTTPb decomposed
at 208 °C, 148 °C and 162 °C, respectively. The values are different from those reported
in the literature (DTTCd and DTTPb decomposed between 230 °C – 240 °C and 145 °C,
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respectively).174 This may be due to the post-synthetic treatments that they were
subjected to in the previous work (dissolution of the precipitates in concentrated HCl
followed by neutralization with KOH and finally washing with water, 95% ethanol and
anhydrous diethyl ether). They were found to be insoluble in common laboratory
solvents. In the literature, however, it was reported that DTTCd dissolved in both
strongly acidic and basic solutions, while DTTPb dissolved in strongly acidic solutions as
well as in solutions containing an excess of lead acetate.
Syntheses of the alkali metal compounds of DTT were attempted by combining
aqueous solutions of DTT with aqueous solutions of alkali metal hydroxides, NaOH and
KOH. Precipitates appeared only after 7 days of continuous stirring. But upon filtration
almost nothing remained on the filter paper. The supernatant was allowed to stand at
room temperature for 7 days to yield crystals which proved to be a disulfide (by single
crystal X-ray crystallography), formed by the oxidation of DTTH2. Yield of the crystals
was 50%. Equation 33 illustrates the formation of the disulfide.

C4H8O2S2H2 (aq) + ½ O2

5.2.2

→

C4H8O2S2 ↓ + H2O (eq. 33)

Characterization
Infrared spectroscopy data obtained for all three main group metal compounds of

DTT (20, 21 and 22) showed that the peak at 2565 cm-1 due to S-H stretching (νSH) was
absent from their spectra indicating that the protons of the thiol groups in DTT were
displaced by the metals and the metals formed bonds with the S atoms. The peak at 2565
cm-1 due to S-H stretching (νSH) was also absent in the infrared spectra of the disulfide
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(compound 23) indicating that the protons of the thiol groups were removed. A very
weak peak at 490 cm-1 indicated the presence of a disulfide bond in the compound.
Raman spectroscopy exibited metal-sulfur stretches for compounds 20 and 21, but no
discernible peak was detected for compound 22. The stretches at 182 cm-1 in compound
20 and at 329 cm-1 for compound 21 were attributed to the Cd-S and the linear Hg-S

bonds. They are very similar to values for Cd-S bond in compounds with tetrahedral
geometry around Cd142,143 and linear Hg-S bonds reported in the literature .144
In the EI mass spectrum of compound 20 the peak at m/z 152 corresponds to
[M+ - Cd]. No isotopic peaks of Cd were observed. In the mass spectrum of compound
21 the peak at m/z 152 corresponds to [M+ - Hg], while the peaks at m/z 198, 199, 200,

and 202 correspond to the isotopic peaks of Hg. In the mass spectrum of compound 22
the peak at m/z 152 corresponds to [M+ - Pb], while the peaks at m/z 206, 207, and 208
correspond to the isotopic peaks of Pb.
No solution NMR experiment could be performed with compounds 20-22 due to
their insolubility in NMR solvents. Similarly, single crystal X-ray analysis of compounds
20-22 could not be performed since no appropriate solvent was found to grow crystals

suitable for study. Crystal structure of any DTT-M compound has not been reported in
the literature. Crystals of compound 23 (Figure 5.2) were formed after the stirred
reaction mixture containing the aqueous solutions of DTT and the aqueous solutions of
the alkali metal hydroxides were left undisturbed for a week. The compound crystallized
in the monoclinic space group P 21/c. The crystallographic data for compound 23 are
presented in table 5.1.
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Figure 5.2. Crystal structure of the disulfide from DTT.
Table 5.1. Crystallographic data for compound 23.
__________________________________________
formula
C4H8O2S2
formula weight
152.24
crystal group
monoclinic
space group
P 21/c
a (Å)
9.6566(3)
b (Å)
8.3959(3)
c (Å)
8.1217(3)
α (degree)
90.00
β (degree)
104.9815(16)
γ (degree)
90.00
636.09(4)
V (Å3)
Z
4
Radiation
MoKα (λ = 0.71073)
__________________________________________

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was carried out under atmospheric conditions
at a heating rate of 10 °C per minute. The thermogram for 20 shows that the compound
is fairly stable up to 81.4 °C after which it begins to lose weight. The observed weight
losses of 1.73% (between 81.4 and 193.3 °C) and 39.55% (between 193.3 and 293.9 °C)
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for DTT-Cd indicate that the compound decomposes without producing any stable
intermediates. The thermogram for 21 shows that the compound is very stable up to
143 °C. The observed weight loss of 65.1% (between 199.8 and 401.4 °C) indicates that
elemental Hg and SO2 formed as a result of heating of DTT-Hg. The thermogram for 22
shows that the compound is fairly stable up to 124 °C after which it begins to lose
weight. The observed weight losses of 26.3% (between 198 and 230.3 °C) and 3.33%
(between 203.3 and 272.9 °C) indicate that the compound decomposes without producing
any stable intermediate.
Elemental analyses clearly indicated that the formulations DTT-Cd, DTT-Hg and
DTT-Pb are correct. For 20 (anal. calcd for C4H8O2S2Cd) the experimental values agreed
very well with that of the calculated ones. While the calculated values for C, and H were
18.2%, and 3.05% the corresponding experimental values were 17.7%, and 3.38%
respectively. The elemental analysis data found experimentally for the other compounds,
DTT-Hg and DTT-Pb, also agree well with the calculated values (see Experimental
Section).

5.3
5.3.1

Experimental
General considerations
All chemicals were purchased from commercial sources and used without further

purification. Solvents were of reagent grade. The following reagent grade materials
were used for the preparation of DTT- metal compounds: 1) Dithiothreitol (99%),
2) Cd(CH3COO)2 · 2 H2O (99%), 3) HgCl2 (99.5%), 4) Pb(CH3COO)2 · 3 H2O (99%),
5) KOH (98%); all were purchased from Aldrich.
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Elemental analyses were carried out at the Center for Applied Energy Research
(CAER), University of Kentucky. Infrared spectra were recorded, as KBr disks, using a
Nicolet 320 FTIR spectrophotometer. Raman spectra were recorded at the Center for
Applied Energy Research, University of Kentucky using a Nicolet FT-Raman 906
spectrometer ESP instrument. A Finnigan Incos 50 Quadrupole instrument was used for
recording EI mass spectra. Thermogravimetric analyses were carried out in the air at a
rate of 10 °C per minute on a TA instruments TGA 2950 thermogravimetric analyzer.

5.3.2

Synthesis
DTT-Cd (20). A solution of Cd(CH3COO)2 · 2 H2O (0.53 g, 2.0 mmol) in DI

water (10 mL) was added to a stirred solution of DTT (0.31 g, 2.0 mmol) in 5 mL of DI
water. A white precipitate formed immediately which was filtered under vacuum and
dried in the air to yield 0.48 g (91 %) of the product. Mp. 208 °C (dec). Anal Calcd. for
C4H8O2S2Cd: C, 18.2; H, 3.05. Found C, 17.7; H, 3.38. IR (KBr) 3346 m (νOH), 2916 s
{νC-H(methylene), 1630 m (δHOH), and 1036 m (νC-O) cm-1. Raman (cm-1) 182
(Cd-S). MS m/z 152 [M+ - Cd]. The compound was found insoluble in water, methanol,
ethanol, water/methanol, water/ethanol, dimethylsulfoxide, dimethylsulfoxide/water,
dimethylformamide, acetone, ethyl acetate, tetrahydrofuran, diethyl ether, acetonitrile,
acetonitrile/water, chloroform, dichloromethane, hexanes, toluene, nitrobenzene,
nitromethane, carbon disulfide, 10% acetic acid, etc.
DTT-Hg (21). A solution of HgCl2 (1.36 g, 5.00 mmol) in DI water (20 mL) was
added to a solution of DTT (0.77 g, 5.0 mol) in 10 mL of DI water. A white precipitate
formed immediately which was filtered under vacuum and dried in the air to yield 1.91 g
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(100%) of the product. Mp. 148 °C (dec). Anal Calcd. for C4H8O2S2Hg: C, 13.6; H,
2.29. Found C, 13.4; H, 2.67. IR (KBr) 3385 s (νOH), 2915 m {νC-H(methylene)},
1630 m (δHOH), and 1036 m (νC-O) cm-1. MS m/z 152 [M+ - Hg]; 198, 199, 200, 202
(isotopic peaks of Hg). Raman (cm-1): 329 cm-1 (Hg-S). The compound was found
insoluble in the same solvents as compound 20.
DTT-Pb (22). A solution of Pb(CH3COO)2 · 3 H2O (0.76 g, 2.0 mmol) in DI water
(10 mL) was added to a solution of DTT (0.31 g, 2.0 mmol) in 5 mL of DI water. A
yellow precipitate formed immediately which was filtered under vacuum and dried in the
air to yield 0.63 g (88%) of the product. Mp. 162 °C (dec). Anal Calcd. for C4H8O2S2Pb:
C, 13.4; H, 2.24.

Found C, 13.3; H, 2.61.

IR (KBr) 3405 s (νOH), 2902 m

{νCH(methylene)}, 1631 m (δHOH), and 1034 m (νC-O) cm-1. MS m/z 152 [M+ - Pb];
206, 207, 208 (isotopic peaks of Pb). The compound was found insoluble in the same
solvents as compound 20.
C4H8O2S2 (23). A solution of KOH (0 28 g, 5.0 mmol) in DI H2O (10 mL) was
added to a to a solution of DTT (0.38 g, 2.5 mmol) in 5 mL of DI water and stirred for 7
days after which some white precipitates seemed to form. A very insignificant amount of
solid remained on the filter paper when the reaction mixture was filtered.

The

supernatant was allowed to stand at room temperature for 7 days to yield 0.19 g (50%) of
colorless crystals. Mp. 111-112 °C. IR (KBr) 3430 s (νOH), 2956 m {νCH(methylene)},
1630 m (δHOH), 1034 m (νC-O), 490 vw (νS-S) cm-1. MS m/z 152 [M+].
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5.4

Conclusions
A series of DTT-metal compounds (20-22) was prepared by combining aqueous

solutions of dithiothreitol (DTT) with appropriate aqueous solutions of metals salts. The
metal compounds have been characterized by Mp, IR, Raman, MS, and elemental
analysis. However, none of the compounds were soluble in common laboratory solvents.
So, solution NMR could not be performed. Also, crystals suitable for single crystal
X-ray crystallographic study could not be grown. Based on the evidence presented
above, it is likely that compounds are polymeric. It is possible that DTT-Hg has a linear
geometry like BDET-Hg and MOA-Hg. Similarly, in DTT-Cd and DTT-Pb the geometry
around the central metal atoms are four-coordinate and tetrahedral as in the cadmium and
lead compounds of BDETH2 and MOA.

The following structures (Figure 5.3) are

proposed for the DTT-Metal compounds.

OH

(
(

OH

S

S
O

(a)

Hg
O

)n
)n

M
S

S

M = Cd, Pb
(b)
Figure 5.3. Proposed structures for DTT-Metal compounds: (a) DTT-Hg, (b) DTT-M
(M = Cd, Pb).
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CHAPTER 6
N-Meracptoethylfuroylamide (MFA)

6.1

Overview
BDETH2 and other dithiols have proven effective in binding heavy metals. But

most of them are insoluble in water limiting their application. Although monothiols have
been known to chelate heavy metals in biological systems,176,177 there has been no report
of systematic investigations of monothiols in heavy metal remediation. It was thought
that any thiol with a small number of carbon atoms and containing an oxygen atom with
lone pairs of electrons in the structure may be soluble in water. So, it was decided to
design and develop a monothiol capable of binding heavy metals in the aqueous
environment. Efforts made in this direction resulted in the successful synthesis of a
monthiol ligand, N-mercaptoethylfuroylamide (MFA). There is no report in the literature
of its synthesis or its use in heavy metal remediation. In this study a series of reactions
were run to see the effectiveness of MFA in binding heavy metals like Cd, Hg and Pb.
The compounds of MFA were characterized by different techniques including IR, NMR,
EA, mass spectroscopy, and TGA.

6.2

Synthesis and characterization

6.2.1 Synthesis
N-mercaptoethylfuroylamide (MFA), compound 24, was synthesized by

combining furoyl chloride with cysteamine hydrochloride (Scheme 6.1). Light brown
powders were obtained; M.p. 112-116 °C, yield 89 %. MFA was found to be moderately
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soluble in tetrahydrofuran, chloroform, dimethylsulfoxide and dimethylformamide and
slightly soluble in methanol, ethanol, and acetonitrile.

O

HS

+

NH2

C

O

. HCl

Cl

Furoyl Chloride

Cysteamine hydrochloride
(C2 H5) 3N
CHCl 3
r.t.
16 hrs

O
H

C

O

N

SH
N-mercaptoethylfuroylamide

Scheme 6.1. Synthesis of N-mercaptoethylfuroylamide (MFA).

The syntheses of the metal complexes of MFA were accomplished by one general
method (equation 34).

2 C4H3O(CO)(NH)(CH2)2SH + M2+ (aq) → {C4H3O(CO)(NH)(CH2)2S}2M ↓ (eq. 34)
M = Cd, Hg, Pb
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In a typical reaction one equivalent of an aqueous salt solution of a metal was
added to a solution of MFA (two equivalents) in THF and stirred. Precipitates were
observed to form after 12 hours of stirring. Stirring was stopped after 48 hours and the
reaction mixtures filtered to yield solid products. Compounds 25 (MFA-Cd),
26 (MFA-Hg) and 27 (MFA-Pb) were light brown. Yields of the products ranged from

35% for compound 25 to 38% for compound 27. The compounds were found to be stable
in air, light, and water. Compounds 25, 26 and 27 melted at 142-144 °C, 134-136 °C and
122-125 °C respectively. They were found to be moderately soluble in DMSO and DMF
and very slightly soluble in CHCl3, a characteristic totally different from the metal
compounds of the dithiol ligands including BDETH2.

6.2.2 Characterization
MFA was fully characterized spectroscopically. In the infrared spectrum (KBr
pellet) the bands at 3260, 2573, and 1644 cm-1 were attributed to N-H stretching (νNH),
S-H stretching (νSH), and C=O stretching (νC=O), respectively. In the 1H NMR the
amide protons were shown as a broad singlet at 6.84 ppm, while the sulfhydryl protons
exhibited a triplet at 1.64 ppm. In the 13C NMR the signals at 158.9 ppm corresponded to
the carbonyl carbon; the signals at 148.2, 144.3, 114.7, 112.5 were due to the ring
carbons; the methylene carbons were displayed at 38.1 and 27.6 ppm. Mass spectroscopy
signals at m/z 171, 170, 138, 95 (base peak) and 67 were attributed to M+, [M+ - H], [M+
- SH], [M+ - NHCH2CH2SH] and [M+ - CONHCH2CH2SH] respectively.
Infrared spectroscopy data obtained for compounds 25, 26 and 27 show that the
peak at 2573 cm-1 due to S-H stretching (νSH) is absent from their spectra indicating that
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the protons of the thiol groups in MFA were displaced by the metals and the metals
formed bonds with the S atoms. In the 1H NMR spectra of all compounds the signal
(three lines) for the amide proton was seen at around 8.50 ppm. This shift in position of
the amido proton is probably a result of coordination of the amido nitrogen with the
metal. The three lines probably are due to splitting of the proton by the quadrupolar
nitrogen atom (I = 1). The signals for the ring protons were displayed between 6.60 and
7.83 ppm. There was no signal due to the sulfhydryl proton since it was displaced by the
metal. In the 13C NMR spectra the signals at around 157.9 ppm were due to the carbonyl
carbon. The signals between 147.9 and 111.7 ppm were due to the ring carbons; the
methylene carbons were seen as a single line at 37.6 ppm.
In the EI mass spectra for compounds 25, 26 and 27 the base peak at m/z 95 was
due to the fragment obtained after the cleavage of the C-N bond to the right of the
carbonyl carbon. The peak at m/z 67 was due to the fragment formed after the cleavage
of the C-C bond joining the carbonyl carbon with the ring. For compound 25 the isotopic
peaks of Hg were observed between m/z 202 and 198.
Attempts to grow crystals of compounds 25, 26 and 27 did not succeed. So, no
single crystal X-ray analysis could be performed.
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was conducted under atmospheric conditions
at a heating rate of 10 °C per minute. The thermogram for 25 shows that the compound
is fairly stable up to 236 °C after which it begins to lose weight. Absence of any distinct
plateau in the thermogram indicates that the compound decomposed without producing
any stable intermediates. This is quite similar to the behavior of the cadmium
compounds of the dithiols including BDETCd. The observed weight losses of 82.97%
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(between 236 and 329 °C) and 12.69% (between 329 and 558 °C) do not correspond to
any structural feature of the compound. Similarly, the thermogram for 26 shows that the
compound is fairly stable up to 190 °C at which point it begins to lose weight. But no
distinct plateau was observed in the thermogram indicating that the product decomposed
without producing any stable intermediate. The observed weight losses of 70.4%
(between 190 and 321 °C), 17.1% (between 329 and 459 °C), and 7.75% (between 459
and 572 °C) do not correspond to any structural feature of the compound. This behavior
agrees very well with that of the mercury dithiol compounds discussed previously. The
thermogram of 27 shows that the compound is very stable up to 246 °C after which it
begins to lose weight. No distinct plateau was observed in the thermogram indicating
that the MFA-Pb compound decomposed without producing any stable intermediate. The
observed weight losses of 76.61% (between 246 and 322 °C), 5.92% (between 322 and
471 °C), and 7.28% (between 471 and 529 °C) do not correspond to any structural feature
of the compound. This is consistent with the dithiol-Pb compounds discussed previously.

6.3
6.3.1

Experimental
General considerations
All chemicals were purchased from commercial sources and used without further

purification. Solvents were of reagent grade. The following reagent grade materials
were used for the synthesis of MFA and its metal compounds: 1) 2-furoyl chloride (98%
purity), 2) 2-mercaptoethylamine hydrochloride (98% purity), 3) triethylamine (99%
purity), 4) Cd(CH3COO)2 · 2 H2O (99% purity), 5) HgCl2 (99.5% purity), 6)
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Pb(CH3COO)2 · 3 H2O (99% purity). All except 2-furoyl chloride were purchased from
Aldrich; 2-furoyl chloride was purchased from TCI America.
Elemental analyses were carried out at the Center for Applied Energy Research
(CAER), University of Kentucky. Infrared spectra were recorded, as KBr disks, using a
Nicolet 320 FTIR spectrophotometer.
400 MHz instrument and

1

H NMR spectra were run on a Varian INOVA

13

C NMR spectra were run on a Varian Gemini 200 MHz

instrument. A Finnigan Incos 50 Quadrupole instrument was used for recording EI mass
spectra.

6.3.2 Synthesis
C4H3OC(O)NHCH2CH2SH (24). To a stirred solution of HSCH2CH2NH2· HCl
(2.49 g, 22.0 mmol) in 100 mL of CHCl3 was added 3.00 mL of Et3N (2.18 g, 19.2
mmol) and stirred for 10 min. To the resulting reaction mixture was added, dropwise, a
solution of C4H3OC(O)Cl (1.98 mL; 2.61 g, 20.0 mmol) in 5 mL of CHCl3 and stirred for
10 minutes. Then another portion (3.00 mL) of Et3N was added to the reaction mixture
and stirred for 16 h. The reaction mixture was extracted with DI water (150 mL + 100
mL + 100 mL), the organic layer dried over anhydrous MgSO4, and solvent removed
under vacuum to yield 3.05 g (89%) of the product. Mp. 112-114 °C. IR (KBr) 3260 m
(νNH), 3086 s {νC-H(Ar)}, 2907 m {νC-H(methylene)}, 2573 w (νSH), 1644 m (νCO),
1545 m (δNH), 608 m (νCS) cm-1.

1

H NMR (CDCl3, 400 MHz) δ 1.64 (t, SH, 1H), 2.92

(m, CH2SH, 2H), 3.76 (m, -NHCH2, 2H), 6.48 (t, ArH, 1H), 6.84 (s, -CONH, 1H), 7.11
(d, ArH) and 7.42 (d, ArH, 1H).

13

C NMR (CDCl3, 200 MHz) δ 158.7 (CO), 143.7

(ArC), 115.8 (ArC), 114.5 (ArC), 111.7 (ArC), 38.1 (CH2), 27.6 (CH2). Anal. Calcd. for
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C7H9NO2S: C, 49.1; H, 5.23; N, 8.18. Found: C, 49.3; H, 5.35; N, 8.27. MS m/z 171
[M+], 170 [M+ - H], 138 [M+ - SH], 95 [M+ - NHCH2CH2SH],
67 [M+ - CONHCH2CH2SH].
MFA-Cd (25). A solution of Cd(CH3COO)2 · 2 H2O (0.17 g, 0.63 mmol) in DI
water (10 mL) was added to a stirred solution of MFA (0.21 g, 1.3.mmol) in 20 mL of
THF. Very light brown precipitate seemed to form after stirring the reaction mixture for
2 hours. The reaction mixture was kept stirring for 48 hours after which the precipitate
was filtered under vacuum and dried in the air to yield 0.11 g (36%) of the product. Mp.
136-138 °C. Anal Calcd. for C14H16N2O4S2Cd: C, 37.1; H, 3.56; N, 6.19. Found C, 37.3;
H, 3.58; N, 6.17. IR (KBr) 3250 m (νNH), 3079 s {νC-H(Ar)}, 1644 ss (νCO), 1550 m
(δNH), and 607 s (νC-S) cm-1.

1

H NMR (d-DMSO, 400 MHz) δ 2.92 (m, CH2SH, 2H),

3.50 (m, -NHCH2, 2H), 6.62 (m, ArH, 1H), 7.08(d, ArH), 7.83 (d, ArH, 1H), and 8.52
(t, -CONH, 1H).

13

C NMR (d-DMSO, 200 MHz) δ 157.9 (CO), 147.8 (ArC), 145.1,

113.5 (ArC), 111.9 (ArC), 37.6 (CH2).

MS m/z 341 [M+ - Cd], 138

[C4H3O(C=O)NHCH2CH2], 95 (base peak) [C4H3O(C=O)]. The compound was found to
be insoluble in water, but slightly soluble in dimethylsulfoxide and dimethylformamide,
and very slightly soluble in chloroform.
MFA-Hg (26). A solution of HgCl2 (0.34 g, 1.3 mmol) in DI water (20 mL) was
added to a stirred solution of MFA (0.43 g, 2.5 mmol) in 20 mL of THF. A very light
brown precipitate appeared after one hour of stirring. The reaction mixture was stirred
for 48 hours after which the solid was filtered under vacuum and dried in the air to yield
0.24 g (35%) of the product. Mp. 142-144 °C. Anal Calcd. for C14H16N2O4S2Hg: C,
31.1; H, 2.98; N, 5.18. Found C, 31.2; H, 2.95; N, 5.23. IR (KBr) 3259 m (νNH), 3081 s
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{νC-H(Ar)}, 2943 m {νC-H(methylene)}, 1644 ss (νCO), 1547 ss (δNH), and 607 m
(νC-S) cm-1.

1

H NMR (d-DMSO, 400 MHz) δ 2.92 (m, CH2SH, 2H), 3.76 (m, -NHCH2,

2H), 6.60 (dd, ArH, 1H), 7.11 (d, ArH) 7.83 (d, ArH, 1H) and 8.51 (t,-CONH, 1H).

13

C

NMR (d-DMSO, 200 MHz) δ 158.7 (CO), 148.1, 143.7 (ArC), 115.8 (ArC), 114.5 (ArC),
38.1 (CH2). MS m/z 341 [M+ - Hg], 198, 199, 200, 202 isotopic peaks of Hg, 138
[C4H3O(C=O)NHCH2CH2], 95 (base peak) [C4H3O(C=O)]. The compound has the same
solubility properties as that of compound 25.
MFA-Pb (19). A solution of Pb(CH3COO)2 · 3 H2O (0.38 g, 1.0 mmol) in DI
water (10 mL) was added to a stirred solution of MOA (0.21 g, 1.0 mol) in 60 mL of 95%
ethanol. A slightly off-white precipitate formed after 4 hours of stirring. The reaction
mixture was stirred for 48 hours after which the off-white precipitate was filtered under
vacuum and dried in the air to yield 0.41 g (100%) of the product. Mp. 122-125 °C.
Anal Calcd. for C14H16N2O4S2Pb: C, 30.7; H, 2.95; N, 5.12. Found C, 31.1; H, 2.92; N,
5.16. IR (KBr) 3253 m (νNH), 3080 m {νCH(Ar)}, 1644 ss (νCO), 1549 ss (δNH), and
607 m (νC-S) cm-1.

1

H NMR (d-DMSO, 400 MHz) δ 2.91 (m, CH2SH, 2H), 3.51 (m, -

NHCH2, 2H), 6.61 (dd, ArH, 1H), 7.08 (d, ArH, 1H), 7.82 (d, ArH) and 8.50 (t, -CONH,
1H).

13

C NMR (d-DMSO, 200 MHz) δ 157.9 (CO), 147.9 (ArC), 145.1 (ArC), 113.5

(ArC), 111.7 (ArC), 37.1 (CH2). MS m/z 341 [M+ - Pb]; 138 [C4H3O(C=O)NHCH2CH2],
95 (base peak) [C4H3O(C=O)]. The compound has the same solubility properties as that
of compound 25.
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6.4 Conclusions
A

monothiol compound,

N-mercaptoethylfuroylamide

(MFA),

has

been

synthesized and characterized by different techniques including IR, NMR, and mass
spectroscopy. Although the compound was not soluble in water, it was moderately
soluble in dimethylsulfoxide, dimethylformamide and tetrahydrofuran and slightly
soluble in methanol, ethanol and CHCl3. In this regard MFA was similar to the dithiol
compounds discussed previously. The synthesis of MFA took a longer time than for the
dithiol compounds.
A series of metal compounds of MFA has been prepared. However, precipitates
did not form immediately after the mixing of the solution of the ligand with that of the
metal salts; the reaction mixtures had to be stirred at least 24 hours to complete the
reactions. It is very different from what was observed when aqueous solutions of metal
salts were combined with the solutions of the dithiols. In cases with dithiols, precipitates
formed immediately after the solutions were mixed and most reactions were complete
within an hour or so. Whereas in the cases of the dithiol-metal compounds the yields
were at least 60%, reaching 100% in some cases, the product yields were only between
35 and 38% for the MFA-metal compounds.
The MFA-metal compounds were characterized by IR, NMR, Mass spectroscopy
and TGA. The compounds were moderately soluble in DMSO and slightly soluble in
CHCl3. However, no single crystals suitable for X-ray crystallographic study could be
grown.
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CHAPTER 7

Mineral Coating Study
7.1

Overview
Acid mine drainage (AMD) is a serious environmental problem adversely

affecting over 23,000 km of surface water in the United States of America.178 This is
prevalent in the areas which are situated close to coal refuse piles that have accumulated
as a result of coal cleaning processes. Somerset, Pennsylvania houses many such piles
containing hundreds of tons of refuse coal. Among others, pyritic minerals are left in the
waste piles on the surface when the coal is taken to market after cleaning. Although
several kinds of pyritic minerals are known, only iron pyrite (FeS2) is commonly found in
association with coal.
Exposure of pyrites to atmospheric oxygen, moisture, and a group of acidiphilic
bacteria capable of oxidizing iron and sulfur gives rise to the formation of sulfuric
acid.179,180 The following equations (35-38) represent the most important chemicalbiological processes responsible for the production of acidic water.179,180
4 FeS2 + 14 O2 + 4 H2O = 4 Fe2+ + 8 SO42- + 8 H+

(eq. 35)

4 Fe2+ + O2 + 4 H+

(eq. 36)

= 4 Fe3+ + 2 H2O

4 Fe3+ + 12 H2O = 4 Fe(OH)3 (s) + 12 H+

(eq. 37)

The overall reaction is:
4 FeS2 + 15 O2

+ 14 H2O = 4 Fe(OH)3 (s) + 8 SO42- + 16 H+

(eq. 38)

Pyritic oxidation can also occur in the presence of ferric ions (equation 39):
FeS2

+ 14 Fe3+ + 8 H2O =

15 Fe2+ + 2 SO42- + 16 H+
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(eq. 39)

Every year the U.S. mineral processing industry generates over 3 x 107 metric tons
of residue and waste that contain hazardous material and other by-products.181 Many of
these by-products are sulfides of problematic elements like Hg, Pb and As. Sulfides are a
very important class of minerals because the majority of the metals in the minerals exist
in this form.182 A substantial quantity of these ore minerals is found directly on the
surface of the earth, and these surface minerals often release toxic metals into the
environment due to changes in climate and through oxidation of the sulfur. Also,
minerals found in coal contain sulfides of iron (pyrite, FeS2), and oxides of aluminum,
silicon, calcium, magnesium, and sodium.183,184 The relative concentrations of the
minerals depend mainly on the geological location of the coal seam, and vary from place
to place. The leaching of iron and consequent production of sulfuric acid is the basis for
acid mine drainage, a global and potentially unending problem. Thus, sulfide minerals
are a significant source of environmental contamination since the minerals are
continuously made soluble as more and more water passes through the material.
Also, there are between 20,000 and 50,000 abandoned mines in the United States
which produce acid mine drainage (AMD) that affect hundreds of water reservoirs.178,185
On average an abandoned mine necessitates the treatment of approximately 3 million
cubic meters of AMD each year.186
Many methods have been proposed to control acid mine drainage problems. They
include physical methods such as mine sealing, water diversion, improved mining
technologies, constructed wetlands and land reclamation.187

But most generate

problematic secondary wastes. In recent years several studies have demonstrated the
ability of wetlands to remove acidity, sulfate and iron from moderate acid drainage.188
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One alternative approach involves destruction of the bacteria responsible for pyrite
oxidation.189 This was achieved by using the anionic surfactant, sodium lauryl sulfate
(SLS), as a bacteriocide for T. ferrooxidants.190 It was observed that all concentrations
(25 mg/L, 50 mg/L, 75 mg/L and 100 mg/L) of SLS reduced sulfate production for the
first 12 days. However, after 12 days the 75 mg SLS/L stimulated sulfur formation. On
the other hand, the 25- and 50-mg SLS/L concentrations reduced sulfate formation over
the 26-day period. Use of 100 mg SLS/L completely inhibited sulfate formation for the
first 12 days and significantly reduced it for the remaining 14 days. So, use of optimum
doses of SLS is very important for the success of this method.
Metal precipitation is the most common AMD mitigation technique. This involves
neutralization of the acidic water with lime, limestone, soda ash or caustic soda.98 This
method has several drawbacks including the need for continuous high doses of alkali. It
also requires the removal of the secondary wastes including ferric hydroxide. And these
techniques involve high costs and low effectiveness.98
Chemical methods have also been developed to treat the coal waste directly and
prevent metal release.

One of the first chemical methods is known as

microencapsulation. In microencapsulation potassium hydrogen phosphate (K2HPO4) or
silica-based compounds create a ferric phosphate or ferric silica complex around the
pyrite that prevents oxidation.191,192 Treatment with an oxidizing agent, such as peroxide,
is required prior to the introduction of K2HPO4 for this method to be effective. In the
case of phosphate minerals, formation of ferrous phosphate complexes renders the
phosphate source inactive and thus reducing the overall effectiveness of this process.193
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Another shortcoming of this method is that for optimal results it is necessary to maintain
pH values greater than 4.194
The oxidation of pyrite can be effectively inhibited by coating it with an inert
hydrophobic layer of sodium oleate.187 It was found that sodium oleate coating on the
surface of coal pyrites virtually removed oxidation of pyrite and subsequent acid
production both in moist air and aqueous solution.
Pyrite oxidation can be suppressed by coating the coal with a layer of
8-hydroxyquinoline.195 The 8-hydroxyquinoline combines with the surface Fe3+ on the
pyrite suppressing both chemical and biological oxidation leading to decreased release of
metals and acidic water to the environment. However, since the iron 8-hydroxyquinoline
complex is decomposed by strong acid, this approach is likely to be effective only for
fresh tailing piles before AMD and the associated low pH is generated.195
At pH 6 pyrite coating by silicates and lipids can effectively prevent oxidative
destruction of pyrites.196 However, at lower pH environments, which is common in
AMD sites, only lipids may be effective since silicate coating cannot be established at pH
< 3.
It is evident from the above discussion that although some of the methods and
technologies including phosphate and silica based coatings are capable of inhibiting acid
mine drainage to some extent, they are ineffective at ambient pH ranges and are not
capable of controlling high sulfur discharges. So, it was decided to investigate the
effectiveness of BDETH2 or its sodium salt in inhibiting acid mine drainage by coating
the surface of coal with it. Since thiol based compounds have a tendency to form ironsulfur clusters in biological systems, the disodium salt of BDETH2 will utilize its terminal
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sulfur groups to covalently coordinate to the lattice of the ferrous atom in the polyhedral
cubic structure of pyrite, thereby prohibiting oxidation of the ferrous atoms. Equation 40
shows the theoretical reaction between BDETNa2 and an oxidized pyrite surface:10

[pyrite-Fez](SxOy)z- + z/2 (BDETNa2) → [pyrite-Fez]z/2(BDET) + Naz(SxOy)z- (eq. 40)

Furthermore, BDETNa2 is capable of utilizing its aromatic hydrophobic tail to
repel water at the pyrite surface to reduce the leaching of other metals present in the coal.
A BDETNa2 coating is capable of reducing metal leaching significantly in
solutions of pH 3.0 and 6.5.10 It was determined that for the pH 3.0 and 6.5 solutions the
leached iron concentrations were 36-fold and 135-fold greater in the uncoated samples
than the BDET2- samples. The results for the other metals like Cu, Mn, Ni, Zn, Cd, and
Pb are similar. CVAA determinations showed that leached mercury in both the coated
and uncoated samples fell below the CVAA detection limit. Table 7.1 summarizes the
results of reduction in leaching of metals present in coal as a result of BDET-coating.10
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Table 7.1. Heavy metal leaching of coal samples, uncoated and BDET-coated.10

Metal

pH

Metal concentration (ppm)
15 days
Uncoated
Coated

Fe
3.0
241
Fe
6.5
131
Cu
3.0
1.95
Cu
6.5
0.461
Mn
3.0
3.62
Mn
6.5
1.003
Ni
3.0
1.75
Ni
6.5
0.573
Zn
3.0
5.012
Zn
6.5
3.79
Pb
3.0
< 0.020a
Pb
6.5
0.011
Hg
3.0
< 0.0005b
Hg
6.5
0.006
Cd
3.0
< 0.008a
Cd
6.5
0.018
a
Concentration fell below the ICP-OES method detection limit
b
Concentration fell below the CVAA method detection limit

6.78
0.973
0.012
< 0.009a
0.542
0.329
0.997
0.075
0.384
0.877
< 0.020a
< 0.002a
< 0.0005b
< 0.005a
< 0.008a
< 0.008a

Coating of coal by BDETH2 effectively reduces metal leaching from coal. It is
thought that the BDET coating is covalent. This chapter will describe how BDETH2
inhibits leaching of the minerals under varying pH over extended periods of time by
forming a covalent surface coating to the metals in the mineral.

7.2

Results and Discussion

7.2.1

Cinnabar
Cinnabar is an extremely insoluble solid197 with a solubility product of 10-36.8. The

presence of high (7 mM) sulfide concentrartions at pH > 6 or elemental sulfur can
dissolve cinnabar by forming soluble aqueous complexes. The presence of Fe3+ in acid
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mine waters (pH < 2.0) has also been shown to release mercury through oxidation of
cinnabar. Nevertheless, the uncoated samples (A) did not leach sufficient Hg to be
detected. However, many other metals readily leached from cinnabar, since the mineral
is not of 100% purity. As can be seen in Figure 7.1, at pH 1 the dissolved concentration
of Fe and Mn show virtually no change in concentration over a one month period in
untreated sample A. In coated sample B, Fe drops from a concentration of 31.80 ppm to
0.10 ppm in just 24 hours and reduces down to 0.06 ppm over a one month period. The
initial concentration of Mn is reduced by 50%, and continues to drop over the one month
period. Al drops over time in uncoated sample A, likely due to oxidation to Al2(SO4)3,
while in coated sample B the concentration is immediately reduced to less than 1ppm in
24 hours where it is maintained for the duration of the experiment. At pH 3, again coated
sample B is reduced faster than sample A. Uncoated sample A even shows trends in
leaching for Al and Mn initially. At pH 7, in uncoated sample A, all three metals have an
increase in leaching at the 24 hour period, while in coated sample B, the increase in
leaching is greatly inhibited for Al and Mn, while Fe still maintains a reduced
concentration.

The other metal impurities in the cinnabar leaching experiment are

negligible.
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Figure 7.1. ICP Analysis for Cinnabar (HgS) Leaching Study

7.2.2 Realgar
Realgar, one of many traditional Chinese medicines used to treat carbuncles, boils,
insect and snake-bites, etc., is soluble in water.198 In acid solutions of realgar up to
0.63% As is soluble. Dissolution of realgar produces As3+.
For AsS, only three metals, As, Fe, and Mn, are released from the mineral sample
(Figure 7.2). At pH 1, uncoated sample A shows an increase in concentration for all
three metals over the initial baseline concentration. For coated sample B, Fe and Mn
show negligible leaching despite the baseline concentrations of 10.70 ppm (Fe) and 6.43
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ppm (Mn) determined prior to coating. The uncoated samples released increased
amounts of As throughout the time period at each pH. The coated samples released much
less As than the baseline determined before coating. The effect is more dramatic at pH 1
where the leached As is only 50% of the baseline. Interestingly, this level of reduction
was not replicated at pH 3, or 7. It is possible that at these pH levels oxidation generates
H2AsO3- which can abstract the thiol protons from BDETH2, thus making it unavailable
for covalent binding with the metal. Thus, the combined effect of the ligand coating and
low pH improves leaching inhibition.
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Figure 7.2. ICP Analysis for Realgar (AsS) Leaching Study
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7.2.3 Sphalerite
ZnS is soluble in acid generating Zn2+ (aq) and H2S in the process.199 Elemental
sulfur is formed in the absence of sulfur-oxidizing bacteria. Dissolution of ZnS decreases
with increase in pH.
With ZnS, only Fe and Zn show the greatest leaching although the presence of
other elements was detected (Figure 7.3). At pH 1, in uncoated sample A, Zn follows the
trend of increasing concentration through one month. Coated sample B has a baseline
concentration of 31.50 ppm and after coating drops down to ~ 20.00 ppm where it is
maintained for the duration of the experiment. In contrast at pH 1, Fe shows continual
leaching in uncoated sample A; in coated sample B it continues to leach, but not as
significantly. At pH 3, Zn follows the same trend in uncoated sample A, with an increase
in leaching from 10.90 ppm to 25.10 ppm, while in coated sample B the level is reduced
to 0.63 ppm within 24 hours compared to the baseline concentration of 9.16 ppm. At pH
3 for Fe, both samples show an immediate drop in concentration; this is probably due to a
rapid oxidation and precipitation of the Fe as hydrous oxide. As mentioned in chapter 1
at pH > 2, red brown gelatinous hydrous oxides are formed.13 At pH 7, Zn again shows a
steady increase in concentration in uncoated sample A, while coated sample B shows a
steady drop to the detectable limit for Zn. Neither uncoated sample A nor coated sample
B has enough iron present at pH 7 to make a good comparison.
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7.2.4 Galena
The dissolution mechanism of galena (PbS) is not very clear.200 A wide variety of
mechanisms have been proposed for this process in the literature. It has been reported
that in acidic aerobic media, dissolution proceeds with the formation of H2SO4 and Pb2+
··6 H2O.
At pH 1, three metals, Al, Fe, and Pb, showed significant leaching from galena
(Figure 7.4). However, their concentration, in both coated and uncoated samples,
reduced over time. Reduction in concentration in the uncoated samples may be attributed
to the oxidation and precipitation of the metals as oxides and hydroxides. At pH 3, only
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Al and Pb showed significant leaching. Again, concentration of the metals, in both
coated and uncoated samples, decreased over time, probably due to oxidation and
precipitation of the metals. At pH 7, none of the metals showed any significant leaching.
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Figure 7.4. ICP Analysis for Galena (PbS) Leaching Study

7.2.5 Covellite
In acidic media covellite dissolves with the formation of Cu2+ (aq) and HS- (aq).201
Its solubility product Ksp = 10-21.39 at 0.2 M NaCl.
Three metals, Cu, Fe, and Al, show significant leaching from CuS (Figure 7.5). At
pH 1 in uncoated sample A, Cu shows a tremendous amount of leaching, starting at 77.90
ppm and after 30 days reaching 347.00 ppm with a consistent increasing trend. It is quite
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expected since in acidic environments (pH < 7), Cu2+ is the dominant species (see chapter
1). In coated sample B, Cu begins at 72.70 ppm and after just 24 hours is reduced to
below detectable limits, where it is maintained for the duration of the leaching
experiment. Fe and Al have similar profiles, but neither Fe nor Al leach as much in
uncoated sample A. In coated sample B, however, concentrations are reduced
significantly; Fe drops from 34.30 ppm down to 14.80 ppm after just 24 hours. After one
month Fe continued to drop to 11.20 ppm, maintaining that no leaching occurred. Al
showed similar results with uncoated sample A, leaching consistently throughout the
duration of the study and coated sample B remaining at almost negligible values. At pH
3, the Cu in uncoated sample A increases by a factor of two in just one month, while in
coated sample B values begin at 61.60 ppm and drop to 1.70 ppm over one month. At pH
3, the Fe in uncoated sample A gradually drops from 20.50 ppm to 1.85 ppm over one
month, may be due to oxidation of Fe forming hydrous oxides. Coated sample B drops
from 20.70 ppm to below detectable limits within one month. Al follows the same trend
as Fe, with the Al in uncoated sample A gradually dropping from 1.78 ppm to 0.11 ppm
over a one month period and no leaching occurring with coated sample B. At pH 7, Cu
shows increase in concentration in uncoated sample A over one month, Cu starts at 7.14
ppm and ends at 57.20 ppm. In coated sample B, Cu slowly drops from 6.40 ppm to 0.33
ppm over the 30 day period.
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Figure 7.5. ICP Analysis for Covellite (CuS) Leaching Study
7.2.6 Pyrite
Pyrite, the most abundant sulfide mineral, accompanies almost all sulfide and
many non-sulfide minerals including coal. It oxidizes relatively easily generating H2SO4
and FeSO4. Fe2(SO4)3 is generated if excess O2 is available. When pH of the
surrounding aqueous phase increases above 5.5, ferric sulfate hydrolyzes to ferric
hydroxide.202 Dissolution of FeS2 in the acidic media generates Fe2+(aq) and H2S.
As shown in Figure 7.6, in the leaching study for pyrite (FeS2), all metals follow
the trend of uncoated sample A at all three pHs continuing to leach throughout the
duration of the experiment, while with coated sample B no more leaching occurs. Quite
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expectedly Fe shows significant leaching at all three pHs. At pH 1, the Fe in uncoated
sample A increased from 125.00 ppm to 147.00 ppm over a one month period. But it
decreased from 132.00 ppm to 0.30 ppm in coated sample B. At pH 3, the Fe in uncoated
sample A increased from 113.00 ppm to 144.00 ppm over a one month period, but in
coated sample B it decreased from 119.00 ppm to 0.89 ppm over the same period of time.
At pH 7, concentration of Fe in uncoated sample A increased three fold (starting at 25.30
ppm and ending at 76.30 ppm) over a one month period, but in coated sample B it
showed a gradual decrease in concentration (starting at 25.30 ppm and ending at 20.00
ppm). The results show that BDETH2 can effectively reduce and maintain low levels of
divalent heavy metal concentrations.
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Figure 7.6. ICP Analysis for Pyrite (FeS2) Leaching Study
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7.2.7 Chalcopyrite
Dissolution of chalcopyrite generates Cu2+, Fe2+, SO42-.203 Elemental sulfur, CuS
and non-stoichiometric FeCuS2 have been reported as solid reaction products.
As is evident from Figure 7.7, chalcopyrite (CuFeS2) provided different results.
There are four significant metals at pH 1 (Cu, Fe, Mn, and Zn), but two metals at pH 3
(Mn and Zn) and only one metal at pH 7 (Mn). At pH 1, with uncoated sample A all four
metals begin the process at relatively high concentrations; Cu and Fe readily decrease to
much lower values (0.84 and 0.73 ppm respectively) after 24 hours, where they are
maintained throughout 30 days (likely due to oxidation, presumably generating Fe3+ and
Cu2+). Concentration of Mn and Zn decreased slowly over 30 days. In coated sample B,
all four metals drop to below detectable limits within 24 hours where the concentrations
are maintained and no leaching occurs. At pH 3, both Mn and Zn show the same trend
with uncoated sample A, slowly decreasing concentration, while in coated sample B, a
drastic drop in concentration occurs within just 24 hours. At pH 7, while in uncoated
sample A the concentration of Mn decreased slowly over 30 days, in coated sample B it
showed a two fold decrease in concentration within 24 hours with further reduction in
concentration occurring during the remainder of the experiment.
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7.3

Examination of the BDET-coated mineral surface
It has been reported in the literature that organosulfur compounds bond strongly to

many metal and metal sulfide surfaces and form monolayer films.204 Formation of
oriented monolayers of dialkyl sulfides such as {CH3(CH2)15S}2 on gold was shown by
Nuzzo et al.205 Subsequent studies characterized various aspects of these monolayers
such as the nature of the interaction of organosulfur compounds with gold (dissociative
vs molecular adsorption).206-208 Recently the use of X-ray absorption spectroscopy
(XAS) and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) to characterize the chemical
interaction between gold surfaces and monolayers derived from a dithiol monomer and
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related disulfide-containing polyamides was reported.8 It was determined that most of
the monomeric dithiols adsorb through a single thiol end while the disulfide-containing
precursors attach to the surface through both sulfurs.
The nature of the sulfur-metal bonds that formed after the minerals were coated
with the dithiol ligand, BDETH2 were explored by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS).
Pyrite and galena were chosen as representative examples of open-shell and
closed-shell mineral sulfides to see how changes in electronic configuration in metals
affect the binding efficacy with BDETH2. This work was conducted in collaboration
with Dr. C. Chusuei, Department of Chemistry, Missouri University of Science &
Technology,Rolla, Missouri..
A markedly thicker BDET overlayer is observed on the pyrite as compared to
galena under identical preparation conditions following the mineral coating procedure.
The XPS signals from BDET after binding are more pronounced on the FeS2 surface than
on PbS. The XPS data shows electron density donation from the ligand atoms (N and S)
in BDET to the metal in FeS2, but not in PbS. The core level BE shifts along with fwhm
(full width at half maximum) in parantheses are summarized in Table 7.2. Figure 7.8
shows the N 1s stackplot (emanating from BDET) comparing the two bare mineral
surfaces with unbound BDET. The N 1s at 399.5 eV signifies the N atoms in the
unbound BDET. Upon interaction with FeS2, a second oxidation state appears at
400.9 eV. The higher BE denotes N bonding to the Fe where electron density is extracted
from the BDET.
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Table 7.2: XPS Core Level Shifts of Mineral Sulfides Binding with BDET (eV)
Sample
S 2p
Fe 2p
Pb 4f
PbS161.0 162.1 163.4 164.8
…..
…..
137.8 142.7
BDET
(0.99) (0.85) (1.80) (1.80)
(1.21) (1.26)
PbS
160.7 161.9 …..
…..
…..
…..
137.5 142.4
(1.00) (0.99)
(1.23) (1.27)
BDET
161.8 163.3 164.5 …..
…..
…..
…..
…..
(1.13) (1.36) (1.46)
FeS2163.5 164.8 167.0 …..
706.2 718.6
…..
…..
BDET
(1.95) (2.74) (2.99)
(2.95) (4.00)
FeS2
159.8 162.5 163.7 164.8 706.8 719.7
…..
…..
(1.51) (1.14) (0.82) (1.92) (1.01) (1.76)

N 1s
399.1
…..
(2.23)
…..
…..
399.5
(1.61)
399.3
(1.72)
…..

In binding to PbS, the N 1s BE exhibits a –0.4 eV shift indicative of an increase in
electron density. Marked differences are especially observed in the S 2p core level
indicating binding interactions between the sulfide and BDET that occurs predominantly
through binding between the S and metal atoms, but not involving any interaction with
the N atoms within BDET. This configuration is reminiscent of sulfur-gold bond
formation in monolayers derived from the BDET molecule tethered to gold through two
terminal sulfurs, forming surface attached loops.8,209 Based on the fact that changes were
observed only in the S 2p BE positions and virtually no change in the N 1s positions, we
postulate that BDET attaches to the metal surfaces through both sulfurs forming a loop.
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Figure 7.8. Photoelectron spectra of the N 1s orbital of (a) BDET ;(b) coordinated to PbS
and (c) coordinated to FeS2.

Figure 7.9 shows the S 2p core levels of the coated (FeS2-BDET, PbS-BDET) and
uncoated (FeS2, PbS) mineral sulfide surfaces and uncomplexed BDET. In Figure 7.9,
peaks (1) and (2) at S 2p BE at 164.6 and 163.4 eV denoting oxidation states of S atoms
within the BDET uncomplexed ligand are in excellent agreement with binding energies
reported in the literature; positions at 163.4 and 164.6 eV correspond to the S 2p3/2 and
2p1/2 spin orbit coupled peak for the S in BDET,8,210 at a BE position typical of
dithiols.211,212 Likewise, peaks (3) and (4) in the PbS-BDET, at 161.0 and 162.1 eV, are
the S 2p3/2 and 2p1/2 orbits that match BE values observed in the literature for PbS.213
The S 2p spectrum of the PbS-BDET reveals contributions of all of the states, peaks
(1) - (4), emanating from both PbS and BDET. Furthermore, since peaks (1)- (4) were all
observed for the PbS-BDET complex, it would appear that BDET allowed photoelectrons
from the underlying PbS to penetrate through the BDET coating. Peaks (3) and (4) from
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PbS was clearly observable due to either: (i) the fact that the BDET coating was thin (less
than ~50 Å-thick) and/or (ii) BDET covered the underlying PbS in an non-contiguous
manner, e.g. forming islands rather than a complete monolayer. The observation of the
PbS through the BDET coating suggests that the coating binds weakly to PbS. In
addition, a BE shift is observed from S 2p = 160.7 and 161.9 eV in PbS to lower BEs at
161.0 and 162.1 eV in PbS-BDET, indicating an increase in electron density to the S
atoms in PbS upon coordination with BDET, suggestive of electron density being
withdrawn from the Pb. This interpretation is supported by the corresponding increase in
BE of the Pb 4f7/2 and 4f5/2 orbitals from 137.5 and 142.4 eV of the unbound PbS to 137.8
and 142.7 eV in the PbS-BDET complex, respectively (Figure 7.10; right-hand panel).
Furthermore, the S 2p oxidation states of PbS at 163.3 and 164.5 eV increased to 163.4
and 164.8 eV after binding to BDET in forming the BDET-PbS complex. Hence, when
BDET binds to PbS, electron density is withdrawn from the metal.
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In contrast, BDET binds FeS2 more completely. The contribution of peaks (6)-(8)
from the underlying FeS2 is not apparent in the FeS2-BDET peak envelope. Intensity
from peak (7) may be contributing to the FeS2-BDET lineshape but is not clearly
resolved. The overall S 2p lineshape of the FeS2-BDET complex is similar to that of the
uncomplexed BDET (Figure 7.9), which is due to more complete coverage of BDET to
the FeS2 as compared to PbS. The markedly greater BDET coverage and binding to the
pyrite is a result of electron density donation from the S atoms in BDET to the open-shell
Fe 2p electronic configuration. In contrast, PbS has a closed-shell configuration that
hampers the donation to the metal; hence, the opposite trend of electron withdrawal from
the metal is observed (vide supra). This conclusion is supported by the observed core
level shifts of the Fe 2p orbitals comparing the complexed and uncomplexed pyrite
powders. The BE peak positions at 706.8 and 719.7 eV of the bare pyrite surface match
with those reported in the literature.214,215 A decrease in electron density in the Fe 2p
orbitals after binding with BDET is evident (Figure 7.10; left-hand panel) as the Fe 2p3/2
and 2p1/2 orbitals shift from 706.8 and 719.7 eV to 706.2 and 718.6 eV, respectively, after
complexation to form FeS2-BDET. Shake-up satellite features in transition metal 2p
orbitals typically arise from unpaired 3d electrons.216 The features arise from unpaired
electrons excited to a discrete state after relaxation during the photoionization process
(i.e. final state effects). Pyrite, in which the Fe has a formal +2 charge and is
tetrahedrally coordinated to the S atoms, exhibits an open shell electronic configuration.
The shake-up satellite features in the Fe 2p at 716.2 and 709.5 eV (denoted by the
arrows) of the pyrite diminishes greatly after complexation with BDET, indicating an
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open-shell to closed-shell transition as a result of the complexation, i.e. as electron
density is being donated from the S to the Fe (Figure 7.10: left-hand panel).
It is likely that electron density donation (from S and N in the BDET) results in a
closed-shell configuration, leading to reduced shake-up. It implies that electron density
from the BDET sulfur is transferred to the Fe in the pyrite structure. The attachment of
various groups to Fe varies the relative intensities of the shake-up satellites depending
upon the ligand-to-metal or metal-to-ligand electronic transfer.217 This interpretation is
consistent with the Fe 2p BE decrease and S 2p BE increase after complexation as well as
the disappearance of the satellites as FeS2 coordinates with BDET. In contrast, PbS,
having a closed-shell electronic configuration 218 (evident by the absence of shake-up
satellites in the Pb 4f orbitals) does not exhibit any electron density increase after
complexation with BDET (Figure 7.10: right-hand panel). A slight increase in the S 2p
BE is also observed. Corresponding shifts in the S 2p peaks for FeS2 could not be
observed due to greater attenuation by the S atoms in BDET. The greater attenuation
further signifies greater binding interaction of BDET to FeS2 relative to PbS at equivalent
BDET-mineral sulfide complex formations.

7.4

Experimental

7.4.1 General considerations
All reagents were purchased from commercial sources and were used as received.
BDETH2 was synthesized following the procedure outlined in Chapter 2.

The minerals,

cinnabar (HgS), pyrite (FeS2), chalcopyrite (CuFeS2), covellite (CuS), galena (PbS),
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realgar (AsS), and sphalerite (ZnS), were obtained from D. J. Minerals in Butte, MT and
were between 79 - 87% pure.

7.4.2 Sample Preparation
Each sample (10 cm x 7 cm x 7 cm) was rinsed with distilled water to remove any
excess residue and allowed to dry. They were broken up with a sledge hammer and
BICO Chipmunk Jaw Crusher, which reduced their size to approximately 6 mm or less.
They were then pulverized to a size of 60 mesh using a BICO Vibratory Ring Pulverizer.
An amount of 20 g of finely powdered sulfide-mineral was added to three 250 mL
beakers containing 150 mL of distilled water. Each beaker contained a solution with a
different pH, acidified using trace metal grade hydrochloric acid. Each test was carried
out in duplicate and averaged (Figures 7.1 – 7.7).
After each mineral was placed into the appropriately acidified water, a sample was
taken at three days to determine initial baseline concentration. The samples were studied
in two categories: uncoated samples (A) and samples (B) that were coated with calculated
amounts of BDETH2 based on the concentration of divalent heavy metals present in
solution found in the initial ICP analysis.
The contents of the beakers were stirred for the duration of the experiment.
The beakers were kept open to the air at all times in an effort to mimic the natural
environment as closely as possible. The experiments were performed at room
temperature. 10 mL aliquots of samples from each container were filtered through
Nalgene-Syringe filters (25 mm, 0.2 µm pore size) purchased from Fisher Scientific.
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Samples were prepared separately for the different time periods meaning that aliquots
were drawn out from different beakers at different times.

7.4.2.1 Coating of the Minerals
Weighed amounts of each powdered mineral were put in Erlenmeyer flasks with
100 mL of DI H2O in each of them followed by the addition of stoichiometric amounts of
BDETH2. The contents of the flask were stirred for 24 hours after which the solids were
filtered and dried in the air for 24 hours.

7.4.3 Analytical Techniques
Metal concentrations, except for mercury, were determined using a Varian VistaPro CCD Simultaneous Inductively Coupled Argon Plasma Optical Emission
Spectrometer (ICP-OES). Mercury levels of the samples were determined using cold
vapor atomic absorption spectrophotometry (CVAAS) on a CETAC Technologies
M-6000A Mercury Analyzer, using EPA methods.166 Digestion of the samples was
performed following EPA methods (7470) for mercury detection in liquid waste.
X-ray photoelectron spectra (XPS) were acquired at the University of MissouriRolla using an ion-pumped Kraton Axis 165 system with a hemispherical analyzer. The
base pressure of the chamber was ~1 x 10-10 Torr. A Mg Kα anode (hυ = 1253.6 eV) was
used which was operating at 15 kV and 300 Watts and had a pass energy of 20 eV for
high resolution scans. The powder samples were mounted using double-sided tape
(Scotch 3M) and outgassed in a load-lock prior to introduction into the analysis chamber.
The C 1s core level at 284.7 eV was used for binding energy correction due to
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charging.219,220 A 70:30 Gaussian: Lorenztian lineshape and a Shirley background
subtraction were used to curvefit the spectra.221

7.5

Conclusions
By continuously monitoring the aqueous effluents by ICP-OES it was determined

that the BDETH2 ligand adheres to the metals in the sulfide mineral to prevent leaching.
There was no free ligand causing metal precipitation. An important discovery was the
fact that BDETH2 could be administered by dissolution in EtOH and adding this solution
to the leaching solution. This greatly simplifies the procedure as well as dramatically
reducing the material cost.
Sulfides are a very important class of minerals, primarily because they contain
some of the most toxic heavy metals available. Metal leaching from these minerals in
water is caused by acid dissolution of the metal ions. It has been shown previously that
metal ions in solution are bound by BDETH2 to produce insoluble non-leaching
precipitates.
In the present study the affinity of BDETH2 for heavy metals was used to bind the
metals at the mineral surface. This has been corroborated by the study on the stability of
BDET-metal compounds. The results of XPS study confirmed that covalent bonds are
formed between the S atoms of BDETH2 and the metal ions.
Enhanced binding of BDET to the mineral sulfide is accompanied by electron
donation to the metal as opposed to extraction from it. The results suggest that BDET
interactions with mineral sulfides having an open shell electronic configuration (opposed
to a closed one) would result in an enhanced coating of the mineral surface, and hence
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improved heavy metal leaching remediation ability. Electronic structure may be an
important variable for evaluating BDET’s binding efficacy to a host of mineral sulfide
systems, e.g. covellite (CuS) having an open shell versus chalcocite (Cu2S) having a
closed shell configuration.
For the soft metal minerals where there is appreciable natural leaching the BDET
has a dramatic effect. For the hard metal-containing minerals such as ZnS prevention is
moderate to satisfactory. This proves the hypothesis that BDET containing soft thiol
groups form covalent bonds with the soft metals at the surface of the minerals.
It may be possible to prevent AMD through the binding of the metals in the coal
which contains among others pyrite (FeS2), marcasite (FeS2), chalcopyrite (CuFeS2),
galena (PbS) and sphalerite (ZnS). This could be achieved by spraying BDET onto dry
mine walls before allowing the mine to fill with water. This technique will also be
effective in preventing acid mine drainage from ‘coal-slurry deposits’ or CSDs. It is
known that CSDs contain significant quantities of pyrite.
BDET has the unique characteristic of being insoluble in water but capable of
being added to water as a solution in EtOH. Thus, BDET will not only bind the soft
metals in the coal, it will also provide a water insoluble coating on the coal. Figure 7.11
illustrates the covalent binding of BDET2- with Fe present in pyrite.
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Figure 7.11. Postulated covalent bonding between BDET2- and FeS2
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CHAPTER 8

Conclusions and Suggestions for Future Work
8.1

Conclusions
Benzene-1,3-diamidoethanethiol (BDETH2), a ligand capable of binding divalent

heavy metals efficiently, has been synthesized and characterized.

Its application in

binding divalent heavy metals in industrial effluents, sulfide minerals, coals, etc. has been
demonstrated.

A wide range of metal compounds including BDETLi2, BDETNa2,

BDETK2, BDETMg, BDETFe, BDETCo, BDETNi, BDETCu, BDETAsOH, BDETSn,
BDETCd, BDETHg, and BDETPb has been synthesized and characterized. The metal
compounds of BDET have sharp melting points indicating that they are pure. Thermogravimetric analysis indicated that the compounds are thermally stable and do not contain
any water molecule in the compounds. Solubility studies indicated that they are insoluble
in water and other common laboratory solvents indicating that the compounds may be
polymeric. Leaching studies performed with BDET-Cd, BDET-Hg and BDET-Pb
indicate that they are very stable to harsh acidic conditions.
Attempts to derivatize BDET-Metal compounds by combining them with n-BuLi,
C2H5MgBr and Bu2Mg failed.

Also, efforts to alkylaluminate the BDET-Metal

compounds by combining them with Al(CH3)3 was not successful. These indicate that
the N-H groups in the BDET-Metal compounds have low acidity and the C=O groups
possess low Lewis basicity.
A new cyclic compound, 1,3-bis(4,5-dihydrothiazolo)benzene resulted when
BDETH2 was combined with AlMe3 in toluene under reflux. This reaction establishes
the fact that presence of SH and NH functionalities in BDETH2 gave rise to amino-thiol
cyclization.
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A mineral coating study indicated that BDETH2 can prevent leaching of metals
from sulfur-containing minerals. Surface study carried out to examine the metal-sulfur
bonding on BDET-coated minerals indicated the presence of covalent bonding between
BDET and the mineral surfaces.
Another dithiol compound, namely, N,N'-bis(2-mercaptoethyl)oxalamide (MOA),
has been synthesized and characterized. Three metal compounds of MOA have also been
synthesized and characterized. This re-emphasises the fact that dithiol compounds are
very effective in binding heavy metals and thus are important tools for heavy metal
remediation. Efforts made to solubilize the MOA-metal compounds did not succeed as
well. The products of the reactions are, as in the case with BDET-M copounds, unreacted
MOA-M compounds.
A series of metal compounds of dithiothreitol (DTT), a water-soluble dithiol
compound, has been prepared and characterized.

This, again, proves that dithiol

compounds may be used for removing heavy metals from the environment. However, it
should be mentioned here that DTT is very sensitive to air and light.
compound is relatively expensive.

Also, this

These facts will limit its use in heavy metal

remediation.
A

monothiol

compound,

N-mercaptoethylfuroylamide

(MFA),

has

been

synthesized and characterized. Three main group heavy metal compounds have also been
prepared and characterized. It demonstrated that a bidentate chelate was not necessary to
precipitate heavy metals from water. The ligand or its metal compounds are not soluble
in water. The metal compounds, however, are moderately soluble in dimethylsulfoxide
and dimethylformamide and slightly soluble in chloroform.
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The results of study with MOA, DTT, and MFA demonstrated that BDET is not
unique in its ability to form water insoluble precipitates. The insolubility was due to
metal-sulfur bonding and the likely formation of a polymeric compound with bridging
S-M ····S groups.
A complete understanding of the chemistry of the metal-ligand precipitates has
been attained.

This information can now be used for industrial application of

precipitating different metals in the water environment.

8.2 Future Work
Since attempts to synthesize a water-soluble analogue of BDETH2 did not prove
successful, future work should be directed at preparing this elusive compound.

A

different methodology should be employed to successfully achieve this goal. It seems
likely that the desired product may be obtained by converting the hydroxyl group into an
ester group, and then treating it with cysteamine hydrochloride since it is assumed that
the presence of the hydroxyl group is hindering the reaction.
Renewed efforts should be undertaken to metallate BDETH2 and its metal
compounds by changing the reaction conditions. However, the task seems to be a huge
one since attempts to run the reactions using both polar and non-polar solvents failed.
Also, attempts to run them at room temperature and under reflux failed.
The coordination environment of Hg in BDET-Hg has been successfully
established using XAFS. It will be very exciting if the coordination environment of the
metals in the other BDET-M compounds, especially the main group and transition metal
elements, are also found out using XAFS. Although XAFS can be used to identify any
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element in the periodic table, its use has so far been limited to the heavier ones. Single
crystal X-ray analysis will not be possible since the compounds are insoluble in common
laboratory solvents.
It will be very interesting to find out how BDETH2 reacts with other divalent
metals like Ca, Sr, Ba, Zn, etc. Although Ca, Sr and Ba are not considered environmental
hazards, investigation of the reactivity of BDETH2 towards these elements will help to
understand the chemistry of BDETH2 better.

Therefore, efforts should be made to

prepare other metal compounds of BDETH2 and fully characterize them.
Although industrial applications for precipitating different metals such as Fe, Co,
Ni, Pb, Zn, Hg, As can now be addressed (for internal water treatment) toxicity data is
needed for remediation applications. So, efforts should be made to collect toxicity data
on the BDET-Metal compounds.
Future endeavours should be directed at growing crystals of N,N'-bis(2mercaptoethyl)oxalamide (MOA) suitable for single crystal X-ray spectroscopy since it
has been found that MOA is moderately soluble in THF and slightly soluble in CH3OH
and C2H5OH.
Investigations should be carried out to find out the efficacy of MOA in binding
heavy metals in industrial effluents, and in preventing acid mine drainage. Although
MOA and BDETH2 share common features in their chemical behaviors, synthesis of
MOA has proven to be less troublesome than BDETH2. It is likely that industrial
production of MOA will be cheaper than that of BDETH2.
Efforts should be continued to grow crystals of MFA and its metal compounds so
that their structures can be established unambiguously. Investigations may be carried out
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to find out if MFA is capable of binding heavy metals in industrial effluents or in the
aqueous environments.

Attempts may also be made to synthesize water-soluble

monothiol compounds.

Copyright © Kamruz Md Zaman 2008
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